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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1 OVERVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the opportunities and challenges for key functional areas of the San Bernardino
County Transportation Authority (SBCTA) and Omnitrans under a “complete consolidation” where the two agencies (all
functions) are brought together under one organization. Complete consolidation would entail transferring all functions from
one agency to a single consolidated agency, which then provides transit and other transportation services. Note that this
complete consolidation analysis explicitly excludes the consideration of other transit agencies in San Bernardino County.
The 2015 SBCTA County-Wide Transit Efficiency Study1 (2015 Study) analyzed the complete consolidation organizational
strategy as one of three organizational approaches for improving efficiencies and reducing costs. The others were cooperative
agreements and functional consolidation where certain, but not all, functions are consolidated. The complete consolidation
that this study assumes for analysis purposes would integrate Omnitrans into SBCTA. Omnitrans’ operations-related
departments would become a new operating department under the current SBCTA organizational structure. In doing so, this
analysis assumes that these departments of Omnitrans would continue to operate largely as they do today, while some of
Omnitrans’ administrative departments are merged with SBCTA’s administrative units.
Complete consolidation underlies this chapter’s analysis due to the fact that the consultant’s task order requires that only
complete consolidation be used to provide detailed opportunities and challenges for the key functional areas presented in
Section 3 of this chapter. This chapter’s assumption that complete consolidation entails Omnitrans integrated under SBCTA
as a separate Transit Operations Division is based on interviews conducted with SBCTA and Omnitrans for this study in
January 2020. Staff from both agencies responded that consolidation of Omnitrans into SBCTA as a separate division would
be most appropriate if consolidation were found financially advantageous.
The opportunities and challenges of this complete consolidation scenario are evaluated using three evaluation criteria –
financial, organizational, and legal. Financial criteria assess the impact on expenditures, revenues, and savings from a
potential consolidation of each function. Organizational criteria evaluate the potential transfer of personnel, talent, and policy
changes in the current organizational structure. Legal criteria analyze the need for a legislative action or a potential change in
agreements and/or contracts. Table 1 lists questions to be explored in this analysis to determine the impact of a complete
consolidation under each criterion.
Table 1: Questions Asked in Each Criterion

Criteria

Evaluation Questions

Financial

What is the impact on expenditures, revenues, and savings from complete
consolidation?
What is the impact on current personnel, talent, and/or policy from complete
consolidation?
What are the legislative, contractual, or other legal actions required to
effectuate complete consolidation?

Organizational
Legal/Contractual

A peer agency analysis was also conducted for this chapter, presenting best practices and lessons learned from the successes
and challenges of consolidation experiences in Los Angeles County, Orange County, and San Diego County.
The evaluation findings from this chapter will serve as a road map for the detailed financial impacts analysis of the next task
(1.4C) in the overall Consolidation Study and Innovative Transit Review.

1

SBCTA County-Wide Transit Efficiency Study – Coordination and Optimization Alternatives Report
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CASE STUDIES OF COMPLETE
CONSOLIDATION
To provide a historical perspective on complete consolidation, the analysis drew on the experiences of agencies that
consolidated to become both the County Transportation Commission (CTC) (or a transit funds distribution agency with
similar authority), and a transit services provider. Three case studies are provided based on interviews with former officials
from the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LA Metro), Orange County Transportation Authority
(OCTA), and Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) in San Diego County that helped to ascertain best practices and lessons
learned during those consolidations. It should be noted that this peer review is based on interviews with personnel who were
key staff (Executive Directors, General Managers) at the time of those consolidations, in order to identify the causal factors
and thought processes that led to those consolidations. This peer review does not necessarily represent how those agencies
are organized or managed today, up to 30 years later.

2.1 LOS ANGELES COUNTY METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION
AUTHORITY (LA METRO)2
2.1.1 BACKGROUND
An example of complete consolidation with legislative roots is found in the
Los Angeles (California) region. Starting in 1951, the Metropolitan Transit
Authority (MTA) was formed as a transit planning agency, empowered to
formulate plans and policies for a publicly-owned and operated mass rapid
transit system that would replace the crumbling infrastructure of privatelyowned and operated systems.
In 1964, the Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) was created by the California state legislature to improve
bus systems and design/build a transit system for Los Angeles. The SCRTD took over all bus services operated by the nearbankrupt MTA and, like MTA, acquired local suburban bus companies. The SCRTD also was successful in securing federal
funding for the Metro Rail subway project.
In 1976, the California state legislature enacted AB 1246, the County Transportation Commission Act, which created the Los
Angeles County Transportation Commission (LACTC) to oversee public transit and highway policy/funding in the nation’s
largest county. Notably, it was this same bill that also created transportation commissions in San Bernardino, Riverside, and
Orange Counties. At the time SCRTD was initially created, there were no transit or transportation grant programs available
from the state or federal governments. Once funding sources became available from the Urban Mass Transit Administration
(now the Federal Transit Administration), the California Transportation Commission (CTC), and others, the creation of
county transportation commissions ensured coordination of multimodal transportation planning and funding programs (CA
Pub. Util. Code, 1992).

2.1.2 FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE MERGER
The creation of the LACTC required the SCRTD to share some of its power. While SCRTD was building heavy rail as well
as operating a large bus transit system, LACTC was building light-rail systems, leading to a complex situation of two
agencies planning and building rail transit systems in Los Angeles County.

2

The information in this section based on interviews with: Linda Bohlinger, who held various senior positions leading to Director of
Capital Planning, LACTC (1979 – 1985) and Chief Executive Officer, Metro (1990 - 1998); and Claudette Moody, former Director of
Governmental Relations, LACTC (1985 – 1997).

In this confusing rail transit development environment, between 1987 and 1992, over 30 bills were introduced in the state
legislature aimed at various changes in transit planning, construction, and operation. Ultimately, the Los Angeles Mayor at
that time, Tom Bradley, requested an end to these legislative efforts to allow Los Angeles officials to work things out on their
own. This led to AB 152, sponsored by California State Assemblyman Richard Katz and enacted in 1992, which was the bill
that ultimately merged the two organizations.
Key in the move to consolidate the two agencies was that both were performing rail planning and construction, and the
coordination of rail transit among two agencies had become unworkable. Consolidation was precipitated with the building of
Metro Rail. LACTC had the authority to construct rail projects. Mayor Bradley and leaders in Los Angeles County,
including Assemblyman Katz, were frustrated with too many agencies performing transportation development and
construction and wanted an umbrella agency in Los Angeles County. The consolidation effort also recognized Tom Bradley’s
vision of a tax measure to build rail. At that time, it became obvious that there had to be one Board of Directors to govern.
There were also budget problems at SCRTD, and funding shortfalls preceded the consolidation. SCRTD had a $60 million
shortfall in 1990.
Ultimately, SCRTD and LACTC merged on April 1, 1993, creating the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (LACMTA or LA Metro). Through this merger, “transit” was expanded to “transportation,” as the agency
combined both county-wide roles of the two predecessor agencies.

2.1.3 CHALLENGES AFTER THE MERGER
In the newly consolidated agency, there were many organizational decisions that needed to be made. These included who
would lead each department, as there were many duplicate positions between the two former agencies. At times the
negotiations were contentious, according to interviews with former Metro staff involved in the consolidation. There was a
“bus operator” culture among former SCRTD staff and an “administrative/policy/engineering” culture among the former
LACTC staff.
Steps to address challenges had begun even before the consolidation took effect. After the decision was made to consolidate,
a committee was formed with staff from the two agencies to work on the broad outlines of the consolidation. An interim
Board of Directors was also established to formalize decisions. Their work was folded into Metro’s enabling legislation, AB
152, that was ultimately passed.
After consolidation, the new organization had to eliminate 250 staff due to duplication. At first, this was done by requesting
retirements or resignations with six months’ severance. Many staff took that offer. The second time, an additional 250 staff
were eliminated, but it was performance-based and was also done with a severance package.
Metro undertook a strategic planning exercise with representatives of all departments to develop common strategies and
goals. Metro hired an outside consultant to lead this effort. The staff interviewed for this report recommend that a strategic
planning effort such as this needs to occur, at the latest, in the first year of the new organization, but preferably prior to the
consolidation. According to the former Metro employees, having certain decisions negotiated and settled before the merger
would help avoid some of the problems that could occur in a consolidation. Strategic planning in advance of consolidation
would help. The former Metro staff recommend scenario building for how the new organization will look, whom the head of
transit will report to (likely the Executive Director of the new consolidated agency), and other key organizational decisions.
Another major challenge was the desire of former LACTC staff to keep their CalPERS retirement and not pay into Social
Security Insurance, as had formerly been the case. The retirement system question was put to the vote of the SCRTD union,
and they voted not to join CalPERS. SCRTD employees had been under their own retirement system. To solve this problem,
a separate legal entity was created three and a half years after the consolidation. The Public Transportation Service
Corporation was created to house all the compensation and benefits of employees who had formerly been with LACTC,
including CalPERS retirement (LA Times, 1998). SCRTD employees stayed with their own retirement system.
Both former agencies had been direct FTA fund recipients. Metro had to re-certify all the certifications for the new entity.
What helped was that SCRTD and LACTC were state created agencies with enabling state statutes, and Metro was also
established as a state-created agency under AB 152. Thus, no act of the Governor, other than signing the bill, was needed
with the duties of SCRTD and LACTC transferred over to the new entity under the law. The former Metro staff interviewed
for this report believe an SBCTA-Omnitrans consolidation should be effectuated by statute. The new entity should be created
by the State to become a direct FTA grant recipient for funds that had formerly gone to Omnitrans. Additionally, SBCTA
would need to have all of Omnitrans’ existing grants transferred to SBCTA.
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Another consideration raised by the former Metro staff involves requirements for financial plans. Following the strategic
planning exercise, Metro staff established a 30-year financial plan that modeled how the money would be allocated between
Metro’s rail and bus modes, as well as highways. The former Metro staff recommended that, with Omnitrans service coming
under SBCTA, SBCTA would need to show a balanced long-term financial plan for all modes, including Omnitrans bus
service, to evaluate the financial sustainability of the agency, appease those concerned about one mode dominating the other
and secure discretionary federal grant funding in the future. This is not currently explicitly a requirement because the
organizations are separate; however, SBCTA Fund Administration staff does perform a 20 year financial plan by analyzing
long-term transit operating needs through 2040 for financial constraints. Portions of this analysis are included in the SBCTA
10-year delivery plan, CMAQ 10-year delivery plan, and the 10-year LCTOP plan.
Labor issues posed another major challenge. Labor unions feared that rail would take priority with regard to funding,
programming, and operations, and, thus, the unions, representing primarily bus operators, would have less leverage to
negotiate higher wages for its members. They and a key SCRTD Board member brought a lawsuit that resulted in a
settlement that required Metro to have a master judge oversee bus funding to make sure things were fair between bus and rail.
No bus service could be cut for several years. This made changes in bus service very difficult.

2.1.4 BEING A CTC AND A TRANSIT OPERATOR IN A MULTI-OPERATOR COUNTY
Another key issue to consider is the agency taking on the dual role of both County Transportation Commission and transit
operator, especially with other transit operators continuing to exist in the county, and how any perceptions of conflict of
interest can be handled.
Today, Metro has very broad powers. According to the Metro website: the “Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (Metro) is unique among the nation’s transportation agencies. It serves as transportation planner and coordinator,
designer, builder, and operator for one of the country’s largest, most populous counties (Metro, 2020).” As the regional
transportation planning agency and public transportation operating agency for Los Angeles County, Metro develops and
oversees transportation plans, policies, funding programs, and both short-term and long-range solutions that address the
county's increasing mobility, accessibility, and environmental needs (Wikipedia, 2020). It should be noted that even with the
creation of LA Metro, there are still several municipal transit systems that operate cooperatively but independently, such as
Foothill Transit, Santa Monica’s “Big Blue Bus” system, and Culver City Bus. However, funding for these agencies still
flows through Metro.
There were approximately 20 separate transit operators in Los Angeles County, so Metro had to consider this very issue.
Metro looked to the sales tax measures that assigned specific percentages of funding by agency to help ensure equity.
Established formulae for FTA funds existing in law provided a basis for federal funds distribution. The “Call for Projects”
process was very organized and transparent to protect non-Metro agencies. The municipal operators formed their own
coalition to guard against Metro taking too much money for its own rail and bus operations. Metro then created a Muni
committee to offer advice on the distribution of funds.
Discretionary state and federal funds were distributed on a competitive basis. For Transportation Development Act monies,
the formula to follow is in law and can be verified by the other agencies. Propositions A and C, and Measures R and M all
had been divided among the agencies by their respective ballot measures. Metro’s rail, operations, and highway share was
divided among those modes at Metro’s discretion.
Former Metro staff who were interviewed recommended that all these decisions need to be worked out ahead of
consolidation, including how any new sources of funding would be divided up. They recommended the establishment of a
working committee of the SBCTA and Omnitrans finance managers. The grants all have to be revised to reflect the new
consolidated agency if a new entity is formed. The new entity has to be listed as the grantee, and all of the state and federal
certifications have to be re-done with the new entity.

2.1.5 DID CONSOLIDATION WORK?
The former Metro staff interviewed for this report concluded that consolidation did not achieve cost savings as intended. The
consolidation of LACTC and SCRTD was sold to the public, staff, and stakeholders as a cost-saving measure. However,
shortly after Metro’s formation, an economic recession hit and undermined any potential cost savings that could have been
gained. The agency, like many others across the U.S. at the time, had to address declining revenues in the face of capital and
operating needs. Instead of constructing 12 light rail lines as intended, Metro proceeded with just a few.

Following consolidation, Metro also did not realize immediate cost savings from staff reductions. As noted in Section 2.1.3,
the newly-formed Metro sought to eliminate 250 staff by requesting retirements or resignations with six months’ severance.
Then, an additional 250 staff were eliminated under a performance-based process that was supplemented with severance
packages. The cost savings from these staff reductions were realized, but not for several years after the consolidation.
Furthermore, another reason why savings were not realized immediately is because it took three and a half years before
Metro established the nonprofit governmental agency to provide different retirement benefits to their members. During these
three years, Metro was contributing to either two retirements systems for some employees or was covering the employee
share for those that were just covered by a single retirement system.
Consolidation did, however, improve decision-making. Rather than two agencies and two Boards of Directors receiving the
same information and making redundant or contradictory decisions, the consolidated Metro leadership and its Board of
Directors could act as the sole decision-making body for delivery of Los Angeles County’s mobility services and projects.

2.2 ORANGE COUNTY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY (OCTA) 3
2.2.1 BACKGROUND
In 1991, around the same time that the LACTC and SCRTD consolidated, the
Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) was formed under state law.
OCTA was created by the consolidation of seven separate transportation planning
agencies, including OCTA’s predecessor agency, the Orange County Transit
District (OCTD), which was established in 1970, the Orange County
Transportation Commission (OCTC), the Orange County Service Authority for
Freeway Emergencies, and the Orange County Consolidated Transportation Services Agency.
OCTC was previously created by AB 1246 (Ingalls, 1976), the same legislation that also created
transportation commissions in Los Angeles, Riverside, and San Bernardino County. The commission worked closely on
planning matters with the Southern California Association of Governments and advised the California Transportation
Commission on highway and freeway priorities (WSP, 2020c).
In 1986, the OCTD began planning a central county mobility project, a series of flyover carpool lanes to be built at the
Interstate 5 - SR 55 interchange using transit funds. At the same time, the OCTC obtained special legislation allowing it to
intercept the interest earnings on the OCTD’s transit reserves to begin the environmental and design work on freeway
projects. To improve freeway project delivery and under pressure from the OCTC and state legislators, Orange County broke
away from Los Angeles in 1987 to become its own Caltrans district (District 12), the first new Caltrans district formed in
almost 40 years. Thus, in relatively short order, there were at least three different agencies all working on highway planning
in Orange County.
After failing twice (in 1984 and 1989) to pass county-wide sales tax measures to fund transportation projects, in 1990, OCTC
successfully led voter passage of a half-cent sales tax measure after lobbying for a consolidated transportation agency to
avoid duplication of effort, improve priority setting, reduce transportation staffing, and streamline decision-making (WSP,
2020c). Sen. Marian Bergeson (R – Newport Beach) sponsored the consolidation legislation that created OCTA, known as
SB 838 (1990).

2.2.2 FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE CONSOLIDATION
Key factors contributing to the desire to consolidate agencies focused on reducing duplication of planning efforts, as noted
earlier. Other concerns included increasing agency economy given the past difficulty with obtaining increased funding for

3

The information in this section is derived from interviews with former key staff of OCTA and OCTC and supplemented by other
references. Staff interviewed included: Stan Oftelie, OCTC Executive Director from 1983 – 1991, and OCTA Chief Executive Officer,
1991 – 1997; Will Kempton, former Chief Executive Officer, OCTA, 2009 – 2013; and Tom Jenkins, who held various senior positions
at OCTD and OCTC, 1974 – 1983.
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transportation. The successful passage of Measure M, the 1990 half-cent sales tax, owed its passage in part to greater
efficiency through consolidation. The promise of having a single voice managing transportation decision-making was
undercut when the Transportation Corridor Agencies, builder and operator of three county toll roads, and Laguna Beach
Transit, a recipient of Transportation Development Act funds, were not included in the Orange County Transportation
Authority legislation. All other major transportation agencies were combined into the single decision-making, operational
agency (WSP, 2020c).

2.2.3 CHALLENGES AFTER THE CONSOLIDATION
Former OCTA staff interviewed for this report identified several challenges after consolidation. Board membership was, at
times, a controversial issue and led to much public acrimony. Getting the Board and the new, combined agency’s staff, on the
same page with regard to priorities was also difficult.
OCTC and the CTSA had both been non-unionized agencies, while OCTD was heavily unionized. Most of the former OCTD
labor relations programs remained intact after the consolidation. Most OCTA administrative employees were not unionized.
The state legislation carried by Sen. Bergeson included provisions to smooth over differences in pensions and other technical
problems in the new organization. According to staff interviewed for this report, Orange County had its own retirement
system at the time of consolidation. All of the former agencies combined under OCTA stayed with the Orange County
Employees Retirement System (OCERS). OCERS had reciprocity with the other retirement systems of the former agencies.
OCTA found it preferable to grandfather in the former CalPERS employees into that system. Grandfathered employees
stopped accumulating CalPERS credits and started accumulating credits in OCERS. So, employees had credits in both
systems upon retirement (WSP, 2020c).
OCTA’s stated goals for the consolidation were as follows:


One priority-setting agency, speaking with one voice, on transportation issues;



Adopt a multi-modal approach balancing transportation investments in freeways, buses, streets and road, and rail
programs geographically;



Emphasize early delivery of voter-approved transportation projects;



Re-configure the bus system to increase bus ridership and farebox return;



Recognize the special transportation needs of the elderly and disabled;



Manage transportation resources cautiously, with regular financial reports to the board and, annually, to the public; and



Right-size the new agency’s staff by practicing rigorous examinations of the agency needs.

There was a significant reduction in staffing after consolidation in both the administrative and operating personnel ranks. The
day after consolidation was official, the combined agency had 1,790 employees. Eight years later, this had been reduced to
1,492. A former agency CEO reported that every reduction was painful; many were the result of continuous organization
evaluation. The evaluations impacted morale in every area studied (some people lost their jobs), but most of the selected
employees who stayed with the new OCTA recognized that the best employees were being retained and weaker, less
productive staffers were being eliminated. Anticipating future changes, many who felt they were not appreciated left the
organization, allowing vacant positions to be eliminated. Having a rigorous, bias-free selection process was very important
(WSP, 2020c).
Morale issues were a significant issue in the consolidated agency. Despite senior management’s best efforts, administrative
staffers and others believed there were winners and losers in the consolidation. This sentiment was prevalent, particularly
among mid-level staffers. There was a belief, and anecdotal information, suggesting former OCTC staffers were given the
best jobs, even though they were a much smaller agency prior to the merger. They were seen as winners. OCTD staffers,
who built their careers in the narrow field of bus transit, were seen as losers. Big investments in new freeway and highways,
driven by new money, grabbed headlines. People working in those areas were winners. People working in bus operations,
where there was no new money, were seen as losers (WSP, 2020c).
The former agency CEO was quite insistent that simply consolidating Omnitrans under SBCTA is not going to produce
savings. There would also need to be changes in the services operated and staffing levels. This should be based on the goals
of the consolidation, merging to be more fiscally responsible. Metrics of the consolidation should drive improvement in
performance. In the OCTA case, the key metric was headcount, he stated.

2.2.4 BEING A FUNDING AGENCY AND A TRANSIT OPERATOR IN A MULTI-OPERATOR
COUNTY
A major portion of OCTA’s spending is related to Measure M, a measure approved by Orange County voters in November
1990 and renewed in 2006 that provides revenues from a one-half percent sales tax to pay for a variety of freeway, road, and
rail transit improvements in cities and the county. Measure M also authorized OCTA to issue sales tax revenue bonds for
transportation purposes.
Bus and commuter rail systems also comprise a major element of OCTA’s operations. Funding is largely provided by a onequarter percent Transportation Development Act (TDA) local Bradley-Burns sales tax, a TDA gasoline, and diesel fuel sales
tax, passenger fares, federal grants, and property taxes.
Conflicts over funding were minimized by two things: the influx of Measure M cash (and how to manage and prioritize the
new money) and the fact the old OCTD covered more than 90% of the county and received the lion’s share of TDA funds.
How to deal with Laguna Beach Transit and the CTSA services (for the elderly and handicapped) was always an issue in the
funding area. To further address this, OCTA has a quasi-separate entity to handle CTC functions. OCTA staff did the work,
but the separate entity handled the CTC function (WSP, 2020d).

2.3 METROPOLITAN TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT BOARD (MTDB) /
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT SYSTEM (MTS) 4
2.3.1 BACKGROUND
Another example of complete consolidation is found in the San Diego
region. Starting in 1976, SB 101 (Mills) established the Metropolitan
Transit Development Board (MTDB) as a transit development entity to
plan, construct, and operate transit guideways in the urbanized area of
south San Diego County. Importantly, SB 101 also placed MTDB in
charge of all transit funding and transit capital project programming
decisions within the metropolitan part of the San Diego region (Larwin,
2012).
Between 1976 and 1980, there were several separate transit systems begun or already in operation in the metropolitan San
Diego area, which included the San Diego Transit Corporation (SDTC), the County Transit System (CTS), Chula Vista
Transit, and National City Transit (NCT), as well as other contract services. It should be noted that Chula Vista and National
City Transit were both contracted operations to their respective cities. Because the TDA originally remitted transit operating
funding to each city, this tended to encourage the creation of small transit systems. These systems were fragmented and not
well-coordinated in terms of fares, transfers, and policies. MTDB, in developing the light rail system, would be adding yet
another operator.
For the first few years, MTDB focused on the development of the light rail system, the San Diego Trolley, which opened in
1981. In coordination with these efforts, other actions were undertaken:
—

—

4

Formation of the San Diego Trolley, Inc. (SDTI). SB 101 gave the MTDB Board of Directors the option to operate
transit guideways or contract services. For the San Diego Trolley (the brand name given the light rail transit [LRT]
system), the MTDB Board of Directors elected to create a separate corporate entity, SDTI, to operate the LRT service.
Unified Transit Services Implemented with Initiation of the LRT Service. With initiation of the LRT service, the
following also occurred: the reorganization of San Diego Transit Corporation (SDTC) bus services, to feed and support
the San Diego Trolley, and the reduction of SDTC bus-miles in the South Bay area, where the San Diego Trolley would
operate; coordinated fares and transfers amongst the metropolitan area transit operators, as well as a single monthly pass

The information in this section based on an interview with Tom Larwin, MTDB General Manager (1976 – 2003)
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(replacing separate operator-issued passes); and coordinated timed-transfers at key transfer locations, a single regional
telephone public information number, coordinated bus route numbering (across the multiple operators), and publication
of the first regional transit map and guide.
In 1984, additional legislation was passed, resulting in the following changes to MTDB:
—
—

—

Acquisition of SDTC. In 1985, MTDB took ownership of SDTC, acquiring assets from the City of San Diego. This was
a complete consolidation of SDTC into MTDB/MTS, as SDTC ceased to exist as a separate entity.
Formalization of the Metropolitan Transit System (MTS). Coincident with MTDB acquiring SDTC, MTS was
introduced as the “umbrella” organization of the metropolitan area transit operators, which at the time included SDTC,
the San Diego Trolley, and three contract bus operators (i.e., the CTS, Chula Vista Transit, and NCT). MTS was a brand
name/logo, with no employees and no budget. All staff and administrative expenses were assumed by MTDB and the
individual operators.
Expansion of the MTDB jurisdiction and the MTDB Board of Directors. The MTDB Board of Directors was
changed from an 8-member to a 15-member Board, better representing the actual metropolitan jurisdiction, allowing
each of the nine suburban cities to have one of their Councilmembers on the Board.

From the late 1980s to 2003, additional legislation was passed, and other steps were taken, resulting in the following: a
standard farebox recovery ratio for all metropolitan area transit operators; state TDA funds received directly by MTDB and
distributed to the metropolitan area transit operators; the reorganization of marketing activities for all metropolitan area
transit operators under MTDB; and the transfer of CTS operations from the County of San Diego to MTDB.
By 2003, MTS had acquired the assets of all but one municipal area transit operator and assumed management of all bus and
light rail operations. In 2003, the roster of bus services that comprised MTS included SDTC, Chula Vista Transit, NCT, CTS,
and other contract services (i.e., Strand Express Joint Powers Authority and Amarillo y Rosa). In 2005, MTDB reorganized
and changed its name to MTS. In 2007, MTS assumed control over NCT from the City of National City (Larwin, 2012;
SDMTS, 2020).

2.3.2 FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE CONSOLIDATION
Several factors contributed to the eventual consolidation, starting with the creation of MTDB by SB 101 in 1976. The
passage of SB 101 (Mills) in 1975 was the crucial impetus to the eventual consolidation of multiple metropolitan area
operators into one organization. According to a paper prepared by former MTDB staff who were also interviewed for this
report,
It is not an understatement to note that the impetus for what transpired institutionally was state legislation
passed in 1975. Termed SB 101, it was authored by state senator James R. Mills, who represented the
southern portion of the San Diego region, and also was president pro tempore of the state senate at the
time. Largely portrayed as an urban rail transit development bill, it set into place numerous mechanisms
that would eventually have an equally significant role when it would come to how metropolitan-wide transit
services would be operated. . . Specifically, the MTDB was empowered to plan, construct, and operate
mass transit guideways and to perform near-term planning and programming in its area of jurisdiction.
These powers were significant and placed MTDB in charge of all transit funding and transit capital project
programming decisions within the metropolitan part of the San Diego region (Larwin, 2012).
Specific powers granted to MTDB under SB 101 included Short Range Transit Planning (SRTP) and Transit Improvement
Program (TIP) responsibilities for the metropolitan region, and the power, any time after the first segment of the light-rail
system entered revenue service, to “assume the operation of SDTC,” the region’s largest bus operator. MTDB was also made
the designated recipient for federal public transportation funds for its area of jurisdiction and was given the power to approve
claims for state public transportation monies derived from the California TDA. The result of this legislation was the creation
of “an agency with substantial policy power over all transit operations and future capital development in the San Diego
metropolitan area.” (Larwin, 2012)
The existence of multiple, uncoordinated transit operators in the same geographic area, and the need for increased
coordination with the advent of the San Diego Trolley, were additional causal factors. Among other changes, SDTC service
had to change significantly in the South Bay with the start of LRT service, and SDTC bus miles were reduced substantially as
a result.

2.3.3 CHALLENGES AFTER THE CONSOLIDATION
The MTDB consolidation evolved over a period of many years and through many actions, rather than occurring at a defined
point in time. During the first five years of MTDB’s existence, the agency was focused almost completely on the
development of the first leg of the light-rail system. The first line opened in 1981. However, with the significant powers
granted to MTDB by SB 101, the agency began conducting regional planning activities that would ultimately lead to a
coordinated metropolitan transit system rather than a collection of independent operators. MTDB prepared a metropolitan
short-range transit plan and took the lead in approval of annual operating grants for the metropolitan transit operators and the
adoption of an annual transit capital improvement program. Key planning activities related to the start of LRT service in 1981
included revising SDTC South Bay routes to serve as feeders to the new LRT line.
One area of challenge created by SB 101 was the confusion of responsibilities between MTDB and the regional council of
governments, the Comprehensive Planning Organization (CPO, which later became the San Diego Association of
Governments [SANDAG]). In 1977, MTDB and CPO executed a memorandum of understanding regarding the division of
responsibilities for long-range planning and fixed-guideway planning.
The area of jurisdiction and makeup of the Board of Directors was another challenge. The original draft of SB 101 had called
for the jurisdictional area to include the entire county. However, north county officials balked at being a part of the
metropolitan organization, and the draft legislation was modified to cover south San Diego County only. Instead, under SB
802 (1975), the north county cities formed the North San Diego County Transit Development Board to plan, construct, and
operate public transit in North San Diego County. North County Transit District (NCTD), its operating name, began
operations in July 1976 (NCTD, 2020).
Given the existence in south San Diego County of multiple transit operators and their concerns about local control of their
services and farebox revenues, MTDB pursued the concept of creating an “umbrella organization” to coordinate routes, fares,
transfers, and service policies, rather than becoming a direct operator. This was essential with the startup of the LRT service
in 1981. The umbrella agency concept had its roots in “transit federations” of multiple transit agencies that were implemented
in a number of European cities beginning in the 1960s, and with which MTDB senior staff were familiar. In those European
examples, multiple separate operating companies continued to exist in a geographic area but were coordinated by the
umbrella agency, including planning, operating standards, and fares for the entire region. This concept seemed particularly
applicable to the situation San Diego was in at the time.
To help chart a course for the newly created agency, in 1976, MTDB adopted a set of principles for a low-cost, feasible fixedguideway project, that would guide system development of the first and subsequent extensions of the LRT system. Those
principles included the following (Larwin, 2012):
—
—
—
—
—

A project that would have a relatively low capital cost
A line that would extend a long-distance, defined to be 15 to 20 miles
A system that could operate cost-effectively with a goal of having a relatively high farebox recovery percentage
Use off-the-shelf technology
Offer high-speed service

In 1979, the agency developed an organizational plan which described a future MTDB that would “… determine overall
transit service levels, fares, schedules, and be responsible for public information about transit in the MTDB area of
jurisdiction … The LRT operator is but one of several contract operators for transit and freight service operating to the
specifications established by the regional agency. All of these contract operations would thus fit together into a unified
system from the point of view of the public.” (Larwin, 2012)
With the implementation of LRT service in 1981, there was a significant reduction of SDTC’s bus miles in the South Bay,
and this created tension between SDTC and MTDB. The bus service reduction was absorbed through bus driver attrition.
Several regional coordination strategies were pursued by MTDB to develop buy-in among the agencies they now had
jurisdiction over and to improve working relationships. These included:
—
—
—

Cross-membership on policy boards
Creation of intergovernmental management groups, such as the General Managers Group from all the operators, to serve
in an advisory function to the Board of Directors
Negotiating memoranda of understanding
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—
—
—

Sharing of technical staff
Creation of project-oriented task forces comprised of agency staff from the affected entities
Contracting out of services to sister organizations with expertise in certain areas

2.3.4 BEING A FUNDING AGENCY AND A TRANSIT OPERATOR IN A MULTI-OPERATOR
COUNTY
In its first several years, MTDB had the authority to become a transit operator, but chose to retain some insulation from
operations. Prior to LRT start-up in 1981, MTDB had to choose whether to directly operate or contract for the operation of
the new LRT line. After soliciting proposals, MTDB eventually rejected all proposals and created a separate corporate entity
under California non-profit laws, and in 1981 the LRT line began operation under San Diego Trolley, Inc.
The importance of this decision was stressed by the former MTDB General Manager interviewed for this report. It was felt
that, if MTDB had become a direct operator of the Trolley, it could have interfered with the umbrella organization concept.
Being an operator might also have created a conflict of interest with the other operators since MTDB would be operating one
of several services in the County. Not having to deal with pressures of labor unions was another advantage of this approach
(WSP, 2020b). As with the bus operators, all staff associated with the LRT operations and maintenance functions—in this
case, rail services—were employees of SDTI, not MTDB.
Another key to the success of the umbrella concept and eventual consolidation was that MTDB had very good working
relationships at the senior staff level with SDTC and the North County Transit District (NCTD). The General Managers
Group was effective in coordinating service and fares, and there was a strong desire to create seamless service between the
operators. The 1984 legislation helped cement the umbrella concept and allowed MTDB to coordinate service parameters and
fares and conduct major capital projects without being an operator (WSP, 2020b).
It was not until several years after MTDB’s formation – after the umbrella agency concept had been well-established and
additional state legislation had been passed – that MTDB became MTS and subsequently acquired the operations of the area
transit operators. By then, the foundation had been laid for full consolidation of the agencies. NCTD remained a separate
transit operating agency in North County.

2.4 KEY FINDINGS FROM THE REVIEW OF PEER AGENCY
CONSOLIDATIONS
2.4.1 SUMMARY OF KEY FACTORS IN CASE STUDY CONSOLIDATIONS
A summary of the key factors leading to consolidation in each of the peer agency case studies, and comparing those factors to
the driving factors in a potential SBCTA-Omnitrans consolidation, is provided in Table 2.
Table 2: Summary of Key Factors in Case Study Consolidations

Key Factors

LA
Metro

OCTA

MTDB/MTS

🗹

Overlap in direct transit service provision

🗹

🗹

🗹
🗹

Transit

Highways

Transit

Overlap in leadership on major capital infrastructure
programs

🗹

🗹

🗹

State legislation as impetus to consolidate

🗹

🗹

🗹

Presence of influential external consolidation champions

🗹

🗹

🗹

Funding/Financial Pressures

🗹

🗹

Desire to pass a local tax measure

🗹

🗹

Desire for a multi-modal planning and decision-making
approach in a centralized Board

🗹

🗹

Overlap in fleet or facilities
Overlap in Planning of Transportation or Transit
Services

Potential
SBCTA/Omnitrans
Complete
Consolidation

🗹
🗹

In all three case studies, a significant overlap of some kind existed prior to consolidation, either in services provided,
planning activities, and/or significant project development. Other factors were also present, including financial pressures in
the Metro and OCTA cases, but the overlap of activities was likely the most compelling factor leading to a desire for
consolidation. The elimination of those overlaps or duplications was also the source of much of the financial savings from
consolidation, either through a reduction of duplicate staff positions or through a service reduction or realignment. All three
consolidations ultimately achieved the desired outcome of combined/coordinated services, planning activities, or project
development. In the LA Metro and OCTA cases, these successes were somewhat offset in the human costs of employee
layoffs and reduced employee morale.
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It should be noted that the summary displayed in Table 2, only indicates similarity in the relative scale of the issues and
opportunities presented by peer agencies and by the potential consolidation of SBCTA-Omnitrans. Like most organizations,
SBCTA and Omnitrans have a variety of factors that will be analyzed specifically in this 1.4b Evaluation of Functional Areas
in a Complete Consolidation report, as well as the following financial analysis report 1.4c.

2.4.2 KEY FINDINGS FROM CASE STUDIES
The case study analysis revealed that, while each consolidation had its own unique opportunities and challenges, there are
lessons learned and best practices that could be applied to potential complete consolidation of SBCTA and Omnitrans:
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

The initial desire for consolidation or restructuring at all three peer agencies was based on some type of duplication in
agencies or services. At LA Metro, it started from having two separate agencies, both doing rail network planning and
development. At MTDB, it started with the vision of developing a light-rail transit system that would need to supplant
the existing, uncoordinated transit services with a network that would feed and support light-rail and improve crossjurisdiction ease of travel for passengers. At OCTA, it was a response to the existence of seven separate entities, all
doing some form of transportation planning or service provision.
All three of the peer agency consolidation case studies had their origins in state legislation mandating the change and
establishing planning, funding, and operating roles of the new agency. In some cases, subsequent state legislation was
also needed.
Consolidation, by itself, was not the solution for structural budget shortfalls and poor transit performance but could be
the catalyst for better outcomes if other supporting actions were taken to make the consolidation more effective and
efficient. In all three cases, difficult decisions were necessary during or following the consolidation process in order to
achieve increased efficiencies. With LA Metro and OCTA, it involved large-scale administrative layoffs. At MTDB, it
involved service reductions and large-scale contracting for transit service delivery and service re-design.
Restructuring takes time – often years – to see lasting effects, and should involve a transition period with targeted
implementation steps aimed at achieving very specific change objectives. The LA Metro consolidation was rushed with
critical decisions made following the merging of its predecessor agencies, which resulted in administrative challenges,
including labor strikes and prolonged retention of duplicative staff. The MTDB consolidation evolved over a number of
years, and by starting with the federation of agencies concept, it was perhaps more palatable to the agencies than a
sudden, forced consolidation would have been.
Strategic planning can institutionalize changes, guide long-term policy direction and vision, and set a timeline for action.
This should preferably begin before the consolidation takes effect and should continue with multi-agency coordination
efforts to achieve buy-in by the participating agencies and/or department heads.
A balanced long-term financial plan for all modes, including Omnitrans bus service, should follow strategic planning to
evaluate the financial sustainability of the agency, appease those concerned about one mode dominating the other, and
secure discretionary federal grant funding in the future. Since a 20 year financial plan is already in place, this component
would be easy to implement.
A potential SBCTA-Omnitrans consolidation should be effectuated by statute to have the consolidated agency become
the direct FTA grant recipient for funds that had formerly gone to Omnitrans.
If there were to be a consolidation, decisions related to discretionary grant funds distribution by SBCTA to the
consolidated agency (i.e., to its new Transit Operations Department) versus the other transit operators across the county
need to be worked out ahead of any potential consolidation
The use of separate corporate entities to solve thorny consolidation issues were present at both Metro and MTDB. Metro
created the Public Transportation Services Corporation to resolve the issue of two separate sets of retirement programs
and benefits between the two former agencies. MTDB created a separate California non-profit corporation to be the
operator of the San Diego Trolley in order to retain independence from the transit operators and avoid perceptions of
conflict of interest if they had been an operator of one of the region’s services.
The importance of strong leadership and a strategic vision from champions of the consolidation cannot be overlooked.
With LA Metro, former Mayor Tom Bradley and former State Assemblyman Richard Katz were instrumental in bringing
about the consolidation of SCRTD with LACTC to improve rail planning and coordination. At OCTA, it was State
Senator Marian Bergeson’s leadership in sponsoring legislation to consolidate multiple agencies under OCTA for
increased efficiency and “one voice on transportation issues.” At MTDB, it was State Senator Jim Mills’ and General
Manager Tom Larwin’s vision of a coordinated transit system centered on a light-rail network, supported by a
“federation” of local transit services under an umbrella planning agency. After the creation of the umbrella agency, a

concerted effort was made by MTDB to have multiple cross-agency working groups to achieve a common purpose and
buy-in among the staff of the other agencies.
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ASSESSMENT OF FUNCTIONAL AREAS
Omnitrans operates three types of transit services covering 15 cities in the San Bernardino Valley, as well as major
destinations such as central business districts, transportation centers, hospitals, educational facilities, and shopping malls. Its
mission is to “provide the San Bernardino Valley with comprehensive public mass transportation services which maximize
customer use, comfort, safety, and satisfaction, while efficiently using financial and other resources in an environmentally
sensitive manner.”
SBCTA is responsible for cooperative regional planning and furthering an efficient multi-modal transportation system
countywide. SBCTA is also a fund administration entity that delivers a countywide capital construction program for all
transportation modes. Its mission is to “improve the quality of life and mobility in San Bernardino County” and goes on to
provide that “Safety is the cornerstone of all we do. We achieve this by:
—
—
—
—
—

Making all transportation modes as efficient, economical, and environmentally responsible as possible.
Envisioning the future, embracing emerging technology, and innovating to ensure our transportation options are
successful and sustainable
Promoting collaboration among all levels of government.
Optimizing our impact in regional, state, and federal policy and funding decisions.
Using all revenue sources in the most responsible and transparent way.”

For evaluation purposes, this study assumes that, in a potential complete consolidation, Omnitrans would become a separate
Transit Operations Division under the current SBCTA organizational structure, and all current customer-facing services
would remain the same. The consultant’s task order requires that only complete consolidation be examined to provide
detailed opportunities and challenges for the key functional areas presented in this section, as stated in the RFP. Interviews
conducted with SBCTA and Omnitrans for this study in January 2020 revealed that consolidation of Omnitrans into SBCTA
as a separate Transit Operations Division would be most appropriate if consolidation were found financially advantageous.
The evaluation of opportunities, challenges, and findings in this chapter is provided in full recognition that they may not be
feasible due to lack of support from staff, management, or Board members. They are presented, however, to simply show
where financial, organizational, or legal costs or benefits may occur in the event of complete consolidation. Table 3
summarizes the opportunity and challenge areas from a complete consolidation. The sections following the table provide
evaluation details for each functional area. As noted in the legend below, the summary displayed in this Table 3 is intended to
at a glance, indicate areas of additional discussion and potential investigation in the event of a complete consolidation, and
intentionally combine both level of effort and significance of impact to highlight the areas to potentially be considered
further.
Table 3. Overview of Evaluation
Financial
Fixed Route, Commuter/Express Bus and BRT
Revenue Service
Dispatching and Customer Service
ADA and Demand Response
Paratransit Services
Special Transportation Services
ADA Certification Process
ADA Dispatching and Customer Service
Integration with Existing and Future Rail Service
Integration with Existing and Future Rail Service
Assets and Maintenance
Facilities Management
Revenue and Non-Revenue Vehicles
Transit Facilities, ROW, and Property
Transit Asset Management (TAM)
Procurement
Professional Services Contract

Organizational

Legal/
Contractual

Financial

Organizational

Legal/
Contractual

Vehicle and Support Equipment
Fare Collection and Other Equipment
DBE, Buy America, and Title VI
Human Resources
HR Staffing
Labor Relations
Training – Coach Operator, Maintenance, Dispatch
Drug and Alcohol Program Compliance
Planning
Long Range Planning
Service Planning/Data Analysis
Short Range Transit Plans
Comprehensive Operational Analysis
Scheduling and Run Cutting
Capital Projects
Project Development
Construction Management
Finance
Budgeting
Accounting
Payroll
Risk Management
Internal Controls and Audits
Capital Asset Management and Reporting
Grant Application Prep and Assistance
Grant Management and Reporting
Funding, Fare Structure
Cash and Investment Management
Inventory Management
Sub-Recipient Monitoring
FTA Processes
People Costs
Retirement Systems
Job Classification
Benefits
Support Functions
Other Shared Services
Policy and Legislative Affairs
Information Technology
Marketing, Community Outreach, and Advertising
Telephone Systems and Information
Security
Board of Directors/Committees
Board of Directors/Committees
Legend

Red shading indicates a more significant effort
Blue shading indicates some impact or effort expected
Light blue shading indicates nominal efficiencies or effort expected
Grey shading indicates no significant impact
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3.1 FIXED ROUTE, COMMUTER/EXPRESS BUS AND BUS RAPID
TRANSIT (BRT)
Omnitrans is a major fixed route, express bus, and BRT transit operator that serves the San Bernardino Valley. SBCTA is
responsible for cooperative regional planning, and furthering an efficient multi-modal transportation system countywide.
Additionally, SBCTA administers funds and oversees capital construction within the County, and coordinates and approves
all transit services and projects in the county. SBCTA is a Metrolink Joint Powers Authority (JPA) member and provides
financial support and oversight for its commuter rail services.
As provided in the Task 1.2 Updated Agency Functional Assessment & Initial Pros/Cons of Consolidation Report (Task 1.2
Report), SBCTA has a Transit Department and Omnitrans has a large Transit Operations Department. As a CTC, SBCTA’s
role is to coordinate the operation of all public transportation services within the county so as to achieve efficient operation.
As one of seven transit service providers in San Bernardino County, Omnitrans is focused on direct transit service delivery
for its service area. This core difference in their operations results in relatively few opportunities under consolidation with
regard to the transit services function.
Revenue Service | A complete consolidation of Omnitrans and SBCTA would not result in an immediate expansion or
reduction of revenue services. As discussed in the Task 1.2 Report, SBCTA’s Transit Department oversees the construction
of major transit projects, whereas Omnitrans’ Operations department is focused on service delivery. There would be some
limited opportunities for cost savings related to both agencies no longer sending staff to meetings on new transit capital
projects. As detailed in Section 4, to effectuate the transfer of Omnitrans revenue service operations to SBCTA, Omnitrans’
JPA would need to be dissolved. If the agencies were to consolidate, legislation would be necessary, to serve as the region
and state’s express approval of SBCTA as the direct recipient of FTA funds that will support the continuation of Omnitrans’
bus operations under SBCTA.
Dispatching and Customer Service | Omnitrans currently operates two dispatch centers and a customer service call center.
The dispatch centers are staffed with seven dispatch staff and one supervisor. The dispatch centers are open seven days a
week, often for most of the 24-hour day. The customer service call center is staffed with five full-time and two-part time staff
and is currently available seven days a week, for nine to eleven hours a day. In May 2020, the call center hours are being
reduced by a total of ten hours a week, including no Sunday service. SBCTA does not have staff assigned to dispatching and
customer service. In a consolidated agency, there would be no cost savings or organizational impacts because dispatching and
customer service would continue to be handled by Omnitrans staff that move over to the new Transit Operations Department
at SBCTA.
Table 4. Revenue Services Evaluation Matrix

Functional Area
Revenue Service

Dispatching and Customer
Service

Areas of Impact
Legal/Contractual
 Omnitrans’ JPA would need to be dissolved, and legislation would
need to be enacted
No significant impact

3.2 ADA AND DEMAND RESPONSE
SBCTA does not have comparable transit service to Omnitrans’, so no significant impact is expected from financial,
organizational, and/or contractual opportunities.
Paratransit Services | Omnitrans operates OmniAccess, its ADA-complementary paratransit demand-response service. ADA
paratransit trips use assigned vehicles and drivers with pre-scheduled daily trip itineraries. Omnitrans also provides subsidies
to encourage passengers who would otherwise be eligible for the OmniAccess service to use Lyft for their transportation
needs. OmniAccess is contracted out. Omnitrans recently competitively procured the next contract, for up to seven years.
SBCTA does not have comparable transit service to OmniAccess. There is no anticipated impact or savings impact from
complete consolidation.

Special Transportation Services | Special Transportation Services have three areas of function – CTSA, OmniAccess, and
OmniGo/Purchased Transportation. Of those functions, Access and OmniGo operate via third parties. Similarly, SBCTA
manages a Vanpool Program through a third party. Each program serves different demographics of passengers: SBCTA’s
Vanpool Program serves commuters and motorists who travel on fixed routes, while OmniAccess provides transit service for
those unable to use the fixed-route bus services and OmniGo provides services on the weekends that have low productivity
and connects low demand areas with regular fixed-route services. However, in the long-term, there may be opportunities to
evaluate and identify activities to streamline the services under a consolidation.
ADA Certification Process | SBCTA does not engage in ADA certification, but Omnitrans does. Omnitrans’ ADA
certification would not experience major changes in a consolidation and would likely continue to operate as-is. For the ADA
certification process, Omnitrans supervisory staff routinely evaluate certifications to ensure they are completed correctly.
Omnitrans has shifted from a paper screening process to an in-person interview process, after which ADA applications and
certifications dropped by more than 40 percent, indicating that this has helped reduce misuse of the ADA paratransit service.
As such, after consolidation, resources for ADA certification process will not see a reduction as the service will likely remain
the same.
ADA Dispatching/Coordination/Customer Service | SBCTA does not engage in ADA dispatching, coordination, or customer
service, but Omnitrans does. Omnitrans uses contractors for dispatch and reservations, separate from fixed-route service.
Under complete consolidation, dispatching and customer service would continue to be handled by Omnitrans’ contractor staff
with the relevant and appropriate expertise and capacity.
Table 5. ADA and Demand Response Evaluation Matrix

Functional Area
Paratransit Services

Areas of Impact
No significant impact

Special Transportation Services

No significant impact

ADA Certification Process

No significant impact

ADA Dispatching and Customer
Service

No significant impact

3.3 INTEGRATION WITH EXISTING AND FUTURE RAIL SERVICE
Omnitrans partnered with SBCTA and the Southern California Regional Rail Authority (SCRRA or Metrolink) for the
operations of the Redlands Passenger Rail Project, also known as the Arrow Rail service. In January 2020, SBCTA Board
approved the transfer of Arrow operations to SCRRA. In January, 2020, the full SBCTA Board approved this transfer. As
such, the future rail service will now be integrated into Metrolink, and Omnitrans will be removed as the designated Arrow
rail operator.
Integration with Existing and Future Rail Service | Though SBCTA (as SANBAG) was the application sponsor, Omnitrans
is the recipient of a federal Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) grant in the amount of $8.6
million for the Redlands Passenger Rail Project. SBCTA is Omnitrans’ sub-recipient on the TIGER grant. As the direct
recipient, Omnitrans will continue to administer this grant until such time as the grant is transferred to SBCTA as a future
direct recipient in the event of a consolidated organization.5
In terms of operations of the rail service, there will be no employees dedicated to the Redlands Passenger Rail Project at
Omnitrans in the future with the transfer of Arrow rail operations to SCRRA. SBCTA currently has an oversight and funding
role over commuter rail services operated by Metrolink in San Bernardino County, so it will continue these duties under a
potential consolidation, adding funding and oversight of Arrow service once its operations are fully transferred to Metrolink.
It is expected that current Omnitrans staff dedicated to the Redlands Passenger Rail Project will have the option of assuming
similar positions with SCRRA as part of the transfer of operations. However, current Omnitrans Planning staff will be needed
in the consolidated organization to plan modifications of Omnitrans routes to provide feeder service to/from Arrow line

5

See January 8, 2020 Omnitrans Board Agenda. As provided in Section 3.9, SBCTA is not a direct recipient of Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) funds. Omnitrans is a direct FTA funds recipient.
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stations. Current Omnitrans’ Planning staff coordination of transit service with Metrolink and Arrow service would also
continue under the consolidation, either as part of the new Transit Operations Division or in a merged SBCTA Planning
Department. For these reasons, there would not likely be a significant impact on future rail service in the event of a
consolidation of SBCTA and Omnitrans.
Table 6. Integration with Existing and Future Rail Service Evaluation Matrix

Functional Area
Integration with Existing and
Future Rail Service

Areas of Impact
No significant impact.

3.4 ASSETS AND MAINTENANCE
Omnitrans’ and SBCTA’s assets and maintenance approach for those assets are different, but provide a few opportunities for
coordination in a consolidation. SBCTA has a property manager for the Santa Fe Station, its administrative facility, and owns
some rail rights-of-way (ROW) and a portion of the regional San Bernardino Transit Center (SBTC), and co-owns several
stations and parking lots maintained by the co-owner, employing maintenance contractors at the cost of $1.2 million
annually. This cost includes maintenance, security, electricity, parking lot improvements, building repairs, utilities, etc. of the
Santa Fe Depot but excludes ROW maintenance. ROW maintenance, which costs of $950,000 a year, requires contractors
with special railroad safety training and record keeping and would likely need to be kept separate from other asset
maintenance. Omnitrans has an extensive fleet of 298 vehicles and five operations and maintenance facilities, conducting
facility maintenance with 11 employees and some security consultants.
Facilities Management | The San Bernardino Santa Fe Depot building, SBCTA’s administrative center, is maintained under
a property management contract administered by SBCTA. SBCTA employs the contractor for maintenance, janitorial, and
security operation of the Santa Fe Depot and is currently procuring a new facilities management contractor. Omnitrans
employs full-time staff and contractors to conduct facility maintenance and administration. A potential consolidated agency
could streamline the management of facilities by taking one of two longer-term actions. The consolidated agency would meet
its combined facility maintenance needs, in the short-term, through Omnitrans’ employees and SBCTA and Omnitrans’
contractors. In the longer term, it could seek cost savings by either: (A) continuing facility maintenance management by
former Omnitrans staff and a single facilities maintenance contract; or (B) eliminating staff directly providing facilities
maintenance services and, instead, relying on a third-party contractor, as well as staff to manage the contract. Both options
are anticipated to achieve nominal savings due to economies of scale and standardization.
Revenue Vehicles, Overhauls, Body Work and Non-revenue Vehicles | Omnitrans’ fleet includes 192 compressed natural
gas (CNG)-fueled buses, comprised of 177 40-foot buses, and 15 60-foot articulated BRT buses, and 106 CNG- or gas-fueled
demand response vehicles, for a total fleet of 298 vehicles. A non-revenue fleet of 69 vehicles supports the revenue fleet,
including automobiles for staff and driver relief purposes, and service trucks. SBCTA does not currently own any transit fleet
fixed assets, other than a single staff vehicle. The overall lack of comparable rolling stock assets and maintenance personnel
limits the likelihood of any savings through a complete consolidation.
Bus Stop, Shelter and Transit Centers, Rail ROW, Facilities and Support Equipment, and Other Property and ROW |
These asset and maintenance categories will not face significant impacts in the event of a complete consolidation. Omnitrans
employees directly maintain certain assets, such as the SBTC, bus stop signage, benches, shelters, trash receptacles, solar
lights, and sbX express bus stations. SBCTA co-owns a number of bus and rail stations primarily located in the San
Bernardino Valley that, in virtually all cases, are maintained by the municipality in which the station is situated. Also,
SBCTA contracts with a vendor to manage its ROW license/lease agreements and with a separate vendor to maintain its
ROW. Both agencies co-own and operate the SBTC. Omnitrans owns the SBTC building and the bus bays, and SBCTA owns
the crew house, the railroad infrastructure including the platforms and 50 percent of the parking lot with the City of San
Bernardino.
Maintenance of these assets and the Santa Fe Depot building may eventually be streamlined under a complete consolidation.
Similar to facilities maintenance, streamlined management of assets in a consolidated agency could take one of two longerterm forms. Potential cost savings opportunities could come from: (A) continuing asset management by former Omnitrans
staff and a single facilities maintenance contract; or (B) eliminating staff directly providing asset maintenance services, and
relying on a third-party contractor, as well as staff to manage the contract. Both options are anticipated to achieve nominal
savings due to economies of scale and standardization, and, in the case of the latter option, elimination of some staff.

Unlike facilities maintenance, however, ROW management may be more appropriately administered through contractual or
other third party means. Maintenance of SBCTA’s railroad ROW, currently performed by an SBCTA maintenance-of-way
contractor or by SCRRA, should remain contracted functions because it requires railroad safety qualifications.
Transit Asset Management (TAM) and Asset Management and NTD reporting processes | Congress requires transit
agencies to report to the National Transit Database (NTD) if they receive or benefit from Urbanized Area Formula Grants
under 49 United States Code (U.S.C.) Section 5307. All recipients and sub-recipients of federal transit funds that own,
operate, or manage public transportation capital assets are required to develop and implement transit asset management
(TAM) plans. Because SBCTA is currently an FTA funding sub-recipient to Omnitrans, SBCTA works with Omnitrans to
include completed project assets into their TAM plan. At this time, this includes infrastructure completed as part of the
Arrow Redlands Rail Project. Omnitrans’ current TAM Plan was approved by the Omnitrans Board of Directors in December
2018. With the transfer of Arrow vehicle operations and maintenance to SCRRA, all assets associated with Arrow service
will be included in SCRRA’s TAM. Further, SCRRA is working to incorporate the SBCTA jointly owned Metrolink Stations
into their TAM. The TAM Plan focuses on three types of capital assets: 1) Revenue vehicles; 2) Service vehicles; and 3)
Buildings & Facilities. The assets have a condition assessment and a Useful Life Benchmark (ULB). Assets exceeding their
ULB are prioritized and scheduled for replacement or refurbishment, depending on the capital funds available.
Transit providers are required to set performance targets for their capital assets based on the state of good repair measures
and report their targets, as well as information related to the condition of their capital assets, to the NTD. FTA submits annual
NTD reports that summarize transit service, asset, and safety data to Congress for review and use. Omnitrans currently sets
performance targets and reports performance data to NTD, which SBCTA monitors, along with reports provided by the
county’s other transit providers to NTD.
Under a consolidated agency, Omnitrans’ TAM plan would continue to be developed, and performance goals and data would
continue to be provided to NTD. A marginal level of improvement could occur in a consolidation where the TAM plan and
transit performance targets would be better aligned with overall SBCTA goals. Oversight of the new Transit Operations
Department’s performance, however, should be a consideration prior to consolidation. The agencies should determine
whether, as a matter of policy, it benefits the consolidated agency to designate a third party or internal business unit to
perform regular performance oversight.
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Table 7. Assets and Maintenance Evaluation Matrix

Functional Area
Facilities Management

Revenue Vehicles, Overhauls,
Body Work and Non-revenue
Vehicles

Areas of Impact
Financial
 Longer-term cost savings opportunity for the consolidated agency
by consolidating facility-maintenance resources with Omnitrans
employees, or contracting out services currently performed by
Omnitrans staff to a third-party contractor.
No significant impact

Bus Stop, Shelter and Transit
centers, Rail ROW, Facilities and
Support Equipment, and Other
Property and ROW

Financial
 Potential opportunity for the consolidated agency by consolidating
asset maintenance resources with Omnitrans employees, or
contracting out services currently performed by Omnitrans staff to
a third-party contractor. Nominal efficiencies expected.

Transit Asset Management
(TAM) and Asset Management
and NTD reporting processes

Organizational
 No short-term gains but a long-term opportunity to streamline
coordination of transit planning and operations reporting, and
oversight of Omnitrans and county transit providers’ TAM plans.
This is an opportunity with or without consolidation. Nominal
efficiencies expected.

3.5 PROCUREMENT
Each agency’s procurement office purchases different types of products and services. SBCTA’s procurement office of three
employees focuses on planning and capital construction delivery services. Omnitrans’ procurement office of 20 employees
purchases goods and services to support transit operations. Eleven of the 20 positions in Omnitrans’ procurement function are
parts clerks, maintaining storerooms and parts inventory. These parts clerks are warehouse personnel in a 24/7 operation in
two parts rooms. A complete consolidation of SBCTA and Omnitrans will not impact efficiencies in this area, and Omnitrans
is already evaluating this function.
Professional Services Contracts | Omnitrans and SBCTA have similar professional services procurement functions. Both
agencies’ procurement units engage in work associated with creating requests for proposals (RFP) and contracts for
professional services that are compliant with FTA guidelines. A complete consolidation could streamline duplication in
professional services procurement, requiring fewer staff and contracts where there are currently duplicative planning, design,
or other service or project delivery service needs being met by similar professional services firms paid by similar funding
sources.
Vehicle and Support Equipment, Non-revenue Vehicles, Fuels, Fueling Infrastructure Installation and Maintenance |
There are no economies of scale from procurement of physical assets under a complete consolidation as SBCTA only
operates one non-revenue vehicle and no revenue vehicles. Vehicle and support equipment, non-revenue vehicles,
gas/diesel/alternative fuels, fueling infrastructure installation and maintenance will not experience any major savings or
impact but would be procured by the merged procurement function in the consolidated agency. In case of a consolidation, a
zero-emission bus procurement that arises from the current countywide Zero Emission Bus (ZEB) Study being conducted by
SBCTA may be beneficial for the consolidated agency’s Procurement Department as the five transit operators purchase their
battery-electric buses. There are no direct cost savings associated under a consolidated agency because SBCTA does not
purchase or own revenue vehicles and is conducting the ZEB Study for the five operators. The overall benefit is the potential
coordination in battery-electric bus procurements because SBCTA is the coordinating agency for the Study, and Omnitrans is
one of the stakeholders. The coordination of ZEB purchases can occur with or without a complete consolidation.
Fare Collection and Other Equipment | For the Arrow rail service, fare collection and other equipment will not experience
significant impact from a complete consolidation, as it is assumed that fare collection and fare equipment management will
be transferred to SCRRA along with the new rail service’s operations and maintenance. Omnitrans’ on-board fare collection
equipment consists of General Farebox Inc. (GFI) Odyssey fareboxes and SPX/Genfare ticket machines on sbX station

platforms. Omnitrans’ existing fare collection will likely continue under a consolidation with support from the same
personnel who perform this today. However, the financial accounting for fare revenues and procurement of equipment and
contracted security firms for cash pickup would be handled by the finance/revenue department of the consolidated agency.
DBE, Buy America, and Title VI | Procurement impacts due to disadvantaged business enterprise (DBE), Buy America, and
Title VI requirements, have no significant impact in a complete consolidation. Omnitrans and SBCTA currently must comply
with FTA procurement regulations, such as DBE, Buy America, and Title VI, due to their status as FTA funding recipient
and sub-recipient, respectively. Both agencies are already coordinating DBE program goals and reporting, as SBCTA must
provide information regarding its DBE spending to Omnitrans as well as following Omnitrans DBE goals when procuring for
services funded by FTA. Currently, the procurement and/or planning staffs of the two agencies coordinate on DBE and Title
VI matters. Also SBCTA has a consultant to do Title VI compliance while Omnitrans utilizes internal staff to perform this
function. There may be an opportunity to streamline these requirements, reporting, and compliance as the agencies are
integrated, but the consolidated agency’s compliance with these specific regulations will see little impact. In general, the
ability to streamline similar processes can provide the opportunity for staff advancement and more flexibility to cover
vacancies and extended absences.
Table 8. Procurement Evaluation Matrix

Functional Area
Professional Services Contract

Vehicle and Support Equipment,
Non-revenue Vehicles, Fuels,
Fueling Infrastructure and
Maintenance
Fare Collection and Other
Equipment
DBE, Buy America,
Procurement, and Title VI

Areas of Impact
Financial and Organizational
 Streamlining of procurement staff performing duplicative functions
 Longer-term opportunity to standardize procurement functions,
provide career path options, and more redundancy for vacancies
and extended absences.
Nominal efficiencies expected.
No significant impact.

No significant impact
Nominal efficiencies expected.

3.6 HUMAN RESOURCES
Currently, SBCTA’s human resources (HR), risk management, procurement, payroll, and information technology (IT)
functions are supported by a mix of staff, other agencies, and consultants. In a complete consolidation, the combined agency
could centralize HR staffing but likely faces challenges in labor relations, training, and staff development.
HR Staffing | SBCTA has only two HR employees who have shared responsibilities with IT and Facilities functions. SBCTA
hires consultants to perform compensation studies and uses a NeoGov subscription for recruiting. Omnitrans’ HR department
is composed of 11 employees who support a workforce of 722 and may be large enough to support an additional 67
employees currently at SBCTA. Omnitrans performs compensation studies internally and has its own NeoGov subscription
for recruitment purposes. While there are few opportunities to reduce HR staffing, some limited savings may occur with
regard to compensation studies that could be conducted completely in-house or through outsourcing and recruiting services
that could be assisted with a shared NeoGov account under a single consolidated agency. The long-term opportunity is to
standardize HR functions, provide career path options, and support vacancies and extended absences. One of the staffing
challenges of the consolidated agency would be to adjust the compensation and benefit levels for the staff positions of the
two agencies to provide equity for similar-level positions, as discussed in the Job-Classification discussion of this section,
and the Benefit discussion in Section 3.10 People Costs.
Labor Relations Staffing | Omnitrans has two unions that represent 589 front-line, operations and maintenance personnel,
and administrative staff – the Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU) and Teamsters. SBCTA’s employees are not unionized.
Under a consolidated agency, a centralized HR function would need to continue Omnitrans’ labor relations responsibilities
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(e.g., administration of labor agreements, grievances and arbitrations, handling potential wage/salary level issues such as
“wage compression”), which would likely largely be handled by the former Omnitrans staff who were handling these duties.
The consolidated board and management will need to actively manage labor relations during the transition and longer-term
operations of the consolidated agency.
It is assumed that there will be no change to labor agreements in the short-term. However, learning from LA Metro’s
experience, the role of labor unions in the consolidated agency and treatment of unionized employees’ benefits, retirement
system, and other rights will need to be addressed prior to the consolidation. Interviews performed for this study revealed that
the unions might see SBCTA’s large budget and believe there is more money to pay unionized staff. Thus, a consolidated
agency may need additional engagement with union leadership to better explain the different purposes, funding, and
expenditures at SBCTA, and help manage expectations.
Training – Coach Operator, Maintenance, Dispatch, other Administrative | Omnitrans has previously experienced coach
operator recruitment and retention challenges but reports that these are not issues at this time. Omnitrans has six staff and one
manager in the fleet safety and training group. This group is responsible for developing and conducting training and
certification of coach operators. Omnitrans directly performs most vehicle maintenance for the fixed-route service. It
provides maintenance training for mechanics and helpers. This training is significant with both classroom and hands-on
training provided. Omnitrans is purchasing four electric-powered vehicles in 2020. The vehicle manufacturer will provide
Coach Operator and vehicle maintenance training. SBCTA does not perform nor contract for vehicle maintenance training.
Thus, a complete consolidation is not expected to have a significant impact on training.
Drug and Alcohol Program Compliance | Of the two agencies, only Omnitrans is subject to a required Drug and Alcohol
Compliance program per FTA regulations. Omnitrans has one staff person that administers the Drug and Alcohol Program
(as well as the leave program). The annual cost for drug and alcohol testing and services is approximately $41,000. This
function would now be assumed under the combined HR department of the consolidated agency.
Table 9. Human Resources Evaluation Matrix

Functional Area

Areas of Impact

HR Staffing

Organizational
 Near-term, opportunity for limited savings on contracted service
supporting the HR function through consolidation.
 Longer-term opportunity to standardize HR functions, provide career
path options, and more redundancy for vacancies and extended
absences. Nominal efficiencies expected.
 Longer-term, HR would likely need to address adjustments to
compensation and benefit levels of employees from the two former
organizations to ensure equity.
Financial
 Longer-term potential shifting of some SBCTA administrative
employees from non-represented to represented, or vice versa
Organizational
 The consolidated agency’s Board and management will need to
actively manage labor relations during the transition and longer-term
operations of the consolidated agency
 Additional engagement with union leadership will be needed from
management to better explain the different purposes, funding, and
expenditures at SBCTA, and help manage expectations
Legal/Contractual
 The role of unions in the consolidated agency and treatment of
unionized employees’ benefits, retirement system, and other rights
will need to be addressed prior to the consolidation and maybe
codified in legislation
 Challenges in negotiating agreements, wage compression, and labor
negotiations become a responsibility for the Board and management
in the combined agency

Labor Relations Staffing

Functional Area

Areas of Impact

Training – coach operator,
maintenance, dispatch, other

No significant impact

Drug and Alcohol Program
Compliance

No significant impact

3.7 PLANNING
Each agency provides a function described as planning, but the focus of each agency’s planning unit is significantly different.
SBCTA’s Planning Department, comprised of six employees, has a multi-modal focus and plans at the regional and countywide level, while Omnitrans’ Planning and Scheduling Department, composed of 5.5 staff, focuses on short-term 6 (near-term
to five years out) planning efforts relating to operating its transit services.
Long Range Planning Functions | Long-range planning, such as the development of the Long Range Transportation Plan
(LRTP) is currently completed by SBCTA, which provides comprehensive long-range planning expertise for the county and
contributes to regional plans. Omnitrans does not provide these services. SBCTA’s Planning Department has been
responsible for Comprehensive Multimodal Corridor Plans (required by the state for SB 1 funding), Long Range
Transportation Plans (no specific timeline required), Customer-based Action Plan, submittal of growth forecast and project
submittals to the Southern California Association of Governments’ (SCAG) Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)/Sustainable
Communities Strategy (SCS), and integration of land use into these plans (as appropriate). This function will not be impacted
by a complete consolidation, but the input of the new Transit Operations Department into these plans will likely be better
coordinated. Thus, a complete consolidation will have little impact on long-range planning functions.
Service Planning/Data Analysis | Service planning and data analysis are not expected to change significantly but offer
opportunities for improved organizational efficiency and coordination under a consolidated agency. For example, SBCTA is
currently conducting a Countywide ZEB Study for the six transit operators in the County, including Omnitrans. As such,
planning initiatives like the ZEB Study could see improved coordination under a consolidated agency. In addition,
Omnitrans’ Planning Department includes a development review planner who coordinates with cities on development
reviews, and whose skillsets could integrate into the current first mile/last mile studies for SBCTA, as well as active
transportation planning.
Both agencies currently utilize GIS, which is another area where consolidation would provide efficiencies. SBCTA’s
Planning Department utilizes GIS to analyze, map, and support other SBCTA departments. Omnitrans’ Planning and
Scheduling Department utilizes GIS for its planning efforts and has a service planning function for scheduling of transit
services provided by the agency. The consolidated agency could share resources for GIS and technical data analysis and
would need to retain Omnitrans staff who currently provide service planning and scheduling services for its bus transit
operations.
Short Range Transit Plans (SRTP) | SBCTA allocates operating and capital dollars to county transit operators every year
based on the information in their individual SRTPs which are presented to the SBCTA Transit Committee and Board of
Directors for approval. In addition, SBCTA’s Transit Department prepares a comprehensive over-arching SRTP for the
county and presents this plan to the SBCTA Transit Committee and Board of Directors. The funding projections in the
SRTPs are then used as a guide for annual allocations to the operators. As such, a consolidation would improve the
coordination efforts for the annual allocation for Omnitrans. In addition, SBCTA’s SRTP does not currently include an
annual process for evaluating the performance of transit services, which, as a transit operator, it would need to do. As a
consolidated agency, SBCTA’s SRTP preparation would broaden its scope to include the annual process for evaluating
transit service performance, addressing service area needs, and providing capital and operating budget projections. However,
this could be done by the consolidated agency’s Planning staff who would perform or contract for this function, previously
performed by Omnitrans. Thus, no significant impact is anticipated.
Comprehensive Operational Analysis (COA) | Comprehensive Operational Analyses are typically performed every five to
ten years by transit agencies. They are intended to provide a detailed analysis of the operational performance of a transit
system and provide a strategic plan for how the system should evolve in the following five to ten years. The last COA of the
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Omnitrans’s service planning horizon is five years; their capital planning horizon is for the life of the assets procured.
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Omnitrans system was conducted in 2013/2014 by SBCTA. A high-level version of a COA is a part of this current
Consolidation Study and Innovative Transit Review, to identify where Omnitrans’ fixed-route resources should be focused
and where alternative modes may be more appropriate, given the current transit use environment. The Innovative Transit
Review portion of this study (Task 3) is scheduled to start in May 2020. It is anticipated that in the future, the consolidated
agency would continue to prepare a COA every five to ten years. In the future, the consolidated agency’s Planning staff
would complete the COA.
Scheduling/Run Cutting | Scheduling/run cutting is solely an Omnitrans function. SBCTA is not involved in transit route
planning and scheduling. Omnitrans uses its Trapeze Software for scheduling and route optimization. There are no
anticipated impacts to scheduling/run cutting from a complete consolidation. This would likely remain as a function within
the new Transit Operations Department in the event of consolidation.
Table 10 Planning Evaluation Matrix

Functional Area
Long Range Planning

Areas of Impact
No significant impact

Service Planning/Data
Analysis

Organizational
 Improved coordination and expertise for special studies. Nominal
efficiencies expected.
 Sharing of resources/talent for GIS and other data analysis.
Nominal efficiencies expected.
Financial
Nominal efficiencies as it will eliminate the need to prepare a duplicate
SRTP to Omnitrans SRTP. The consolidated agency’s Planning staff would
complete or contract for this function, previously performed by Omnitrans.

Short Range Transportation
Plans

Comprehensive Operational
Analysis

Scheduling and Run Cutting

Nominal savings as it will eliminate two agencies participating in this
function. The consolidated agency’s Planning staff would complete or
contract for this function, previously performed by Omnitrans. The
previous Omnitrans COA was administered by SBCTA.
No significant impact

3.8 CAPITAL PROJECTS
Staff at both agencies are dedicated to capital project development and construction management. SBCTA focuses on
multimodal capital project development and construction countywide, while Omnitrans focuses on making minor
improvements to its transit facilities in its service area and ensuring a state of good repair of its facilities. The differences in
the modal and geographic nature of their work provide a moderate impact from a potential consolidation with some
efficiency resulting from coordinated project management of major transit projects and programs. Omnitrans is currently
contracting with SBCTA to deliver the construction of major capital projects related to bus infrastructure.
Project Development | SBCTA has two departments that oversee major capital projects: 1) Project Delivery and Toll
Operations, focused on major highway construction and without similarities to Omnitrans; and 2) Transit, which oversees the
construction of major capital projects related to bus and rail infrastructure improvements or station construction. Omnitrans
has one Construction Manager in the maintenance department and one planner who also has other duties.
Omnitrans currently bills SBCTA for their staff time since Omnitrans is the main recipient of the FTA funding for any capital
project services requested by Omnitrans in the cases that SBCTA is leading on a construction project (e.g., the San
Bernardino Transit Center, West Valley Connector). In addition, SBCTA includes an allocation of funding to pay Omnitrans
for their staff time too. On these joint projects, each agency assigns a project manager to oversee the project and maintain
communication on the project progress. This creates some duplication of effort as both agencies must present updates to each

agency Committee of jurisdiction and Board regarding the progress of the project as well as changes to the scope, schedule,
or budget. There is duplication of staff at all project meetings including those with local stakeholders and with the FTA.
If consolidation were to occur, the consolidated agency would be most effective if it incorporated operational needs from the
new Transit Operations Department into the Transit Department’s development of capital projects. Currently, SBCTAmanaged construction projects for facilities in which Omnitrans operates require coordination between the two agencies.
With a consolidated agency, the capital delivery staff will likely be able to more effectively integrate input from the new
Transit Operations Department.
Construction Management | SBCTA’s Transit Department has led some of Omnitrans’ major capital construction for
projects like the San Bernardino Transit Center and the upcoming West Valley Connector. Managing capital construction is a
core function of SBCTA and not significantly undertaken by Omnitrans. Under a consolidation, there may be opportunities
for minor transit projects currently handled by Omnitrans to be leveraged with SBCTA’s expertise, processes, and contractual
resources for project delivery. However, no significant impacts are expected.

Table 11 Project Development and Construction Management Evaluation Matrix

Functional Area
Project Development

Areas of Impact
Organizational
 Integration of operational inputs and minor transit project needs to
capital project development. Nominal efficiencies expected.

Construction Management

Organizational
 Nominal efficiencies through less duplication of staff attending
meetings/managing construction projects.

3.9 FINANCE
The finance functional area poses several opportunities and challenges in a complete consolidation because both agencies’
Finance Departments conduct similar, and thus, duplicative functions. However, due to the agencies’ diverging missions,
each approaches accounting and budgeting differently.
Budgeting | SBCTA has a program-based approach to budgeting weighted toward delivery of major capital projects funded
from various local, state, and federal sources. Their budget is not routinely split between operating and capital expenses as
required of FTA fund recipients. Omnitrans, on the other hand, closely follows FTA requirements. Omnitrans develops an
annual budget that follows FTA definitions for separation of operating and capital expenses and uses NTD object class codes
and functions. Under a complete consolidation, SBCTA would need to modify its budgeting to resemble that of Omnitrans, at
least for the minor transit operations and maintenance portions of its overall program. SBCTA staff indicated that they
already budget at the object class level, so it would take some additional work to present the information in a way that meets
FTA requirements. However, this would not require many internal accounting and process changes. Thus, no significant
impact is likely from consolidation.
Accounting | Consolidation provides an opportunity to consolidate traditional accounting functions (e.g., accounts payable,
accounts receivable, grant accounting, general ledger, and invoices), as well as the overall financial software system that
supports all these functions, which are currently duplicated at the two agencies. It is important to note that FTA accounting
requirements7, such as utilizing the FTA Uniform System of Accounts, are met in the consolidated agency. Consolidation
should provide some reduction of work resulting from a reduction of bank accounts and investment accounts to manage and

7

FTA accounting and other financial management requirements are provided in FTA-issued guidance, including circulars, its Grant
Management Requirements, its Certifications and Assurances for Federal Transit Administration Grants and Cooperative Agreements, its
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition for Federal and Federally Assisted Programs (49 CFR Part 24), and its
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 as amended.
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reconcile, the preparation of a single Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) instead of two CAFRs and reduction
of billing back and forth between the two agencies.
SBCTA is currently assessing replacement of its financial management system, and Omnitrans holds an SAP Enterprise
software system containing modules that, with some modification, could potentially support SBCTA’s financial needs. If
consolidation were to occur, this integration of financial management software systems could achieve lower overall costs as
opposed to the acquisition of a completely new system at SBCTA and maintenance of Omnitrans’ separate system. In fact,
Omnitrans currently has many of its capital assets (e.g., buses, other vehicles, shop equipment, operating facilities) that are
already carried in its asset management system.
Payroll and Personnel Administration | SBCTA’s payroll system is handled through the County of San Bernardino, which
procures and secures health benefits, processes payroll, and tracks/pays taxes. SBCTA collects employee timekeeping
information and sends it to the County for payroll processing services. There are three SBCTA employees partly dedicated to
managing payroll. In their completed Agency Questionnaire, SBCTA estimated that a total of 0.33 full-time equivalents are
involved in payroll processing, in addition to the contracted County payroll and personnel services. Omnitrans has four
dedicated employees to handle payroll and benefit related functions. In contrast to the SBCTA’s payroll system, Omnitrans
utilizes its own in-house timekeeping and payroll system, SAP ERP, to do more than just payroll processing. SAP ERP also
manages financial transactions, processes work for planning, reporting of business operations, and handles data management
within the HR department. Omnitrans’ system could potentially handle both agencies’ payroll with a system modification to
include SBCTA’s project coding. Alternatively, SBCTA’s payroll system from the County also has the capability to
incorporate Omnitrans payroll if an interface can be devised to accept Omnitrans’ Trapeze System/Kronos timekeeping data.
Risk Management | Risk considerations and requirements for transit operations are considerably different from those of an
administrative agency. Currently, Omnitrans’ General Liability is handled through the CalTIP JPA and administered by
Sedgwick (formerly York). Omnitrans is self-insured up to $100,000. Current liability insurance costs are budgeted at $2.7
million, which includes administrative costs. Omnitrans has a Third-Party Administrator for Workers Comp. Due to the
rapidly rising costs Omnitrans has experienced in the Casualty and Liability area, the agency is considering going out on the
open market for General Liability coverage.
SBCTA also has a Third-Party Administrator for all claims. SBCTA manages from a perspective of contractual risk transfer
for most of its scope of work. This allows the agency itself to finance a limited amount of liability exposure through a selfinsured retention and the purchase of commercial insurance. At the time a claim is received, it is evaluated for sufficiency
and appropriateness. Then, at that time, the agency may reject the claim directly to the claimant with no assignment of
liability as the agency may have no established contract, project, or other relationship in the incident area. On other
occasions, the agency may reject the claim and tender it to the appropriate contractor or service provider based on a
contractual relationship. SBCTA pays about $24,000 annually in claims. Under consolidation, SBCTA would need to absorb
Omnitrans’ coverage limits and increase its current $5 million coverage limit to cover the increase in risk associated with
extensive public transit operations akin to the $25 million coverage limit for Omnitrans. This could potentially be addressed
by SBCTA joining Omnitrans’ insurance coverage pool or newly-procured liability coverage.
Internal Controls and Audits | A small portion of the duties of three SBCTA staff, including the Chief of Fiscal Resources
and Fund Administration Management Analysts, involve audit services, including procurement of external auditors.
SBCTA’s Chief of Fiscal Resources and Chief Financial Officer also have responsibility for internal control review and
assessment. Omnitrans and the other transit agencies in San Bernardino County are recipients of state Transportation
Development Act (TDA) and Measure I funds from SBCTA. Thus, SBCTA engages an external auditor to audit compliance
related to these funding sources. SBCTA engages a consultant for the triennial TDA audit, and both SBCTA and Omnitrans
are audited. Under a consolidation, this auditing and internal control assessment would continue utilizing an external auditor
procured by SBCTA. Thus, no significant impact is anticipated.
Capital Asset Management and Reporting | Omnitrans conducts regular capital asset management and reporting due to its
ownership of capital assets and status as a direct FTA funding recipient. SBCTA tracks its capital assets in a manner that is
compliant with FTA requirements. However, because SBCTA’s ownership of capital assets is limited, it does not use the
same financial accounting system as Omnitrans. Consolidation would not require a change to SBCTA’s financial system to
mirror FTA requirements regarding capital asset management and reporting. SBCTA’s assets could simply be added to
Omnitrans’ SAP Enterprise financial accounting system and be adopted by SBCTA. When enabling legislation establishing
the consolidated agency is pursued, it may also need to address the transfer of all of Omnitrans’ assets to the newly
consolidated agency.
As provided in Section 3.4, Omnitrans’ 2018 TAM Plan focuses on revenue and service vehicles, as well as buildings and
facilities. Assets with a condition assessment exceeding its ULB are prioritized and scheduled for replacement or

refurbishment, depending on the capital funds available. Omnitrans replaces buses based on FTA guidelines but has extended
the useful life from 12 to 14 years. Other capital equipment are replaced at the manufacturers’ useful life expectancy,
equipment assessment, professional judgment, and available funding. A complete consolidation may change this approach to
asset management, which may have budgetary impacts. Extending the useful life of assets may bear short-term cost savings,
but might require longer-term expenditures related to mid-life overhauls and other repairs associated with age and
deterioration.
Grant Application Preparation and Assistance | Discretionary grant funds can leverage existing local resources to pay for
planning and construction costs of priority capital projects. Improved coordination regarding discretionary grant application
preparation and assistance is expected as both agencies plan for future projects. SBCTA holds a grant preparation contract,
which accesses consultant support to assist it in applying for state and federal discretionary grant funding. SBCTA has been
successful in acquiring discretionary grant funding, including the following funds in Omnitrans’ service area:
— $8.7 million in 2016 USDOT TIGER funds for the Redlands Passenger Rail Project
— $10.8 million in 2018 CTC Local Partnership Competitive Program funds for the Redlands Passenger Rail Project
— $65 million in 2018 CTC Solutions for Congested Corridors funds for the Redlands Passenger Rail Project
— $30 million in 2018 CalSTA TIRCP funds for the Diesel Multiple Unit Vehicle to Zero- or Low-Emission Vehicle
Conversion and West Valley Connector Bus Rapid Transit Project
SBCTA prepared and applied for discretionary grant funding for these projects and in the case of the federal TIGER grant,
Omnitrans was the recipient of funds. This required duplicative efforts on the parts of SBCTA and Omnitrans in the
preparation of the FTA full funding grant agreement as well as with respect to the ongoing project management oversight
meetings for the Redlands Passenger Rail Project which Omnitrans attends. SBCTA also provides support for the state Low
Carbon Transit Operations Program (LCTOP) and federal 49 U.S.C. § 5310 (Enhanced Mobility of Senior and Individuals
with Disabilities Program) funding it distributes and reviews Omnitrans grant applications when requested. Both agencies
monitor the availability of these funds as well as the related expenditure deadlines. Omnitrans and SBCTA work together to
input FTA grant applications in Trams (FTA’s grants system) for projects where SBCTA is the lead agency for constructing
the project. Omnitrans inputs the grant information into Trams when they are the project lead, using UZA and federal fiscal
year information provided by SBCTA. SBCTA then reviews the grants and monitors their drawdown. Omnitrans also
applies for grant funding and, when requested, SBCTA reviews the Omnitrans applications. Further, Omnitrans works with
SBCTA to identify the required local match funding needed to be competitive on their grant applications.
SBCTA’s grant writing contract and other grant application preparation and assistance resources could be shared in a
consolidated agency such that these resources are used to apply for discretionary grant funding that could cover the costs of
planning or construction of future capital projects benefiting the new Transit Operations Department. This is needed as
Omnitrans, along with other transit providers statewide, seek funds to reach compliance with the California Air Resources
Board’s (CARB) Innovative Clean Transit regulation that mandates 100 percent ZEB fleets by 2040.
Grant Management and Reporting | The other side of applying for and receiving discretionary and non-discretionary grants
is grants management and status reporting to funding agencies. Both agencies currently perform this function but for different
grants provided by different funding agencies. At SBCTA, grant management and reporting are, for the most part, duties
performed by those overseeing the specific program or project scope of work. Other, more specific functions are performed
by SBCTA’s Fund Administration or Finance Departments, such as determination of available funding or billing. SBCTA
has 18 staff that partially support grants management as a small part of their overall work (total of 1.92 FTE). Omnitrans only
has one position that explicitly handles this task with support from others, including the Finance Department, which has two
financial analysts that partially support this function. In a consolidated agency, this function would likely continue as it is
performed at SBCTA. That is, project managers in the consolidated agency would continue to manage the grant as part of
managing the project, perform all reporting requirements and the Finance Department will continue to do grant billing only.
Thus, there would be improved efficiency but little cost savings in this area.
In addition, each year, FTA requires recipients of federal grants for public transportation purposes to formally agree to certain
pre-award certifications and assurances. For FY 2019, there were 18 separate categories of certifications and assurances for
FTA assistance programs, covering many federal transit regulatory areas. Omnitrans, as the direct recipient of FTA funds,
annually files the certifications and assurances with the FTA. Under an MOU with SCAG, SBCTA is responsible for
determining the split of FTA formula funds, notifying Omnitrans of the amount of their allocation, and making sure that
Omnitrans submits a copy of their FTA certifications and assurances to SCAG. In addition, SBCTA completes a separate
annual certifications and assurances. This duty of SBCTA’s would continue under a consolidation though the oversight
would be internal to the consolidated agency and one annual certifications and assurances would be completed.
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Funding (including LTF Administration and Measure I compliance), Fare Structure, Collection Methods, Fare Media,
Shelter and Bus Advertising | Funding, fare structure, collection methods, fare media, shelter, and bus advertising are
functional areas that will not see major impacts. Omnitrans manages a fare collection system, a monthly Mag Stripe pass,
Genfare Odyssey validating fareboxes, and mobile fares. Omnitrans dumps fareboxes nightly and contracts with LA Federal
Armored Service for cash handling. SBCTA does not manage fareboxes and has very little cash handling associated
activities. Omnitrans also coordinates with six adjacent transit agencies for fare vending, schedule coordination, and
transfers. Fare structure and collection would continue in the merged departments in the consolidated agency with little
impact. Fare structure and policy would now be a function of the consolidated agency and its Board, which would also be
required to conduct FTA-required hearings for fare changes.
Cash and Investment Management | SBCTA’s Finance Department and the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) are in charge of
cash, investment monitoring, and compliance. The department also utilizes a consulting firm and a bank (PFM and US Bank)
for investment advisory assistance. SBCTA invests in the Local Agency Investment Fund (LAIF), California Asset
Management Program (CAMP), and San Bernardino County Treasury pool. Omnitrans earns revenue (interest payments)
from its investment in LAIF and money market accounts. Unlike SBCTA, Omnitrans does not have the need to invest in
long-term investment types due to the nature of their operations and their available cash balance. Prior to consolidation, the
agencies would need to consider whether Omnitrans’ investments in LAIF or money market accounts will be combined with
SBCTA’s or transferred to CAMP, depending on interest earnings provided by both pools. Both options would be an easy
transition, and cash and investment management resources would likely reduce slightly as less bank/pool accounts have to be
managed and reconcile on a monthly basis. Thus, minimal financial, organizational, or legal/contractual impacts are
anticipated, due to the transfer of all of Omnitrans’ cash and investments to SBCTA as part of consolidation.
Inventory Control | SBCTA performs inventory checks once a year as a part of their capital asset tracking. In doing so,
SBCTA uses MS Excel® for minor furniture and equipment inventory (e.g., chairs, desks, computers). SBCTA does not
maintain an active inventory of parts or equipment that is used for repairs. Once the SBCTA’s I-10 and I-15 Express Lanes
are in operation, SBCTA will have access to the contractors’ inventory management system to view inventory related to the
toll systems/operations only. However, the inventory will be managed by a vendor who will perform maintenance on the
assets on SBCTA’s behalf. Maintenance-of-way for rail property does not have an inventory of the signs and fences
maintained by SBCTA, but currently, a system is being developed to inventory asset locations. Omnitrans has 11 personnel
dedicated to the maintenance of a parts storeroom and other inventory. Omnitrans uses SAP to manage all aspects of material
management. SAP is integrated with maintenance work orders, and parts are issued and tracked to individual buses. This
system is primarily used for the majority of their fixed-route services. The maintenance of the OmniAccess fleet is the
responsibility of the contractor (MV). With respect to the contractor’s inventory management system, Omnitrans staff has
access to this data at any given time. In case of a consolidation, inventory management for the OmniAccess fleet would
continue to be the contractor's responsibility until such time as the contracting agency (Omnitrans, or SBCTA if
consolidated), decides to take it in-house.
Sub-recipient Monitoring | Omnitrans requests SBCTA, as a sub-recipient of its FTA funds, to complete a form as part of the
FTA certifications and assurances process. This is done by various SBCTA departments based on their respective areas of the
self-certification process. This form is part of the annual monitoring/audit site visit performed by Omnitrans to SBCTA.
Omnitrans would no longer have to perform sub-recipient monitoring/audits of SBCTA under a consolidation. This presents
an opportunity to save a limited amount of time and other resources currently used to conduct sub-recipient audits for both
agencies. There may be on-going sub-recipient monitoring for other FTA recipients in the county, however, so this functional
area is not expected to result in significant savings or efficiencies.
FTA Processes and Direct Recipient Designation | Currently, Omnitrans is a direct recipient of FTA funds, which provides
them the authority to receive non-discretionary federal funds. SBCTA is a sub-recipient of FTA funds, which means SBCTA
cannot receive non-discretionary funds directly from FTA but must coordinate with Omnitrans to receive them. These funds
are passed-through from Omnitrans. SBCTA and Omnitrans have a master agreement that provides the general requirements
of this sub-recipient relationship. Both agencies develop project-specific supplemental agreements as projects that require
FTA funding are developed.
Under a complete consolidation, SBCTA would need to become a direct recipient of FTA so that, among other duties, its
Board can approve grant requests, receive grant funding, and approve submission of annual certifications and assurances.
These functions, currently handled by Omnitrans, would now become functions of the consolidated agency.
A key step in being designated as a direct recipient of FTA grant funding requires a letter from the governor and letters from
other transit agencies in the urbanized area (Riverside-San Bernardino UZA and LA/Long Beach UZA) concurring with the

designation.8 As the consolidated agency would be established through new authorizing legislation, the bill’s enactment could
serve as a means of generating these letters. The enacted statute would assign Omnitrans’ FTA grant and formula fund
recipient duties to the new entity.
As a new direct FTA funds recipient, SBCTA would need to comply with the comprehensive areas of compliance that FTA
considers as minimum requirements for federal assistance.9 These will be reviewed by FTA prior to becoming a new direct
recipient, and again every three years. In the interim years of becoming an FTA funds direct recipient, SBCTA must submit
FTA’s annual certifications and assurances that require compliance by the agency in all certified areas. These tasks are
currently being performed by Omnitrans and would likely be performed by the same staff in a consolidated organization.
Under a consolidation, FTA major oversight reviews would continue as they do today. This includes triennial reviews of the
new Transit Operations Department at SBCTA, which would be the new grantee receiving Section 5307 Urbanized Area
Formula Grants, and other reviews that may be conducted under special circumstances (e.g., participation in a special
program or being at-risk or out of compliance with procurement or financial systems).
Receiving FTA recipient designation was identified as a challenge in Task 1.2 due to the required legislative steps involved
and the administrative effort to re-title all FTA grants with SBCTA as the recipient. However, although SBCTA is not a
direct recipient, it complies with all FTA requirements except for those that apply only to direct recipients. As a major subrecipient, SBCTA already participates in FTA triennial reviews and maintains internal controls, policies and procedures and
accounting systems that comply with FTA. The challenges in compliance with FTA requirements arise when SBCTA seeks
to become a direct recipient. However, those challenges should be minimal in the compliance area as both Omnitrans and
SBCTA are already complying with FTA requirements and merging the two agencies should not increase the complexity of
the requirements.
As highlighted in the Task 1.2 Report, the costs and resources of becoming an FTA fund direct recipient are significant due
to the extensive work involved in becoming an approved direct recipient and building internal capacity to administer grants
and meet compliance requirements with annual certification and assurance. FTA direct recipient status requires approval
from the Governor and concurrence from all other transit operators in San Bernardino and Riverside counties. It would cost
them time and other resources needed to draft and advocate for passage of state legislation that would serve as the Governor
and other transit providers’ approval of SBCTA as an FTA funding direct recipient, delegating transit operations rights to
SBCTA, and transferring all Omnitrans’ rights and obligations to SBCTA, including applying for and receiving federal and
state grants. In addition, all grants and contracts currently held by Omnitrans would have to be retitled or otherwise revised to
name SBCTA as the grant recipient/contracting entity. The interview conducted for this study with former LA Metro staff
confirmed that this was a substantial administrative effort. Additional time and resources would be required to establish the
internal processes for annual certification and assurances on FTA grants.
Table 12. Finance Evaluation Matrix

8
9

Functional Area
Budgeting

Evaluation Criteria
No significant impact

Accounting

Financial
 Savings opportunity in the consolidation of a traditional
accounting system and personnel
 Savings opportunity in the consolidation of the SAP system
 No savings in FTA reviews
Organizational
 Opportunity to consolidate personnel in traditional accounting

Payroll and Personnel
Administration

Financial
 Savings opportunity due to the flexibility of San Bernardino County
and Omnitrans’ respective payroll systems to accommodate the
others’.
 Potential short-term cost to adapt the payroll system

FTA Circular C 9030.1E
FTA, Comprehensive Review Guide for Triennial and State Management Reviews Fiscal Year 2019, p. 02-03.
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Functional Area
Risk Management

Evaluation Criteria
Financial


No significant impact. Costs would likely be similar to the
combined costs of the two agencies currently.

Organizational


The consolidated agency would need to adjust risk management
practices and liability insurance levels to match the risks of being
a transit service operator.

Internal Controls & Audits

No significant Impact

Capital Asset Management and
Reporting

Financial
 Policy changes related to capital asset management will need to be
considered in relation to funding available for maintenance.
Differing methods are established in the regulations for evaluating
facilities and fleet. No significant impact.
Organizational
 Capital asset management policies will need to be evaluated and
approved by the consolidated agency’s committee of jurisdiction
and Board, as they do separately today. No significant impact.
Legal/Contractual
 Consolidation legislation could include sections addressing the
transfer of all assets to the newly consolidated agency.

Grant Application Preparation
and Assistance

Organizational
 Opportunity to improve services by consolidating grant writing
resources to apply for discretionary grant funding for future capital
projects benefiting the new Transit Operations Department

Grants Management and
Reporting

Organizational
 Project managers in the consolidated agency would continue to
perform grant management and grant reporting with the Finance
Department performing grant billing. Nominal efficiencies
expected.
No significant impacts. The consolidated agency would now be required to
conduct the FTA-required hearings for fare changes.

Funding, Fare Structure,
Collection Methods, Fare
Media, Shelter and Bus
Advertising
Cash and Investment
Management

Financial

Inventory Management

No significant impact

Sub-recipient Monitoring

No significant impact



Nominal efficiencies expected. Costs would likely be lower and
interest earnings may be higher due to SBCTA cash and
investment capacity. As well as the consolidated agency will
manage less bank/investment accounts.

Functional Area
FTA Processes and Direct
Recipient Designation

Evaluation Criteria
Financial and Organizational
 Initial additional cost and resource of establishing the consolidated
agency as an FTA funds direct recipient.
Legal/Contractual
 SBCTA must become a direct FTA funds recipient and comply
with FTA compliance requirements
 All current FTA grants would need to be revised to show the
consolidated agency as the recipient

3.10 PEOPLE COSTS
A consolidation presents opportunities and substantial challenges in personnel costs due to standardizing classification,
compensation, labor relations administration, and type of work. The factors discussed in this section focus on employee
compensation and benefits. There are substantial challenges with any change to any employee’s benefits package as it may
impact morale, productivity, and employee retention. Changes in employee benefits can cause unease, rumors, and
productivity decline. This is on top of morale issues that may result from decisions such as relocating staff. Indeed, some
Omnitrans staff in departments that are being merged may have to relocate to SBCTA’s office.
The opportunities and challenges presented in this section are in addition to these significant workplace culture factors. Any
decision to implement these types of changes should be accompanied by a robust employee engagement effort. For the
purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that no diminution to any employee’s compensation package will occur as an
automatic result of consolidation.
Retirement Systems | One of the major challenges to consolidation is the difference in retirement systems between the two
agencies. Omnitrans’ contribution rate to retirement as a percentage of salaries under CalPERS is about 60 percent less than
the amount paid by SBCTA under SBCERA. After further analysis, it was identified that the contribution percentage for the
current employee is the same. However, the contribution percentage for the unfunded liability is significantly higher at
SBCERA than CalPERS, primarily due to two reasons: Higher benefit retirement package and a shorter term for payment of
the unfunded liability as explained below. It is the contribution for the unfunded liability that generates the significant
difference in annual retirement costs between the two systems.
Each plan presents its own set of benefits and costs. For example, pensionable compensation is higher with SBCERA than
CalPERS with SBCERA covering more pay categories than CalPERS. This is due to the fact that SBCERA counts cash-outs,
phone allowances, car allowances, and other pay as earnable compensation, while CalPERS uses the employees’ hourly rate.
Thus, while SBCERA costs more, the benefit payout to each retiree is higher. In addition, CalPERS’ amortization schedule
until the end of this fiscal year is for 30 years, while SBCERA’s is for 20 years. CalPERS is changing this to 20 years starting
in the coming fiscal year but only prospectively.
Prior to consolidation, the two agencies and their Boards (or an interim Board for the consolidated agency) would need to
determine the retirement plan(s) that employees of the consolidated agency would participate in. There are five options to
consider: (1) all employees under CalPERS; (2) all employees under SBCERA; (3) transfer the retirement assets from one
pension system to the other (4) create a separate corporate entity to hold the retirement benefits of one of the groups so that
both existing groups of employees can retain their retirement plans, or (5) create a separate corporate entity to grandfather
employees in their respective systems and through attrition, transition new employees into one of the two systems until one
system is no longer utilized.
Although complex, other similar agencies have navigated this challenge in California. LA Metro addressed this by
establishing a separate legal entity to hold the retirement and other employee benefits of a specific group of employees. The
Public Transportation Service Corporation was created to house all the benefits of the LACTC employees. The former
SCRTD employees stayed with their own retirement system.
The decision that is ultimately made could have significant financial impacts on the consolidated agency and SBCTA. As of
June 30 2019, Omnitrans has an unfunded pension liability of approximately $25.1 million and SBCTA has an unfunded
pension liability of $15 million. These liabilities could become much larger depending on the option selected. It appears the
unfunded pension liability becomes due and payable at a much higher rate if a retirement plan is terminated, which would
occur under options (1) and (2), but may be viewed differently if transferred which is option (3). Organizationally, leadership
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in each agency and the consolidated agency will need to manage the unease, rumors, and productivity decline that may result
from the announcement of any change in retirement plans.
Legal impacts are also anticipated due to the fact that SBCTA employees’ participation in SBCERA is codified in the
California Public Utilities Code (CA Pub. Util. Code) § 130824. The statute provides for the former SANBAG employees’
membership in SBCERA following the creation of SBCTA to be as if the employees had remained members of SBCERA
without any break in service or change of employer. The statute also provided for SBCTA to assume the prior obligations of
SANBAG for the payment of the unfunded actuarial liability. Any shift in SBCTA employees’ participation in SBCERA and
Omnitrans employees’ participation in the same retirement plan as SBCTA’s would need to be reflected in CA Pub. Util.
Code § 130824. These changes would also need to be described in a potential transfer agreement to provide equity amongst
employees with similar years of service, as well as agreements that would transfer between CalPERS and SBCERA for all
SBCTA or Omnitrans employees.
Job Classification | In a consolidated agency, there will be some staff completing similar functions with differently described
job classifications and compensation. Positions most likely to be impacted are administrative staff, clerks, procurement
specialists, management analysts, and other shared service functions. In the short-term, this is unlikely to result in immediate
changes. Longer-term, the consolidated agency should investigate standardizing these classifications and compensation,
either as the positions become vacant or as a stand-alone effort.
Also, in a potential consolidated agency, executive and administrative positions will need to be adjusted and perhaps
consolidated. Because of the limited functional areas of overlap of the agencies, it is unlikely there will be substantial
duplication. The analysis of possible duplicate positions will occur in the Detailed Analysis of Financial Impacts chapter.
Benefits | SBCTA and Omnitrans have different benefit programs, each specific to their history and labor agreements. In a
potential consolidated agency, benefits packages typically are aligned at the Agency level, primarily for the unrepresented
positions. (It should be noted that such alignment may not be necessary if a separate corporate entity is created to hold all the
benefits of one group or the other, as discussed under Retirement.) In addition to retirement benefits already detailed above,
benefits can include medical, vision, and dental insurance, disability, and life insurance, paid time off accruals, and other
non-compensation employee benefits. Currently, these benefits are administered separately by San Bernardino County and
Omnitrans for SBCTA and Omnitrans, respectively. Organizationally, leadership in each agency and the consolidated agency
will need to manage the unease, rumors, and productivity decline that may result from the announcement of any change in
employee benefits. A potential consolidated agency will need to consider the payroll IT system mentioned in Section 3.9
Finance when considering benefits packages, as in most cases, the payroll system also generates the benefit payments for the
employer and employee. The two major differences in benefits are related to the number of leave days (vacation, holiday, and
administrative) each agency provides to their respective employees as well as the match towards the employer sponsored
deferred compensation plan. A detailed analysis of the benefit plans will be considered in the Detailed Analysis of Financial
Impacts chapter. Aligning employee benefits will have an impact on the Agency labor cost. It is expected that represented
employees will continue to be covered by their negotiated labor contract until the expiration of that contract. Any changes for
represented employees will be subject to negotiation with the labor unions.
Support Functions | As described in Section 3.5, a complete consolidation can help reduce duplicative efforts in the
procurement of services and save on professional services contracts in the long-term. According to SBCTA’s Annual Budget
FY19-20, SBCTA utilizes contractors to complete some general staff tasks, such as facilities management, security, grounds
keeping, janitorial, information technology services, and on-call services. In the longer-term after the two agencies
consolidate, former Omnitrans employees could gradually absorb and support these general staff and on-call tasks, allowing
the consolidated agency to utilize its in-house forces. Alternatively, the consolidated agency could continue to provide these
general staff support tasks through SBCTA’s third party contractors and staff to manage the contracts. Both options could
result in cost savings due to economies of scale and standardization, and, in the case of the latter option, elimination of some
staff.
Table 13. People Costs Evaluation Matrix

Functional Area
Retirement Systems

Job Classification

Benefits

Support Functions

Areas of Impact
Financial
 Challenge in funding the unfunded pension liability depending on the
plan selected and the mechanism selected:1) thru a termination of
one retirement plan, 2) a transfer of assets from one plan to the other,
3) grandfathering to retain the costs as is, 4) create a separate
corporate entity to hold the retirement benefits of one of the groups,
or 5) thru attrition.
Organizational
 Changes in retirement benefits can cause unease, rumors, and
productivity decline in the announcement of the change.
Legal/Contractual
 Revision of statute to account for any change in SBCTA participation
in SBCERA and Omnitrans employees’ participation in the same or
different plan
 Challenges in establishing reciprocity agreements especially for
members with lower-tier membership, if pursued
 Challenges in actual logistics of transferring between CalPERS and
SBCERA for all SBCTA or Omnitrans employees, if this option is
pursued
 Challenges in establishing a separate entity to be able to maintain two
retirement systems and benefit packages. The decision as to which
system new hires would be hired under in the future.
Peer Agencies
 Based on the experience of other similar consolidations, there are
challenges in preserving current employees’ benefits at current
levels.
 Based on the experience of other similar consolidations, there are
potential solutions and roadmaps to follow.
Financial
 Long-term, if similar positions have standardized compensation and
classification, costs for the work may go up or down in comparison
to the current baseline with separate agencies.
 Potential salary savings thru the elimination of duplicate positions.
Financial
 Potential increase in benefits costs if SBCTA benefit levels are
adopted for all in-coming Omnitrans non-union positions.
Organizational
 Changes in employee benefits can cause unease, rumors, and
productivity decline in the announcement of the change.
Legal/Contractual
 Longer term pressure on organization by Unions to equalize benefits
for bargaining unit employees
Financial
 Eventual opportunity to absorb some of current SBCTA’s general
staff tasks with current Omnitrans similar functions. Nominal
efficiencies expected.
Organizational
 Longer-term opportunity to standardize support functions, provide
career path options, and more redundancy for vacancies and extended
absences. Nominal efficiencies expected.
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3.11 OTHER SHARED SERVICES
Other support functions include policy and legislative affairs, IT, security, marketing, social media, community outreach, and
advertising as well as telephone systems and information. Opportunities and challenges that arise from consolidating these
support functions largely depend on the degree of similarity of each function at each agency.
Policy & Legislative Affairs | SBCTA’s four policy and legislative affairs staff and their consultants provide the agency with
a means of taking part in transportation policy and legislative discussions at the federal and state levels. These discussions
are, for the most part, currently focused on transit, rail, and highway capital projects and services, policies, and legislation.
Omnitrans does not have staff or consultant resources that perform these functions but would benefit politically and
financially from resources that advocate for Omnitrans’ needs and policy priorities. This is especially relevant given the
current federal economic stimulus and surface transportation reauthorization discussions that will inform the successor to the
Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, which expires on September 30, 2020.
Information Technology | There are opportunities to consolidate some IT systems to save money on new IT systems
procurement and on-going license and maintenance fees. The most significant near-term potential savings is if Omnitrans’
SAP ERP implementation can support all of SBCTA’s financial reporting needs, eliminating the need for SBCTA to acquire
a new financial system. It is unlikely that any IT personnel would be reduced, although the combined IT staff would have
additional cross-training and backup support on the team. Traditional business systems such as MS Windows® and Office®
will have operational efficiencies by having the same standard platform and potential economies of scale for license
purchases. The function-specific IT systems of each agency have little cross over and few opportunities for efficiencies. The
Omnitrans IT system supports bus operations, manages technology of bus systems, surveillance, data storage, regional
network infrastructure, route optimization, and asset management, while SBCTA’s technology supports document
management, capital project management, travel demand modeling as well as rideshare management and online reporting
system. However, both agencies utilize the TransTrack system to report to NTD (SBCTA with Vanpool Program and
Omnitrans with all service modes). As further analysis occurs in the Information Technology function, additional systems
may also have the opportunity for consolidation or sharing of support resources (e.g., Board Item system, firewall and virus
products, website hosting and management).
Marketing, Social Media, Community Outreach, and Advertising | The differences in marketing goals and targeted audience
present little current opportunity for overlap in a complete consolidation. Omnitrans establishes marketing priorities each
year and produces and publishes an annual marketing plan. The marketing department consists of 4.5 full-time staff for
marketing and social media outreach. Functions include Omnitran's public relations and public engagement for transit
services. SBCTA’s marketing group consists of about one full-time equivalent staff spread amongst three positions. The
positions are focused on legislative and public affairs. One potential area of coordination is with the marketing promotion for
IE Commuter on the Rideshare Program, the Private Transportation Provider Pilot Program, and for enhanced coordination
with Metrolink. It may be more efficient since SBCTA and Omnitrans already have ongoing coordination efforts.
Furthermore, SBCTA will perform marketing activities once the toll lanes become operational. There may be a longer-term
opportunity for the combined marketing teams to provide career path options and more redundancy for vacancies and
extended absences.
Telephone Systems and Information | SBCTA utilizes one vendor to support its telephone system. Omnitrans has four
vendors that support telephone systems and customer service information. The vendors support not only internal business
communications but also provide bus arrival/departure information, and support sales/tracking of bus passes. A consolidated
agency can combine its internal business communications telephone systems, but this will provide minimal savings.
Security | Both agencies have contracts for private security services at various facilities. As a transit service provider,
Omnitrans manages a transit security program. Security and safety are delivered together with five staff providing some
element of security management. Omnitrans also contracts with several firms for security services at an annual cost of
$1,647,000. SBCTA contracts with various vendors providing facility maintenance and/or janitorial services to also provide
security services at the Santa Fe Depot, SBCTA office, and employee parking lot. Security represents a small opportunity to
consolidate the management of the security contracts. The potential savings in contract value and efficiency is minor.

Table 14. Other Shared Services Evaluation Matrix

Functional Area
Policy and Legislative Affairs

Information Technology

Marketing, Social Media,
Community Outreach and
Advertising

Telephone Systems and
Information
Security

Areas of Impact
Organizational
 Immediate opportunity to have Omnitran’s transit policy and
legislative needs addressed at the state and federal levels as part of
SBCTA’s overall legislative platform and policy priorities
Financial
 Potential significant one-time savings if SBCTA’s financial
management needs can be met with Omnitrans’ SAP implementation,
with some modification
 Ongoing savings opportunity in the consolidation of administrative
technology (i.e., office email, payroll, board agenda system)
Organizational
 Combining data centers and IT systems will impact support models
and systems that will need to be carefully managed during the
transition.
Organizational
 Opportunity to improve coordination efforts for IE Commuter on the
Rideshare Program and the Private Transportation Provider Pilot
Program. Nominal efficiencies expected.
 Longer-term opportunity to provide career path options, and more
redundancy for vacancies and extended absences. Nominal
efficiencies expected.
No significant impact
Financial
 Potential minor savings through the consolidation of security contracts of
the two agencies.

3.12 BOARD OF DIRECTORS/COMMITTEES (POTENTIAL
RESTRUCTURE)
SBCTA’s Board of Directors is statutorily-established under Chapter 7, Division 12 of the CA Pub. Util. Code, while
Omnitrans’ Board of Directors is provided governing authority under the Omnitrans Joint Powers Agreement (JPA). Under
the law, SBCTA’s Board must consist of 29 individuals: (1) five members of the San Bernardino County Board of
Supervisors; (2) the Mayor or Council Member from each San Bernardino County incorporated city; and (3) one nonvoting
member appointed by the Governor. Under the Omnitrans JPA, its Board must consist of 19 individuals: (1) an officially
designated Mayor or Council Member from each of its member cities; and (2) four members of the San Bernardino County
Board of Supervisors. Current Board members for both agencies are listed in Table 15.
Table 15. SBCTA and Omnitrans Board Membership

SBCTA
1. Gabriel Reyes (Mayor, City of Adelanto)
2. Art Bishop (Council Member, Town of Apple
Valley)
3. Julie McIntyre (Mayor, City of Barstow)
4. Bill Jahn (Council Member, City of Big Bear Lake)
5. Eunice Ulloa (Mayor, City of Chino)
6. Ray Marquez (Council Member, City of Chino
Hills)

Omnitrans
1.
2.

Eunice Ulloa (Mayor, City of Chino)
Cynthia Moran (Council Member, City of Chino
Hills)
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7.
8.

Frank Navarro (Mayor, City of Colton)
Acquanetta Warren (Mayor, City of Fontana)

9. Darcy McNaboe (Mayor, City of Grand Terrace)
10. Rebekah Swanson (Council Member, City of
Hesperia)
11. Larry McCallon (Mayor, City of Highland)
12. Rhodes “Dusty” Rigsby (Mayor, City of Loma
Linda)
13. John Dutrey (Mayor, City of Montclair)
14. Edward Paget (Vice Mayor, City of Needles)
15. Alan Wapner (Mayor Pro Tem, City of Ontario)
16. L. Dennis Michael (Mayor, City of Rancho
Cucamonga)
17. Toni Momberger (Council Member, City of
Redlands)
18. Deborah Robertson (Mayor, City of Rialto)
19. John Valdivia (Mayor, City of San Bernardino)
20. Joel Klink (Mayor Pro Tem, City of Twentynine
Palms)
21. Debbie Stone (Mayor, City of Upland)
22. Jim Cox (Council Member, City of Victorville)
23. David Avila (Mayor, City of Yucaipa)
24. Council Member, Town of Yucca Valley
25. Robert Lovingood (First District Supervisor,
County of San Bernardino)
26. Janice Rutherford (Second District Supervisor,
County of San Bernardino
27. Dawn Rowe (Third District Supervisor, County of
San Bernardino)
28. Curt Hagman (Fourth District Supervisor, County
of San Bernardino)
29. Josie Gonzales (Fifth District Supervisor, County of
San Bernardino)
30. One nonvoting member appointed by the Governor

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Frank Navarro (Mayor, City of Colton)
John B. Roberts, Jr. (Council Member, City of
Fontana)
Darcy McNaboe (Mayor, City of Grand Terrace)

Penny Lilburn (Mayor Pro Tem, City of Highland)
Ron Dailey (Council Member, City of Loma
Linda)
John Dutrey (Mayor, City of Montclair)

9. Alan Wapner (Mayor Pro Tem, City of Ontario)
10. Sam Spagnalo (Council Member, City of Rancho
Cucamonga)
11. Paul Foster (Mayor, City of Redlands)
12. Deborah Robertson (Mayor, City of Rialto)
13. John Valdivia (Mayor, City of San Bernardino)
14. Debbie Stone (Mayor, City of Upland)
15. David Avila (Mayor, City of Yucaipa)
16. Janice Rutherford (Second District Supervisor,
County of San Bernardino
17. Dawn Rowe (Third District Supervisor, County of
San Bernardino)
18. Curt Hagman (Fourth District Supervisor, County
of San Bernardino)
19. Josie Gonzales (Fifth District Supervisor, County
of San Bernardino)
-

Under SBCTA’s enabling statute, alternate members of the SBCTA Board are only allowed for its city members if the
regular member cannot attend a meeting, and the alternate is a Mayor or Council Member. Under Omnitrans’ JPA, each city
representative may have one alternate who must be a Mayor or City Council Member officially designated by the City
Council, and each County Supervisor representative may have one alternate who must be a County Supervisor.
Though all 19 Omnitrans members could serve on SBCTA’s Board, currently, 13 members of SBCTA’s Board actually sit on
Omnitrans’ Board. Board meetings for both agencies are typically scheduled for the same day of the month (the first
Wednesday).
SBCTA has committees that make recommendations to the Board. The Board has the authority to approve the budget, fees,
or grants. Furthermore, since the Metro Valley Study Session committee is composed of the same membership as the Board,
SBCTA has a policy that allows MVSS committee to approve certain items without additional Board approval. Some
delegation of authority via Board items has been given to the Executive Director to sign subsequent grant agreements or
annual fee increases for the right of use fees.
The SBCTA Board’s six policy committees and two technical advisory committees are:
1
2

General Policy Committee (second Wednesday every month)
Transit Committee (second Thursday every month)

3
4
5
6
7
8

Mountain/Desert Policy Committee (second Firday every month)
Metro Valley Board Study Session (second Thursday every month)
I-10/I-15 Joint Subcommittee (second Thursday every month)
Legislative Policy Committee (on as needed basis)
City/County Manager Technical Advisory Committee (first Thursday every month)
Public and Specialized Transportation Advisory and Coordination Council

Issues related to transit and Omnitrans are generally discussed at the Transit Committee, which occurs on the second
Thursday of the month. SBCTA’s Transit Committee is currently structured to provide policy guidance and recommendations
to the SBCTA Board of Directors with respect to commuter rail and transit service in San Bernardino County. The Metro
Valley Board Study Session Committee provides policy guidance and recommendations to the Board of Directors on issues
related to the Measure I Major Projects in the Metro Valley region.
Omnitrans also has committees that make recommendations to the Board. Omnitrans’ Board has the authority to set/change
fares, approve the budget, approve service changes, and submit grants. Omnitrans staff present coordinated updates to their
appropriate Committee and Board of Directors meetings. Omnitrans’ Board has four standing committees that meet on
different days:
1
2
3
4

Administrative and Finance Committee (second Thursday every month)
Plans and Programs Committee (third Wednesday every three months)
Operations and Safety Committee (third Wednesday every three months)
Executive Committee (first Friday)

Both agencies’ Boards are supported by the Clerk of the Board staff and other resources. SBCTA employs ten staff to support
Clerk of the Board functions as well as daily administrative functions. Of those ten staff, only two support Clerk of the Board
functions full-time, and others support partially as administrative assistance for the department heads, work as a receptionist,
or support the Procurement department. In addition, SBCTA utilizes Granicus and Accela software to manage Board
meetings and functions. Omnitrans employs two staff to support its Clerk of the Board functions with no specific software to
manage Board operations, currently. Furthermore, Omnitrans has eight administrative support staff reporting directly to the
individual departments. It is typical practice for Omnitrans staff to attend the SBCTA Transit Committee and Board of
Directors meetings and for SBCTA Transit Department staff to attend Omnitrans committees and Board meetings. Some
agenda items presented to the Omnitrans committees, SBCTA Transit Committee, and the respective Board committees are
duplicative in nature.
Today, there is a duplication of effort in SBCTA and Omnitrans Board membership, and staff and Board member time spent
on preparing for, attending, and following up Committee and Board meetings. Under a potential complete consolidation, the
Omnitrans committees and Board would be dissolved, and SBCTA’s Board of Directors would continue to oversee
Omnitrans’ transit operations, as well as the operations of the other transit providers in the county. Decisions regarding the
new SBCTA Transit Operations Department could be overseen by the Board’s existing Transit Committee or Metro Valley
Board Study Session Committee or a newly-created committee (e.g., a Transit Operations Committee) under a revised
SBCTA committee structure. A newly-created Transit Operations Committee may be most beneficial given the volume of
Board business currently handled by the existing Omnitrans committees, such as contract awards, grant requests, and
performance reviews. If so, the existing SBCTA Transit Committee could be re-named the Rail Committee and focus on
Metrolink and Arrow service.
Time and cost savings would be realized to the extent that both Boards and Committees currently meet to discuss Omnitransrelated issues. The primary efficiency would be streamlined discussions and decisions. Savings may occur from meeting
stipend and time savings of the 13 members who currently sit on both Boards since they will only be required to participate in
one set of meetings. Savings may also come from duplicative Clerk of the Board staff and the resources used to support their
functions. Potential savings will be explored in the Detailed Analysis of Financial Impacts chapter. The software SBCTA
uses to support its Board management would likely continue to be utilized, freeing Omnitrans from having to procure such
software.
Legal and contractual impacts to consolidating the two Boards include the dissolution of the JPA establishing Omnitrans.
However, no change to SBCTA’s enabling statute would be needed because the County Supervisors and cities that comprise
Omnitrans’ Board are represented on the SBCTA Board. However, the statute would need to change to add duties and
powers to the consolidated agency’s Board that covers the Omnitrans Board’s authority to establish fares, set and change bus
services and routes, and approve FTA funds and expenditure of such funds.
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One benefit of a consolidated Board/Committee structure that cannot be quantified is improved efficiency and effectiveness
in decision-making. Interviews with former LA Metro staff involved in the consolidation of the Los Angeles County
Transportation Commission and Southern California Rapid Transit District into LA Metro described how one of the greatest
benefits of merging the agencies was a more efficient decision-making process.by the Board of Directors. Having one Board
of Directors decide on all matters currently within Omnitrans’ jurisdiction may provide more consistency and a regional
focus regarding transit policy decisions of the Board in San Bernardino County.
Table 16. Board of Directors/Committees Evaluation Matrix

Functional Area

Areas of Impact

Board of Directors/Committees

Financial
 Time, Board stipend savings, and legal consultant savings from
consolidation into one Board and consideration of transit operations
issues and decisions at existing or newly-established committees,
which will need to add new business items currently handled by
Omnitrans Committees/Board
Organizational
 Efficiencies in decision-making due to the existence of a single
decision-making body
Legal/Contractual
 The consolidated agency would be governed by a single Board of
Directors, which will require the dissolution of the Omnitrans JPA
 No change to the statute providing for SBCTA’s Board membership
is needed because the Supervisors and cities that comprise
Omnitrans’ Board are represented on the SBCTA Board.
 Changes to SBCTA’s enabling statute should be made to expressly
expand the scope of the Board’s authority to include delivery and
oversight of transit operations

LEGAL FORMATION OF THE
CONSOLIDATED AGENCY
FORMATION OF EXISTING AGENCIES
San Bernardino Associated Governments was created in 1973 as a council of governments responsible for cooperative
regional planning and furthering an efficient multi-modal transportation system countywide, and over time was statutorily
designated to serve in additional capacities. SBCTA was established in its current structure in 2016 through SB 1305, the
SBCTA Consolidation Act of 2017 (Morell), to consolidate those additional functions into a single entity:
—

—
—
—

County Transportation Commission (CTC) – Allocates and programs State and Federal funds for regional
transportation projects throughout the county, and conducts regional planning for all transportation modes in San
Bernardino County.
Service Authority for Freeway Emergencies – Manages the system of call boxes on major highways throughout the
county
County Transportation Authority (CTA) – Administers Measure I, the voter-approved half-cent transportation sales
tax and provides major transportation improvements within the county
Congestion Management Agency – Implements the plan for addressing congestion and air quality related to
transportation facilities throughout the county

SB 1305 gave SBCTA authority to “exercise all rights and powers, expressed or implied … and rely on any immunities or
exemptions provided by law to a county transportation commission, a local transportation authority, a service authority for
freeway emergencies, or a local congestion management agency” (CA Pub. Util. Code § 130809). The bill passed through
both houses and was signed by the Governor in August 2016, becoming effective on January 1, 2017. 10 San Bernardino
Associated Governments continues as a Joint Powers Authority (JPA) functioning as a Council of Governments (SBCOG).
Omnitrans was established under a Joint Powers Agreement (JPA) among its member agencies on March 8, 1976 pursuant to
the state’s Joint Exercise of Powers Act. The agreement has been amended and restated as late as July 1, 2016. Legally, a
JPA is established when two or more public agencies by agreement jointly exercise any power common to the contracting
agencies. It is not necessary that each member agency has the authority to exercise the common powers in the geographical
area in which the authority will jointly exercise such powers.
In 2019, AB 1457 (Reyes) was introduced to establish Omnitrans as a transit district under state law, but was not enacted. A
transit district is a legal entity under state statute with authority to, among other things, administer its own voter-approved
transportation revenue (tax) measure for its own major transportation improvements. The Omnitrans JPA provides the agency
taxing authority, which would not have changed had AB 1457 passed.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR ESTABLISHING A CONSOLIDATED AGENCY
The following discussion outlines the topics and actions identified by the consultant to establish a consolidated agency. This
discussion is not a legal opinion, including legislative changes that might be needed. Should the Boards vote to consolidate,
they should engage legal counsel to validate and provide direction on the specific actions required.
SBCTA would not be able to undertake transit operations without enabling legislation. To effectuate complete consolidation,
several legislative and contractual actions would need to take place. If Omnitrans were to be integrated into SBCTA as a new
Transit Operations Department, it would first need to be dissolved as a legal entity. The Omnitrans JPA can only be
terminated by mutual agreement of all the JPA members/signatories. Section 16 of the Omnitrans JPA provides that the
agreement may be “terminated, assigned, or transferred in whole or in part,” in which case all of its assets must be distributed
to the parties of the JPA. Omnitrans could also be dissolved “for purposes of changing its governance structure,” in which
case all of its assets and liabilities will transfer to the successor agency. Complete consolidation would, arguably, be a change

10

SBCTA was formerly known as the San Bernardino Associated Governments (SANBAG), which continues as a Joint Powers Authority
functioning as a Council of Governments (SBCOG).
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in the governance structure. Thus, no distribution of assets to the JPA members would need to occur, but simply be
transferred from Omnitrans to SBCTA.
As a CTC, SBCTA is required under law to “coordinate the operation of all public transportation services within the county
so as to achieve efficient operation thereof,” “resolve all jurisdictional disputes between public transit operators” 11, and
“designate the operator of any approved transit guideway system”12. Bus transit operations are not expressly within the scope
of powers for a CTC, local transportation authority, service authority for freeway emergencies, and local congestion
management agency. SBCTA could not take on Omnitrans transit operations under its current authority to “construct,
acquire, develop, jointly develop, maintain, operate, lease, and dispose of work, property, rights-of-way, and facilities” 13,
“enter into and perform all necessary contracts”14, and “fix and collect fees for any services rendered by it”15.
Legislation was required for the consolidated LA Metro and OCTA to undertake transit operations partly because the
predecessor transit providers, SCRTD and OCTD, were established as transit districts through the law decades before the
consolidations. The laws governing SCRTD and OCTD had to be changed to transfer their duties and responsibilities to LA
Metro and OCTA, respectively. Omnitrans, on the other hand, is not statutorily-established. It is not a transit district, despite
AB 1457, nor is it a transit development board, or other statutorily-established transportation entity (e.g., CTC or CTA).
However, the law still needs to change in order for SBCTA to take on Omnitrans duties and responsibilities as a transit
operator because the authority to operate bus transit are not expressed within the CTC scope of powers.
In addition to the legal basis mentioned above for legislation, there are policy benefits to SBCTA undertaking transit
operations through legislation. Enactment of state enabling legislation would provide a means of gathering the required
approvals of the Governor and regional transit agencies for SBCTA to receive direct recipient status for FTA funding, by
providing evidence to the FTA that SBCTA is a state-created entity designated to receive direct FTA funding formerly
apportioned to Omnitrans. Legislation would also provide an opportunity to codify important policy decisions regarding the
funding and governance relationship between SBCTA and the county’s other transit providers. Amending the current
SBCTA statute would also provide documented evidence of Omnitrans’ dissolution due to a change in governance structure,
which would provide a valid defense to any claim by Omnitrans’ JPA members that they are entitled to a distribution of
Omnitrans’ assets. The statutory change would not trigger the distribution of assets to the JPA members but simply allow the
transfer of such assets from Omnitrans to SBCTA. Enacting legislation to expand SBCTA’s statutory authority would also
codify policy decisions related to such issues as Board structure, retirement systems, and collective bargaining.
Just as LA Metro initiated consolidation prior to the enactment of its authorizing statute, SBCTA and Omnitrans could
transition into a merged organization by agreement of the two agencies. LA Metro was created by AB 152, the Los Angeles
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority Reform act of 1992 (Stats. 1992, Ch. 60, Sec. 4. Effective January 1, 1993),
which was signed into law by Governor Pete Wilson on May 19, 1992 and became effective on February 1, 1993 with the
predecessor agencies being dissolved effective April 1, 1993. AB 152 was partially required because both predecessor
agencies were statutorily-established. AB 152 was needed to modify sections of the CA Public Utilities Code relevant to the
CTC. However, it left the Transit District law untouched, along with the powers and authorities granted to both the SCRTD
and LACTC in their original legislation, which was transferred over to LA Metro.
AB 152’s provisions were informed by decisions and actions made by LA Metro after it had been consolidated. During the
transition, committees composed of members of the two predecessor agencies and an interim Board engaged in strategic
planning and decision-making that were folded into AB 152. In the same way, SBCTA and Omnitrans could be functionally
consolidated prior to the enactment of enabling legislation. It should be noted, however, that the former LA Metro staff
interviewed for this study recommended strategic planning for consolidation before it actually occurs and an interim Board
and staff from both agencies to work together in a transition period preceding consolidation to formulate legislation that
would incorporate Omnitrans’ transit operations responsibilities into SBCTA.
Expansion of SBCTA’s powers under a complete consolidation to expressly allow for bus transit operations could parallel
AB 152 and other legislation enacted following it (codified as CA Pub. Util. Code §§ 130050.2 - 130051.24), which
established LA Metro as a transit operator, as well as the CTC for Los Angeles County. The new legislation could also
replicate the Orange County Transportation Authority’s enabling statutes in CA Pub. Util. Code §§ 130052.2 -130052.3. As
Table 17 shows, LA Metro’s authorizing statute is more comprehensive than OCTA’s, as well as SBCTA’s. Certain LA

11

CA Pub. Util. Code § 130250
CA Pub. Util. Code § 130254
13
CA Pub. Util. Code § 130809(b)(6)
14
CA Pub. Util. Code § 130809(b)(8)
15
CA Pub. Util. Code § 130809(b)(9)
12

Metro and OCTA statutory provisions may be useful in executing the complete consolidation of Omnitrans and SBCTA. Of
note are provisions that would:
—
—
—
—
—
—

Amend § 130806 to establish SBCTA as the successor to the powers, duties, revenues, debts, obligations, liabilities,
immunities, and exemptions of Omnitrans
Require the predecessor agencies to conduct quarterly joint regular interim Board meetings to discuss major fiscal and
policy items for the consolidated agency (similar to § 130051.7)
Provide SBCTA discretion to determine its organizational structure, but require a transit operations unit and allow
SBCTA to make adjustments to bus routes and services (similar to § 130051.11)
Transfer collective bargaining obligations of Omnitrans to SBCTA (similar to § 130051.11)
Amend § 130809 to expand Board powers to include approving labor contracts, establishing organizational structure,
setting fare policy, and approving certain transit equipment purchases (similar to § 130051.12)
Require the predecessor agencies to develop a comprehensive plan for consolidation to be approved by a certain date
(similar to § 130052.3)

Table 17. Enabling Statutes for LA Metro, OCTA, and MTDB/MTS Compared to SBCTA’s Statute

CA Pub. Util.
Code
§ 130050.2

Description

§ 130051

Defines Board membership, method of
appointment, and term of service. Abolishes
alternate members
Allows the Board member appointed by the
LA Mayor who is not a Council Member to
serve for a period without Council approval
Requires all Board members to be subject to
the state conflict-of-interest standard
Describes Board member term duration and
limits
Requires the predecessor agencies to conduct
quarterly joint regular interim Board meetings
to discuss major fiscal and policy items.
Prohibits alternates from attending the joint
meetings in place of the LA County Board of
Supervisors and LA Mayor.
Describes CEO appointment, term, and limits
on removal. Requires appointment of General
Counsel and Board Secretary
Requires Board appointment by Feb. 1, 1993.
Allows the Board to exercise powers of both
predecessor agencies between Feb. 1, 1993 to
April 1, 1993
Provides LA Metro discretion to determine its
organizational structure, but requires transit
construction, transit operations, and
transportation planning and programming
units. Allows LA Metro to make adjustments
to bus routes and services. Transfers collective
bargaining obligations of SCRTD to LA
Metro. Delegates from the Board to the CEO
or a LA Metro unit certain duties and powers

§ 130051.1
§ 130051.5
§ 130051.6
§ 130051.7

§ 130051.9
§ 130051.10

§ 130051.11

Establishes LA Metro as the single successor
agency to SCRTD and LACTC

Effective
Date
Jan. 1, 1993

Jan. 1, 1998

Similar Statute for SBCTA
§ 130806 establishes SBCTA as the
successor to the SBCTC, the local
transportation authority, service authority
for freeway emergencies, local congestion
management agency, and SANBAG
§ 130815 defines Board membership.
Allows for alternate members

Sept. 2, 1992

None

Jan. 1, 1998

None

Jan. 1, 1993

None

Sept. 2, 1992

None

Jan. 1, 1998

None

Jan. 1, 1993

None

Jan. 1, 2010

None
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CA Pub. Util.
Code

§ 130051.12

§ 130051.13

§ 130051.14
§ 130051.15

§ 130051.16

§ 130051.17
§ 130051.18
§ 130051.19

§ 130051.20

§ 130051.21

Description
(eminent domain, contract approval, bid protest
hearings). Establishes a citizens’ advisory
council.
Provides for Board duties and responsibilities,
including establishing goods and people
movement goals and objectives, adoption of
budgets, approving rail corridor selections,
approving labor contracts, establishing
organizational structure, setting fare policy,
approving transportation zones, approving
bonds and other debt, approving benefit
assessment districts and assessment rates, and
approving certain transit equipment purchases.
Requires LA Metro to work with other
municipal operators in the County to complete
a security assessment every five years
Abolishes the SCRTD and LACTC and
transfers their powers, duties, rights,
obligations, and liabilities to LA Metro

Effective
Date

Similar Statute for SBCTA

Jan. 1, 2003

§ 130809 provides the general powers of
SBCTA and its Board, including adoption
of budgets, acquisition of property, appoint
necessary employees, entering into JPAs,
issuing bonds, advancing funds in
anticipation of future funding, loan funds,
and other powers and duties needed or
desired to carry out the purposes of a CTC,
CTA, service authority for freeway
emergencies, and local congestion
management agency

Jan. 1, 1993

§ 130806 establishes SBCTA as the
successor to the powers, duties, revenues,
debts, obligations, liabilities, immunities,
and exemptions of SBCTC, the local
transportation authority, service authority
for freeway emergencies, local congestion
management agency, and SANBAG
None

Expressly provides for statutory references to
SCRTD and LACTC to refer to LA Metro
Transfers rights and obligations of SCRTD and
LACTC contracts, property, and Full Funding
Grant Agreements to LA Metro. Prohibits LA
Metro from renewing or extending until April
1, 1993 employment contracts that SCRTD or
LACTC made before Jan. 1, 1993

Jan. 1, 1993

Transfers duties, obligations, and liabilities of
SCRTD related to collective bargaining
agreements and labor obligations required by
law to LA Metro
Requires LA Metro to adopt an ordinance
regulating the acceptance of gifts
Requires LA Metro to adopt an ordinance
regulating lobbying, including lobbyist
registration and reporting
Requires LA Metro to establish an affirmative
action plan for management positions, a DBE
program, and a Transportation Business
Advisory Council
Prohibits gifts over $10 from businesses
seeking contracts with LA Metro Board
members, employees, and families of Board
members and employees
Requires LACTC and SCRTD to undertake an
independent fiscal audit for July 1, 1992 to
March 30, 1993 to determine the financial
condition of the agencies. Requires LA Metro
to conduct independent fiscal audits annually

Jan. 1, 1993

§ 130806 establishes SBCTA as the
successor to the powers, duties, revenues,
debts, obligations, liabilities, immunities,
and exemptions of SBCTC, the local
transportation authority, service authority
for freeway emergencies, local congestion
management agency, and SANBAG
None

Jan. 1, 1998

None

Jan. 1, 1999

None

Jan. 1, 1993

None

Jan. 1, 1998

None

Sept. 2, 1992

None

Jan. 1, 1993

CA Pub. Util.
Code
§ 130051.22
§ 130051.23
§ 130051.24

Description
Requires LA Metro to establish a
prequalification program for contract bidders
Allows for sale, destruction, or other
disposition of documents
Describes collective bargaining units and the
authority to approve labor contracts. Describes
the process for maintaining and changing
retirement systems and health benefits under
collective bargaining

Effective
Date
Jan. 1, 2013

Similar Statute for SBCTA

Sept. 30,
1994
Jan. 1, 2001

None

None

Requires construction firms under contract
with LA Metro to provide monthly reports of
recordable injuries
Requires LA Metro to appoint an inspector
general. Defines their term of service, removal,
and reporting requirements
Establishes OCTA as successor to the OCTC.
Defines Board membership and terms of
service. No alternate members included.

Jan. 1, 1998

§ 130824 transfers the membership of
SANBAG employees in the SBCERA
retirement system to the same personnel as
SBCTA employees as if the employees
remained members of the retirement system
without any break in service or change of
employer
None

Jan. 1, 1998

None

Jan. 1, 2005

§ 130052.1

Establishes the OCTA Board as the governing
body of the Orange County Service Authority
for Freeway Emergencies

Dec. 1, 1991

§ 130052.2

Defines annual funding allocation for
municipal transit operators
Requires OCTA’s four predecessor agencies
(OCTC, the Orange County Transit District,
the Orange County Service Authority for
Freeway Emergencies, and the Orange County
Consolidated Transportation Services Agency)
to develop a comprehensive plan for
consolidation to be approved by Dec. 1, 1991
Applies provisions regarding employeremployee relations, employee benefits, and
conditions of employment for OCTD to OCTA
Establishes the OCTA Board as the Board for
the Orange County Transit District, effectively
transferring OCTD’s transit operations
responsibilities to OCTA
Provides the OCTA Board authority to appoint
and determine the salary for the OCTD general
manager
Establishes the right of OCTD employees to
enter into collective bargaining
Covers OCTD employees under the Orange
County Employees Retirement System

Dec. 1, 1991

§ 130806 establishes SBCTA as the
successor to the SBCTC, the local
transportation authority, service authority
for freeway emergencies, local congestion
management agency, and SANBAG. §
130815 defines Board membership and
allows for alternate members
§ 130806 establishes SBCTA as the
successor to the service authority for
freeway emergencies and § 130815 defines
Board membership
None

1990

None

1991

None

1991

None

1991

None

2012

None

1965

§ 130824 transfers the membership of
SANBAG employees in the SBCERA
retirement system to the same personnel as
SBCTA employees as if the employees

§ 130051.25
§ 130051.28
§ 130052

§ 130052.3

§ 130010
§ 40060

§ 40095
§ 40120
§ 40130
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CA Pub. Util.
Code

Description

Effective
Date

Similar Statute for SBCTA
remained members of the retirement system
without any break in service or change of
employer

§ 40500

1965

None

§ 40600
§ 120050

Allows for dissolution of OCTD by election of
voters of the district
Allows for OCTD to consolidate with SCRTD
Establishes the MTDB to be known as the
“San Diego Metropolitan Transit System” as a
rapid transit district and public agency

1965
Jan. 1, 2020

§§ 120050.2 120051

Defines membership of the MTDB Board of
Directors

§ 120051.6

Defines alternate membership for the MTDB
Board
Defines the geographic area of the MTDB
Provides rules, duties, and procedures for the
MTDB Board
Defines the powers of the MTDB, including
making and entering into contracts (Article 2),
acquiring and disposing property (Article 3),
acquire, construct, maintain, and operate transit
facilities and services (Article 4), coordinating
with SANDAG on planning in MTDB’s
service area (Article 5), receiving FTA funds
from SANDAG, the designated FTA direct
recipient (Article 6), imposing penalties for
violations (Article 8), investing surplus funds
(Article 9), coordinating with transit operators
within its service area and resolving disputes
amongst them (Article 10), and imposing a
sales and use tax measure to generate revenues
(Article 11)
Defines the collective bargaining rights of
employees, resolution of labor disputes,
adoption and application of collective
bargaining agreements, and enrollment of
collectively bargained employees in CalPERS
or another retirement system (Article 1).
Provides for the rights of employees of
corporate or utility facilities that are acquired
by MTDB (Article 2). Applies the federal
prevailing wage law to MTDB transit facilities
and establishes a MTDB police force (Article
3)
Authorizes MTDB to issue bonds (Article 1),
acquire transit equipment by executing
agreements, leases, and equipment trust
certificates (Article 2), and borrow money
(Article 4).

Jan. 1, 2018
and Jan. 1,
2004
Jan. 1, 2018

None
§ 130806 establishes SBCTA as the
successor to the SBCTC, the local
transportation authority, service authority
for freeway emergencies, local congestion
management agency, and SANBAG.
§ 130815 defines Board membership

§ 120054
§§ 120100 120109
§§ 120200 120488

§§ 120500 –
120550

§§ 120630 –
120702

Jan. 1, 2004
1975 – 2005
1975 – 2020

§ 130815 defines alternate membership for
the SBCTA Board
None
None
§ 130809 provides the general powers of
SBCTA and its Board
§ 130818 transfers the rights, obligations,
assets, and liabilities of predecessor
agencies
§ 130821 provides the taxing authority of
local transportation authorities to SBCTA

1978 – 2010

§ 130824 transfers the membership of
SANBAG employees in the SBCERA
retirement system to the same personnel as
SBCTA employees as if the employees
remained members of the retirement system
without any break in service or change of
employer
§ 130827 provides SBCTA the authority to
provide the services of its employees to
SANBAG

1983 – 2005

§ 130812 authorizes SBCTA to take action
to determine the validity of debts and
contracts

CA Pub. Util.
Code
§ 120050

Description

§§ 120050.2 120051

Defines membership of the MTDB Board of
Directors

§ 120051.6

Defines alternate membership for the MTDB
Board
Defines the geographic area of the MTDB
Provides rules, duties, and procedures for the
MTDB Board
Defines the powers of the MTDB, including
making and entering into contracts (Article 2),
acquiring and disposing property (Article 3),
acquire, construct, maintain, and operate transit
facilities and services (Article 4), coordinating
with SANDAG on planning in MTDB’s
service area (Article 5), receiving FTA funds
from SANDAG, the designated FTA direct
recipient (Article 6), imposing penalties for
violations (Article 8), investing surplus funds
(Article 9), coordinating with transit operators
within its service area and resolving disputes
amongst them (Article 10), and imposing a
sales and use tax measure to generate revenues
(Article 11)
Defines the collective bargaining rights of
employees, resolution of labor disputes,
adoption and application of collective
bargaining agreements, and enrollment of
collectively bargained employees in CalPERS
or another retirement system (Article 1).
Provides for the rights of employees of
corporate or utility facilities that are acquired
by MTDB (Article 2). Applies the federal
prevailing wage law to MTDB transit facilities
and establishes a MTDB police force (Article
3)
Authorizes MTDB to issue bonds (Article 1),
acquire transit equipment by executing
agreements, leases, and equipment trust
certificates (Article 2), and borrow money
(Article 4).

§ 120054
§§ 120100 120109
§§ 120200 120488

§§ 120500 –
120550

§§ 120630 –
120702

Establishes the MTDB to be known as the
“San Diego Metropolitan Transit System” as a
rapid transit district and public agency

Effective
Date
Jan. 1, 2020

Jan. 1, 2018
and Jan. 1,
2004
Jan. 1, 2018
Jan. 1, 2004
1975 – 2005
1975 – 2020

Similar Statute for SBCTA
§ 130806 establishes SBCTA as the
successor to the SBCTC, the local
transportation authority, service authority
for freeway emergencies, local congestion
management agency, and SANBAG.
§ 130815 defines Board membership
§ 130815 defines alternate membership for
the SBCTA Board
None
None
§ 130809 provides the general powers of
SBCTA and its Board
§ 130818 transfers the rights, obligations,
assets, and liabilities of predecessor
agencies
§ 130821 provides the taxing authority of
local transportation authorities to SBCTA

1978 – 2010

§ 130824 transfers the membership of
SANBAG employees in the SBCERA
retirement system to the same personnel as
SBCTA employees as if the employees
remained members of the retirement system
without any break in service or change of
employer
§ 130827 provides SBCTA the authority to
provide the services of its employees to
SANBAG

1983 – 2005

§ 130812 authorizes SBCTA to take action
to determine the validity of debts and
contracts
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
This section summarizes the evaluation of the functional areas in a potential complete consolidation and provided
recommendations for further analysis.

5.1 CASE STUDY LESSONS
In Section 2.4 Key Findings from the Review of Peer Agency Coordination, the primary drivers for consolidation by the case
studies included several duplicated services or activities. By contrast, the potential SBCTA – Omnitrans consolidation
analyzed in this study, appears to have its primary motivation in funding or financial pressures, and potentially in a desire for
planning and decision making to be conducted in a more centralized manner by a single Board with a county-wide, multimodal focus. Since there is relatively little duplication of services or activities of the two agencies, the magnitude of potential
savings is going to be less significant and will focus principally on administrative efficiencies.

5.2 AREAS OF FINANCIAL IMPACTS
A comparison of functional areas between SBCTA and Omnitrans, in an analysis of financial impacts under a potential
complete consolidation, yielded few relative areas of financial impact, summarized in Table 18. These functional areas will
be further analyzed and discussed in the Detailed Analysis of Financial Impacts chapter.
Table 18: Functional Areas of Financial Impact
Financial
Facilities Management
Labor Relations

Legend
Significant Effort
Some Effort

Accounting
Payroll
Risk Management
FTA Processes
Retirement Systems
Job Classification
Benefits
Information Technology
Security
Board of Directors/Committees

It is worth noting, as is reinforced by the case studies, this potential complete consolidation by SBCTA and Omnitrans lacks
the redundancy and duplication that would produce significant cost savings due to labor force reductions. The opportunities
for expenditure reductions to address the funding/financial pressures factor are independent of a complete consolidation, and
nothing is preventing Omnitrans from directly addressing these issues internally through service and staffing reductions and
restructuring (an effort Omnitrans is already undertaking through ConnectForward and in response to COVID-19), with or
without consolidation. However, some of the savings related to duplicate administrative positions could not be accomplished
without a consolidation.

5.3 AREAS OF ORGANIZATIONAL IMPACTS
A comparison of functional areas between SBCTA and Omnitrans, in an analysis of organizational impacts under a potential
complete consolidation, yielded few relative areas of impact, as summarized in Table 19.
Table 19: Functional Areas of Organizational Impact
Organizational

Legend
Significant Effort

HR Staffing

Some Effort

Labor Relations
Accounting
Grant Application Prep and Assistance
Retirement Systems
Job Classification
Benefits
Information Technology
Board of Directors/Committees

As indicated in Section 3’s discussion areas, most of the organizational impacts due to a potential complete consolidation can
be attributed to two primary factors:
1

The long-term opportunities to standardize functions, provide career path options, and support vacancies and extended
absences.
2 Changes in employee compensation (pay and benefits) can cause unease, rumors, and productivity decline in the
announcement and implementation of the change.
These organizational impacts could be somewhat mitigated with support from a strong champion and strong change
management practices.

5.4 AREAS OF LEGAL/CONTRACTUAL IMPACTS
A comparison of functional areas between SBCTA and Omnitrans, in an analysis of legal/contractual impacts under a
potential complete consolidation, yielded few relative areas of impact, as summarized in Table 20.
Table 20: Functional Areas of Legal/Contractual Impact
Legal/
Contractual
Revenue Service
Labor Relations
Capital Asset Management and Reporting

Legend
Significant Effort
Some Effort

FTA Processes
Retirement Systems
Job Classification
Benefits
Board of Directors/Committees
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Most of the legal and contractual impacts are short-term, in that they specifically relate to the effort and attention required to
consolidate. These areas will need detailed attention by legal and political resources to ensure continued compliance with
FTA regulations and state law during the transition and early days of a consolidated agency. In a potential complete
consolidation, careful planning to address these steps will be critical to success, and crucial to not interrupt the ability to
provide transit service and deliver a capital program.

5.5 STREAMLINING OPPORTUNITIES WITHOUT
CONSOLIDATION
Some of the opportunities identified in this report could also be undertaken without a complete consolidation. The degree of
success of these opportunities is most dependent on the willingness of the agencies to individually address the
financial/funding pressures through making difficult decisions in service and staffing levels to equilibrate on-going agency
costs with foreseeable revenue streams. The follow-on portion of this study, the Innovative Transit Review, will be one of the
efforts to evaluate Omnitrans service in light of current demand levels and potentially better match service with demand.
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ATTACHMENT D

APPENDIX

A

FORMER AGENCY STAFF INTERVIEWS
LA Metro
Linda Bohlinger, held various senior positions leading to Chief Executive Officer, Metro
(1990 - 1998); Director of Capital Planning, LACTC (1979 – 1985)
Claudette Moody, former Director of Governmental Relations, LACTC (1985 – 1997)
Orange County Transportation Authority
Will Kempton, former Chief Executive Officer, OCTA (2009 – 2013)
Tom Jenkins, held various senior positions at OCTD and OCTC (1974 – 1983)
Stan Oftelie, former Executive Director, OCTC (1983 – 1991); former Chief Executive
Officer, OCTA (1991 – 1997)
Metropolitan Transit Development Board
Tom Larwin, General Manager, MTDB (1976 – 2003)
Dave Schumacher, Director of Planning, MTDB (1983 - 2004)
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APPENDIX
Questions for Peer Agency Interviews on Consolidation Issues
Agency Name: Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LACMTA)
Contacts Interviewed: Linda Bohlinger, Former CEO, Metro; and Claudette Moody, Former Director of LACTC
Government Relations
Date: February 19, 2020
1. According to our previous study, the former SCRTD and LACTC merged on April 1, 1993, to create the Los
Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority. What acts or events precipitated this merger? There
had been state legislation creating LACTC in 1976 but our 2015 study did not identify any subsequent legislation
or action that led to the merger.
A lot of things contributed to the consolidation. From 1987 – 1992, 35 bills were in legislature. In
1991, Tom Bradley said, STOP, we will deal with this ourselves. One of the bills would allow that to
happen, which led to AB 152, Katz, 1992. It took effect April 1, 1993. Consolidation Causes: two
different agencies building rail, SCRTD and LACTC. People started saying it was confusing to have two
agencies building rail, so rail component came over to LACTC prior to AB 152. Somewhat voluntary.
Could not coordinate rail projects with two agencies doing rail construction.
There were also budget problems at RTD, funding shortfalls preceded the consolidation ($60M RTD
shortfall in 1990).
After decision was made to consolidate, committee formed with staff from the 2 different agencies –
they folded their work into AB 152.
Consolidation was precipitated with building of Metro Rail. LACTC had the authority to construct.
Katz was frustrated with too many agencies doing transportation. Wanted an umbrella agency in LA
County. Also recognized Tom Bradley’s vision of a tax measure to build rail. At that time, it became
obvious that there had to be one board (not 2) to govern.
LA Times articles also had an impact, publicized every little issue. Some Board member overlap but
not completely. Some infighting between the agencies.
When the RTD Board members realized rail was going to be pre-eminent, a bus riders union was
formed by local activists to protect bus service. That led to a lawsuit to prevent Metro from changing
bus routes and funding. The settlement of the lawsuit set up a Master judge who mediated between
Metro and the bus riders union on matters of bus funding. After several years, the Master Judge ruled
that Metro had met the requirements and Metro was free to set bus policy and funding after that.
In 1990, Prop C passed. This was the second half cent sales tax for LACTC. Blue Line opened at this
time. FTA also would only give a FFGA to an agency that could both build and operate a rail line. Prop
A passed around 1980, was the first half-cent sales tax.
Right after all this, the recession of 1991-1992 occurred. It was Tom Bradley saying STOP that got
things moving, led to AB 152. Subsequent legislation passed to clean up the language, saying the
Board could not fire the CEO until after first four years. This was due to a lot of turnover of CEOs.
2. What other factors led to the merger of the agencies? Things like:
a. Overlapping/duplicative responsibilities?
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b. Financial/funding challenges?
c. Conflicts over funding?
d. Conflicts over cost control or management approach?
e. Overlapping Boards/Board membership?
f. Other?
There was a bill ahead of AB 152 that laid the groundwork for AB 152. After AB 152, Claudette
believes there was an interim board arrangement. Linda worked on the organizational structure of
the administrative side. Required many decisions on who would lead what department, who would
support, in new structure. There had been a lot of duplicate positions between the two agencies. It
was a contentious negotiation between the two agencies. Bus operator culture at RTD,
admin/policy/engineering types at LACTC.
LACTC legacy staff keeping their PERS and no SSI was a major issue. Put it to a vote of the RTD union,
they voted not to join PERS. RTD had their own retirement system. A separate legal entity was
created for new Metro benefits. Transportation Service Corporation created to house all the benefits
of the new Metro employees. RTD employees stayed with their own retirement system.
New organization had to eliminate 250 staff due to duplication. At first, this was done requesting
retirement or resignation with 6 months’ severance. A lot of people took that. The second time an
additional 250 staff were eliminated but it was performance based, also done with a severance
package.
Metro did a strategic planning exercise with representatives of all departments to develop common
strategies and goals. Metro hired an outside consultant, William Ochi from UCLA, to lead this effort.
Linda recommends that the strategic planning effort needs to occur in the first year of the new
organization.
Still a lot of hanging together of RTD employees with their own and with LACTC with their own, to this
day.
Early on, there was a lot of bad blood between the new Metro CEO and the LA Mayor. And between
other levels between the two organizations.

3. What organizational issues had to be dealt with in consolidation? Issues such as:
a. Differing labor unions/agreements
b. FTA funds recipient status
c. Special state legislation? (That seems to have been required in both the LA and San Diego examples.)
d. Merging of senior and mid-level management staff – how was this handled to ensure salary and benefit
equity?
e. Differing retirement programs or benefit programs?
f. Other?
After AB 152, which took effect April 1, 1993, an interim board was established and Alan Pegg (RTD)
and Neil Peterson (LACTC) were told to work it out. Linda was tasked with devising the new,
combined organizational structure.
Both agencies were direct FTA fund recipients. But had to re-certify all the certifications for the new
entity. What helped was that Metro was a state-created agency. No act of the governor was needed –
the duties were assigned to the new entity. SBCTA-Omni would have to be done by statute. New
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APPENDIX
entity has to be created by the state to be the recipient. SBCTA would need new designation. All the
formula funds have to be re-assigned to SBCTA.
Labor – huge issue. Benefits and salaries – fear that rail would take all the money and unions wouldn’t
be able to negotiate decent wages. They and a key Board Member brought a lawsuit that resulted in a
settlement that required Metro to have a master judge oversee bus funding to make sure things were
fair between bus and rail. No bus service could be cut for several years. Made changes in the bus
service very difficult.
Getting some things settled before the merger would help avoid some of these problems. Doing the
strategic planning in advance would help. Metro followed up their strategic planning effort with a 30year strategic funding plan, which laid out funding for both rail and bus and highways. Do scenario
building on how the new organization would look, who the head of transit will report to (preferably
the SBCTA CEO).
With Omni service under SBCTA, SBCTA would need to show a balanced financial plan for all modes,
including former Omnitrans bus service, to get federal funding grants. This is not currently explicitly a
requirement because the organizations are separate.

4. Were there any administrative savings from the consolidation? In what areas?
Consolidation was sold as a cost savings and efficiency measure. Some staff reductions probably
saved some money. But then the recession hit so everything was reduced in funding. Less rail lines.
Hard to prove it is cheaper, but it is more efficient on decision making.

5. Were there any other areas of savings besides administrative areas?

6. How was the handling of the funds-distribution function as a CTC separated from the transit operator function,
to avoid any conflicts of interest and/or perceptions of unfairness by the other transit operators in the county?
Municipal operators in LA County (20 agencies) – what gets doled out to Metro vs. Munis. Looked to
the sales tax measures assigning specific percentages by agency. Call for projects process very
organized and transparent to protect non-Metro agencies. Munis formed their own coalition against
Metro taking too much money for rail and bus operations. Metro then created a Muni committee to
offer advice on distribution of funds. Formulae for FTA funds and locally generated funding.
Discretionary state and federal funds are competed. TDA – it is in law what the formula is. Prop A, C,
R and M all had been divided by their respective ballot measures. The rail, operations and highway
%’s are discretionary to Metro. The Local Return %’s are distributed to each city by formula. If not,
talk with Metro.
All this needs to be worked out ahead of time. Should be set in concrete, including how any new
sources of funding would be divided up. Working committee of the SBCTA and Omni finance
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managers. Funding grants all have to be changed if a new entity is formed The new entity has to be
listed as the grantee and all of the state and federal certifications have to be re-done with the new
entity.

7. Were any overarching business goals or values established as part of the impetus for consolidation?

8. Are there any other factors the study team should be aware of regarding the LACMTA merger?
Matt Barrett, main librarian at Metro, has file records of Claudette and Linda from this era, if we need
further information.
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Questions for Peer Agency Interviews on Consolidation Issues
Agency Name: Orange County Transportation Authority
Contact Interviewed and Title at Time of Consolidation: Will Kempton, (714) 272-5270
Will was not the CEO at OCTA at the time of the consolidation. Was CEO from 2009 to 2013. He
recommended I ask Tom Jenkins or Stan Oftelie. Tom used to be with OCTC.
Greg Winterbottom is still a public rep on the Board. Call OCTA – Liz Wade Executive Assistant to the
CEO, Darrell Johnson, to get the contact info.
Date: 3-16-20
1. According to our information, in 1991, OCTA was created under state law, combining the seven separate Orange
County agencies that managed transportation planning. What acts or events precipitated this merger? Any
details on dates, causal factors, legislative efforts, etc., would be much appreciated.
There was legislation that did the consolidation. OC is a unique political area. Ask the other contacts
for reasons why this occurred.

2. What other factors led to the merger of the agencies? Things like:
a. Overlapping/duplicative responsibilities?
b. Financial/funding challenges?
c. Conflicts over funding?
d. Conflicts over cost control or management approach?
e. Overlapping Boards/Board membership?
f. Other?
There were financial issues that helped lead to the consolidation. Ask the other contacts.

3. What organizational issues had to be dealt with in consolidation? Issues such as:
a. Differing labor unions/agreements
b. FTA funds recipient status
c. Special state legislation?
d. Merging of senior and mid-level management staff – how was this handled to ensure salary and benefit
equity?
e. Differing retirement programs or benefit programs?
f. Other?
Will was CEO in 2009 - 2013. Under him was a Transit Director for the transit program. Will thought it
worked effectively. OCTC at the time of the consolidation became OCTA. Orange County had its own
retirement system. All of the former agencies combined under OCTA stayed under Orange County
Retirement System. They had reciprocity with their other retirement systems.
4. Were there any administrative savings from the consolidation? In what areas?
Does not have any information on this. Data to support that should be out there, Will thought.
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5. Were there any other areas of savings besides administrative areas?

6. How was the handling of the funds-distribution function as a County Transportation Commission separated from
the transit operator function, to avoid any conflicts of interest and/or perceptions of unfairness by other transit
operators in the county?
OCTA had a quasi-separate entity to handle the CTC functions. OCTA does the work but the separate
entity handles the CTC function.

7. Were any overarching business goals or values established as part of the impetus for consolidation? Goals such
as ensuring all employees are kept whole, etc.?

8. Are there any other factors the study team should be aware of regarding the OCTA merger?
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San Bernardino County Transportation Authority Consolidation Study
Questions for Peer Agency Interviews on Consolidation Issues
Peer Agency Name(s): Orange County Transportation Authority/ Orange County Transportation Commission/ Orange
County Transit District
Contact Interviewed and Title at Time of Consolidation: Tom Jenkins
I had left OCTC in 1983. OCTD was formed in 1972 by a vote of the people along with a small property
tax assessment. I started at OCTD in 1974 as Director of Planning and Engineering. In Dec 1977 I left
OCTD and became Executive Director of the newly authorized Orange County Transportation
Commission (OCTC) (4 counties were started at that same time with Commissions). I left OCTC in
1983 and returned to the private sector. In 1991 I was a Vice President and Project Manager with
Parsons Brinckerhoff (now WSP).
Date: __3/23/2020__________
1. According to our information, in 1991, OCTA was created under state law, combining the seven separate Orange
County agencies that managed transportation planning. What acts or events precipitated this merger? Any
details on dates, causal factors, legislative efforts, etc., would be much appreciated.
In November 1990 M1 was passed by the voters and gave OCTC major funding. As I recall, there was a
political movement to merge the two agencies supposedly for efficiency and management purposes
including having only one Board of Directors to be in change of transportation for Orange County.
Reducing both political and public confusion.
2. What other factors led to the merger of the agencies? Things like:
a. Overlapping/duplicative responsibilities?
b. Financial/funding challenges?
c. Conflicts over funding?
d. Conflicts over cost control or management approach?
e. Overlapping Boards/Board membership?
f. Other?
I think all the items a through e contributed to the merger.
3. What organizational issues had to be dealt with in consolidation? Issues such as:
a. Differing labor unions/agreements?
b. FTA funds recipient status?
c. Special state legislation?
d. Merging of senior and mid-level management staff – how was this handled to ensure salary and benefit
equity?
e. Differing retirement programs or benefit programs?
f. Other?
a. OCTC had no labor unions so taking on OCTD created additional duties for the new Board
b. OCTC was the Sections 7 and 9 designated recipient in the early days and the merger cleared that
up.
c. Special state legislation was needed because both agencies had been created and authorized by
the State.
d. As I recall this was an issue with two chief executives.
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e. Retirement programs were different. Not sure how all that was resolved. There were options
provided I recall.
f. Planning – who really was in charge of transportation and transit planning. The merger resolved
that.
4. Were there any administrative savings from the consolidation? In what areas?
There probably was but not sure. Jim Kenan, former Finance Director, would know.
5. Were there any other areas of savings besides administrative areas?
Planning, programming, and legislative duplication was streamlined. Better “one” voice for the
County.
6. How was the handling of the funds-distribution function as a County Transportation Commission separated from
the transit operator function, to avoid any conflicts of interest and/or perceptions of unfairness by other transit
operators in the county?
There was only one other included transit operator in the county (City of Laguna Beach). They still
maintained their independence and eligibility for TDA funding percentage (TDA was created by State
in 1972).
7. Were any overarching business goals or values established as part of the impetus for consolidation? Goals such
as ensuring all employees are kept whole, etc.?
I don’t recall if that was a goal or promise. Long time ago but I do know a lot of folks were not happy
with the merger.
8. Are there any other factors the study team should be aware of regarding the OCTA merger?
I would just go back and interview some of the major players at that time including Jim Reichert, Stan
Oftelie, Jim Kenan, Brian Pearson, Kia Mortazavi.
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San Bernardino County Transportation Authority Consolidation Study
Questions for Peer Agency Interviews on Consolidation Issues
Peer Agency Name(s): Orange County Transportation Authority/ Orange County Transportation Commission/ Orange
County Transit District
Questionnaire Completed By: Stan Oftelie, former Chief Executive Officer, OCTA; former Executive Director of OCTC
Date Completed: 3/25/20. Follow-up clarification interview on 3/31/20.
Descriptor: Prior to the merger, I was the Executive Director of the Orange County Transportation
Commission, the county’s planning and programming agency. Discussions of merging transportation
agencies pre-dated the commission’s successful efforts to pass Measure M, a half-cent countywide
transportation sales tax measure, in 1990. When the merger was completed, I became the CEO of the
new agency.
1. According to our information, in 1991, OCTA was created under state law, combining the seven separate Orange
County agencies that managed transportation planning. What acts or events precipitated this merger? Any
details on dates, causal factors, legislative efforts, etc., would be much appreciated.
The Orange County Transit District (OCTD), Orange County’s oldest countywide transportation agency,
was approved by county voters on November 3, 1970 but moved slowly to organize as a countywide
bus service. There was, initially, significant opposition to public transportation, believing the private
sector would provide bus service if it were truly needed. Because of this cautious approach, and state
funding formulas that awarded transit funds on a per capita basis, the OCTD became the wealthiest
special district in Orange County by the middle of the 1980s, with reserve funds totaling more than the
bus agency’s annual budget. A 1974 OCTD sponsored transit sales tax for bus and rail projects failed
countywide.
The Orange County Transportation Commission was formed by the same legislation --(AB 1246 of
1976 (Ingalls, D -Riverside) -- as commissions in Los Angeles, Riverside and San Bernardino. The
commission worked closely on planning matters with the Southern California Association of
Governments and advised the California Transportation Commission on highway and freeway priorities.
Simultaneously, Orange County’s growth was exploding, freeways were overloaded, and major
arterials were over capacity. The OCTD bus system was operating countywide, but many were seeing
it as a social service (getting poor people to work, serving the frail elderly and disabled) rather than an
integral part of the transportation system. OCTD staff and its board of directors bristled at this
description. In 1982, the OCTD spun off specialized portal-to-portal service to the frail elderly and
persons with disabilities to a new Consolidated Transportation Services Agency.
In June of 1984, the OCTC sponsored a multi-modal, one-cent transportation countywide sales tax. It
lost badly, failing to receive 30% of the countywide vote. The OCTC began looking for innovative ways
to solve transportation issues, including construction of the first successful carpool lanes in Southern
California on S.R. 55 (the Costa Mesa Freeway) in 1986.
In 1986, the OCTD began planning a central county mobility project, a series of flyover carpool lanes to
be built at the Interstate 5 - SR 55 interchange using transit funds. At the same time, the OCTC
obtained special legislation allowing it to intercept the interest earnings on the OCTD’s transit reserves
to begin the environmental and design work on freeway projects. To improve freeway project delivery
and under pressure from the OCTC and state legislators, Orange County broke away from Los Angeles
in 1987 to become its own Caltrans district. The first new Caltrans district formed in almost 40 years.
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In a 1989 special election, the OCTC lost a special multi-modal election calling for a half cent
transportation sales tax, with no funds for the bus system or three planned toll roads. A year later, an
almost identical sales tax measure passed after OCTC directors successfully lobbied for a consolidated
transportation agency to avoid duplication of effort, improve priority-setting, reduce transportation
staffing and streamline decision-making. The promise of having a single voice managing transportation
decision-making was undercut when the Transportation Corridor Agencies, builder and operator of
three county toll roads, and Laguna Beach Transit, a recipient of Transportation Development Act
funds, were not included in the Orange County Transportation Authority legislation. All other major
transportation agencies were combined into a single decision-making, operational agency. Sen.
Marian Bergeson (R – Newport Beach) sponsored the consolidation the State legislation, known as SB
838 (1990).

2. What other factors led to the merger of the agencies? Things like:
a. Overlapping/duplicative responsibilities?
b. Financial/funding challenges?
c. Conflicts over funding?
d. Conflicts over cost control or management approach?
e. Overlapping Boards/Board membership?
f. Other?
Other factors. Nice list. Elements of all of these issues appeared. A prolonged (and long-lasting) fight
between the county and cities over board membership was a particularly difficult hurdle to overcome.
The original OCTA Board had 11 members: 4 supervisors, 6 city members, and a public member. The
first fight over the public member was particularly brutal.
Supervisors were particularly focused on increasing agency economy, city members echoed the
viewpoints of staff members they were close with in the earlier agency. Getting both the board and the
new, combined staff to agree on the same playbook was difficult. Some resisted all change, until they
were removed from the agency. Top management in both agencies worked together fairly well and the
former general manager of the OCTD (who became the OCTA COO) was helpful in the transition
process, which made the consolidation process smoother.
Conflicts over funding were minimized by two things: the influx of Measure M cash (and how to
manage and prioritize the new money) and the fact the old OCTD covered more than 90% of the
county and received the lion’s share of TDA funds. How to deal with Laguna Beach Transit and the
CTSA services (for the elderly and handicapped) was always an issue.

3. What organizational issues had to be dealt with in consolidation? Issues such as:
a. Differing labor unions/agreements?
b. FTA funds recipient status?
c. Special state legislation?
d. Merging of senior and mid-level management staff – how was this handled to ensure salary and benefit
equity?
e. Differing retirement programs or benefit programs?
f. Reduction in force for the consolidated agency?
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g. Other?
The OCTC and CTSA were non-unionized, the OCTD was heavily unionized. Most of the OCTD labor
relations program remained intact. Most OCTA administrative employees are not unionized.
Sen. Marian Bergeson (R-Newport Beach) carried the original consolidation legislation that also
smoothed differences in pensions and other technical problems. Regarding retirement systems,
OCERS (Orange County Employees Retirement System) and CalPERS have reciprocity arrangements
and recognize years of service between the systems. OCTA found it preferable to grandfather in the
former CalPERS employees into that system. Grandfathered employees stopped accumulating
CalPERS credits and started accumulating credits in OCERS. So, employees had credits in both
systems upon retirement.
Her bill, however, was the source of serious disagreements over board membership. This
disagreement oft times threatened to scuttle the consolidation.

4. Were there any administrative savings from the consolidation? In what areas?
Yes. The day the consolidation was official, the combined agency had 1,790 employees. When I left 8
years later, staffing had been reduced to 1,492. (Stan stated that OCTA had about 50 employees prior
to the consolidation). The reductions included both administrative positions and direct operating
personnel. The bus system needed to be sized to appropriate size. Every reduction was painful; many
were the results of continuous organization evaluation. The evaluations briefly impacted morale in
every area studied (some people lost their jobs), but except for some survivor’s remorse, most of the
selected employees who stayed with the new OCTA recognized that the best employees were being
retained and weaker, less productive staffers were being eliminated. Anticipating future changes, many
who felt they were not appreciated left the organization, allowing vacant positions to be eliminated.
Having a rigorous, bias-free selection process was very important.
On follow-up interview, Stan said severance packages were used in some instances, on a case by
case basis. Job placement assistance services were also provided in some cases.
Stan added that the principal metric used to judge the success of the consolidation was headcount.
With regard to the potential SBCTA – Omnitrans consolidation, Stan was emphatic in stating, “If you
just graft Omnitrans onto SBCTA, you are not going to have any savings. There needs to be changes
in the services operated and staffing levels. This should come from the goals of the consolidation,
merging to be more fiscally responsible. Metrics of the consolidation should drive improvement in
performance.”

5. Were there any other areas of savings besides administrative areas?
It is difficult to determine what other savings were realized because of the inflow of Measure M funds in
1991 and 1992. The reduction in overall staffing, while increasing the amount and type of
transportation work being done, is the best measure of the Orange County consolidation success.

6. How was the handling of the funds-distribution function as a County Transportation Commission separated from
the transit operator function, to avoid any conflicts of interest and/or perceptions of unfairness by other transit
operators in the county?
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APPENDIX
All of the agencies combined had identical boundaries. The outliers were the TCAs and Laguna Beach
transit. These identical boundaries were key to solving allocation of resources issues, however some
areas disagreed with allocation priorities (too much bus service in the county core areas, not enough in
south county) and timing of new freeway projects.
On follow-up interview, Stan stated one way to address disagreements on allocation priorities is to look
at the region multimodally. For example, in south county where bus service was being reduced, they
were getting a big investment in highway improvements. You have to look at needs and funding more
holistically, not just limited to transit service. Put in the transit where it makes sense, put in other
investments where that is more logical, and use that to help defend the decision on bus service
reductions in some areas.
Stan also stated that, during the development of the consolidation legislation, Laguna Beach tried to
get Sen. Bergeson to include funding level guarantees in her legislation. Sen. Bergeson refused to do
that, and Stan believes this helped persuade Laguna Beach to realize they would have to work with
OCTA on funding issues.

7. Were any overarching business goals, objectives, or values established as part of the impetus for consolidation?
Goals such as reducing duplication of services, better coordination on planning efforts, ensuring all employees
are kept whole, etc.?
Yes. There were goals for the consolidation:
•
One priority-setting agency, speaking with one voice, on transportation issues;
•
Adopt a multi-modal approach balancing transportation investments in freeways, buses, streets
and road, and rail programs geographically;
•
Emphasize early delivery of voter-approved transportation projects;
•
Re-configure the bus system to increase bus ridership and farebox return;
•
Recognize the special transportation needs of the frail elderly and persons with disabilities;
•
Manage transportation resources cautiously, with regular financial reports to the board and,
annually, to the public;
•
Right-size (that was a catch-phrase in this era) the new agency’s staff by practicing rigorous
examinations of the agency needs.

8. Are there any other factors the study team should be aware of regarding the OCTA merger?
Yes. Despite our best efforts, administrative staffers and others believed there were winners and losers
in the consolidation. We tried to avoid that view, but it was prevalent, particularly among mid-level
staffers, no matter what we said. There was a belief, and anecdotal information, suggesting former
OCTC staffers (including me) got the best jobs, even though they were a much smaller agency prior to
the merger. They were winners. OCTD staffers, who built their careers in the narrow field of bus transit,
were seen as losers. Big investments in new freeway and highways, driven by new money, grabbed
headlines. People working in those areas were winners. People working in bus operations, where there
was no new money, were losers. (The original Measure M had no money for bus operations.) As the
bus system was re-configured to focus on high-volume routes, many bus drivers found their daily jobs
harder. They felt like the added work was because of consolidation and they felt like losers. Some midlevel transit managers re-enforced this belief.
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On follow-up interview, Stan stated that under the legislation, OCTA can contract out up to 40 percent
of their service, but they have not contracted out to that level yet. The contracting was driven primarily
by internal financial pressures, not the Orange County Bankruptcy of 1994 – 1996. Stan also noted
that the OCTA Board members of that era were very pro-private sector and supported more contracting
for bus service.
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Questions for Peer Agency Interviews on Consolidation Issues
Agency Name: San Diego MTDB/MTS
Contact Interviewed: Tom Larwin, former General Manager, MTDB
Date: February 14, 2020
1. According to our previous study, in 1975, SB 101 (Mills) established the Metropolitan Transit Development
Board (MTDB) as a transit development entity to plan, construct, and operate transit guideways in the urbanized
area of south San Diego County. In 1984, State legislation passed that allowed MTDB to acquire SDTC, and SDTC
ceased to exist as a separate entity. Also at that time, MTS was introduced as the “umbrella” organization of the
metropolitan area transit operators. By 2003, MTDB had acquired the assets of all but one municipal area transit
operator and had assumed management of all bus and light rail operations. By 2003, the roster of bus services
that comprised MTS included SDTC, Chula Vista Transit, National City Transit (NCT), CTS, and other contract
services (i.e., Strand Express JPA and Amarillo y Rosa).
What acts, events, or concerns precipitated these various mergers/acquisitions?
The most important foundation issue was that MTDB was given financial power over all state and
federal moneys under the SB101. This gave them much leverage in coordinating the operators in the
County. Smaller operators were just getting started. Gave MTDB power in dealing with CPO
(Comprehensive Planning Organization, SANDAG’s predecessor). Financial authority gave MTDB
power to do anything it felt necessary. This started slowly, as from 1976 to 1981, 95% of what they
did was related to getting the Trolley built. Did a SRTP for metro area during this period.
In 1979 – 1980, MTDB looked at different ways to operate trolley. Decided to create SDTI to operate
it, keeping MTDB out of operations. MTDB could then be an umbrella organization that coordinated
services. Very important point. If MTDB had been a direct operator, this may have interfered with
being the umbrella organization. Main thing in Tom’s mind is operations is something you can’t take
your eyes off of. Giving both operations and oversight to one entity, you are diluting the
development aspect. Being an operator would also have created a conflict of interest with the other
operators since MTDB would be operating one of several services in the County. Not having to deal
with pressures of labor unions was another advantage of this approach.
As part of the umbrella concept, around 1981, MTDB coordinated operators with Uniform Fare
Structure agreement to ease transfers between the different operators. MTDB had good relationship
with Tom Snoble, General Manager of SDTC. Worked hard to coordinate. General Managers group
among all the operators was created to coordinate service and fares, primarily in metro area. Wanted
seamless service between operators. Uniform pass and transfer system. Involved everyone agreeing.
Worked out the distribution of pass moneys through the system.
Also, SDTC had a major route between border and downtown, which duplicated service of the new
Trolley. Needed to work that out, create feeder services. SRTP power helped in creating coordinated
service. Got them into the planning of operations and service.
1985 legislation – came up with the concept of a metropolitan transit system umbrella. Could set
parameters for service and fares without being operator. Plus doing the major engineering projects.
The competition among the operators was helping improve performance. SDTC wanted their statistics
to look good, for example, against their peers in the County.
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APPENDIX
What did not work as well was coordination with the SDTC Board of directors. Their Board put up
much more resistance than at the staff level. Took another 15 years to deal with, with the final
dissolution of the Board with the 2003 SANDAG consolidation. Operating performance from 1981 to
2003 was generally positive situation. Getting SDTC Board out of the way should have made it work
better.
The people at the top of the organizations are crucial to success. Larwin – Snoble – Fifer worked
much better together than the leadership under the prior administrations. Personalities. All were
dedicated to making the entities work well. There was a role to play in coordination.

2. What other factors led to the merger of the agencies? Things like:
a. Overlapping/duplicative responsibilities?
b. Financial/funding challenges?
c. Conflicts over funding?
d. Conflicts over cost control or management approach?
e. Overlapping Boards/Board membership?
f. Other?
See notes in previous section. MDTB had planning powers. Tried to prevent duplication. Power to
develop SRTP and TIP gave them decision making authority. Also realized over time that you can have
two different kinds of services in the same corridor.

3. What organizational issues had to be dealt with in consolidation? Issues such as:
a. Differing labor unions/agreements
b. FTA funds recipient status
c. Special state legislation? (That seems to have been required in both the LA and San Diego examples.)
d. Merging of senior and mid-level management staff – how was this handled to ensure salary and benefit
equity? – There were some bad relations initially between MTDB and SDTC. Tom was key to helping it
smooth out.
e. Differing retirement programs or benefit programs? Dave did not know. This was an issue when
SANDAG and MTDB merged. Needs more research.
f. Other?
MDTB did not get involved in any labor issues at all. Jack Limber, MTDB Counsel, would brief MTDB
Board in closed session on labor issues. MTDB handled FTA funds, state legislation. No merging of
staff occurred until the SANDAG consolidation in 2003. Elliot Hurwitz at MTDB was in charge of the
contract operations for most of his time at the agency. Those contracts were coordinated through
MTDB. In the 1990’s Total Quality Management was a big deal, coordinate but not merge.

4. Were there any administrative savings from the consolidation? In what areas?
A number of studies were done in the 1980’s that should have that info. Tom’s early paper was one.
Greg Thompson may have a copy. Tom will try to contact him and ask him to forward it.

5. Were there any other areas of savings besides administrative areas?
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6. How was the funds-distribution function handled to avoid any conflicts of interest and/or perceptions of
unfairness among the transit operators in the county?
There wasn’t a lot of warfare. TDA came down to each City, a complicating factor. SDTC got FTA
money. Consolidation of TDA occurred around year 2000 and made it a lot easier. MTDB decided how
much each agency would get.

7. Were any overarching business goals or values established as part of the impetus for consolidation?
The model that Tom latched onto was the Western European umbrella entity over transportation
agencies. Greg Thompson would know. Tom will email Greg to forward the paper he wrote.

8. Are there any other factors the study team should be aware of regarding these mergers?
One of the first things Tom is very proud of (aside from the Trolley) was the infrastructure capital plan
for the overall system – transit centers, bus divisions – especially in a very difficult geographic area to
serve.
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Questions for Peer Agency Interviews on Consolidation Issues
Agency Name: San Diego MTDB/MTS
Contact Interviewed: Dave Schumacher, former Planning Director for MTDB
Date: February 13, 2020.
1. According to our previous study, in 1976, SB 101 (Mills) established the Metropolitan Transit Development
Board (MTDB) as a transit development entity to plan, construct, and operate transit guideways in the urbanized
area of south San Diego County. In 1984, State legislation passed that allowed MTDB to acquire SDTC, and SDTC
ceased to exist as a separate entity. Also at that time, MTS was introduced as the “umbrella” organization of the
metropolitan area transit operators. By 2003, MTDB had acquired the assets of all but one municipal area transit
operator, and had assumed management of all bus and light rail operations. By 2003, the roster of bus services
that comprised MTS included SDTC, Chula Vista Transit, National City Transit (NCT), CTS, and other contract
services (i.e., Strand Express JPA and Amarillo y Rosa). What acts or events precipitated these various
mergers/acquisitions?
What led up to this was the inefficiency of all the operators having administration, separate services
within their municipal boundaries, in a relatively geographically-close area. Differences among the
agencies. MTDB’s Tom Larwin worked well with the other operators, created a “federation of
agencies” and General Managers group. Eventually, everyone saw from a service and efficiency
standpoint, that it made more sense to consolidate. It was not a forced takeover. MTDB must have
had the ability to obtain FTA money, because they used New Starts money for Euclid Line. The small
operators may not have had this. SDTC did likely have FTA direct recipient status. The small operators
were creatures of the way TDA was written, giving money to cities for transit. MTDB may have given
some guarantees on continued funding after the consolidation.
2. What other factors led to the merger of the agencies? Things like:
a. Overlapping/duplicative responsibilities?
b. Financial/funding challenges?
c. Conflicts over funding?
d. Conflicts over cost control or management approach?
e. Overlapping Boards/Board membership?
f. Other?
Small operators ran on a shoe-string, had old equipment. They realized they could get better service
and more continuity in a combined system. Fare coordination - Uniform Fare Structure agreement.
Mostly contracted out services. Most were very small, had inefficient fleets and services. County was
the largest (other than SDTC), operated some express bus service. They held out the longest before
consolidating.
3. What organizational issues had to be dealt with in consolidation? Issues such as:
a. Differing labor unions/agreements – Dave did not know. There were 13c issues with SDTC.
b. FTA funds recipient status
c. Special state legislation? (That seems to have been required in both the LA and San Diego examples.) MTDB needed state legislation to be an operator. They were originally set up just to build the trolley.
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d. Merging of senior and mid-level management staff – how was this handled to ensure salary and benefit
equity? – There were some bad relations initially between MTDB and SDTC. Tom was key to helping it
smooth out.
e. Differing retirement programs or benefit programs? Dave did not know. This was an issue when
SANDAG and MTDB merged. Needs more research.
f. Other?
There were differences, definitely. SDTC had a different pension than MTDB.

4. Were there any administrative savings from the consolidation? In what areas?
Must have been savings, but does not recall if there were studies to determine this.

5. Were there any other areas of savings besides administrative areas?
Economies of scale in general. Service coordination and better route structure, went where the routes
were needed instead of staying within jurisdictional limits. Note all of the consolidated agencies were
operators. Also relieved the Cities of operating responsibilities.

6. How was the funds-distribution function handled to avoid any conflicts of interest and/or perceptions of
unfairness among the transit operators in the county?
Dave thinks there must have been some guarantees. Ask Tom Larwin.

7. Were any overarching business goals or values established as part of the impetus for consolidation?
Tom Larwin wanted to achieve a sophisticated regional transit operation where transfers were less
complicated, service made more sense, integration of bus service with Trolley.

8. Are there any other factors the study team should be aware of regarding these mergers?
Personalities were crucial. Tom Larwin was highly effective in bringing people together through the
General Managers forum. This was an ongoing forum to discuss issues. They were all friends, first and
foremost. Less acrimony than exists today.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The previous chapter, Evaluation of Functional Areas in a Complete Consolidation, identified the organizational, legal, and potential
financial opportunities and challenges by functional areas of the San Bernardino County Transportation Authority (SBCTA) and
Omnitrans under a potential “complete consolidation”. This matter is defined as the two agencies (all functions) are brought together
under one organization and would entail transferring all functions into a single consolidated agency, which then provides transit and
other transportation services. During interviews conducted with SBCTA and Omnitrans for this study in January 2020, staff from both
agencies responded that consolidation of Omnitrans into SBCTA as an entirely separate department would be most appropriate. The
previous chapter noted there are very few areas of functional overlaps between the two agencies. Unlike many other consolidations
where there was significant overlap in core functions, such as service revenue delivery, the areas in which SBCTA and Omnitrans
have overlapping functions are in the support functions (e.g. HR, Payroll, Accounting, IT). Even in these cases, few redundancies
were identified.
Note that this complete consolidation analysis explicitly excludes the consideration of the other four transit operators in San
Bernardino County. Thus, the premise of an Omnitrans and SBCTA total consolidation underlies this chapter’s analysis due to the
consultant’s task order to undertake this study.
The primary objective of this chapter’s financial analysis was to estimate the higher-level order of magnitude financial impacts of a
potential complete consolidation, ultimately for consideration by decision-makers in San Bernardino County.
Of the twelve functional areas, three resulted in potential savings or increased costs greater than $500,000 (employer costs associated
with retirement and benefits, and potential staff duplication). However, by enacting the most cost-effective financial decisions, there
will be a significant impact to morale, retention, and productivity in the near and mid-term timeframes. These three areas consist
entirely of people, their jobs, and their compensation packages. In addition, alternatives to consolidate retirement and benefits are
complex and savings are generally uncertain. Not all retirement alternative cost increases/savings can be estimated with certainty at
this time.
Of the remaining nine functional areas, most have savings less than $200,000, and totaling the nine areas results in a savings of up to
$300,000. With the combined annual budget of SBCTA and Omnitrans at approximately $1 billion annually, this represents a
potential savings of 0.03% of the total combined budget.
While the results for all twelve areas are described in this financial analysis, only Employer Retirement Costs, Employee Benefit
Costs, and Job Classification Costs yield potential cost savings or increases of a substantial enough nature to inform fiscal decisionmaking regarding a potential consolidation.
EMPLOYER INCURRED RETIREMENT & BENEFIT COSTS
The most significant potential financial impact due to a complete consolidation occurs with the employer costs associated with
retirement costs and employee benefits. Both areas are complex in that any change to the benefits provided have significant
organizational and legal challenges that should be taken into account when considering a total consolidation. In addition, the largest
risk when considering retirement alternatives is how to resolve the significant potential costs of an unfunded liability.
Figure 1 below summarizes the three main alternatives to consolidate retirement and benefit plans in a complete consolidation.
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Figure 1: Combined Total Annualized Costs/Savings for Retirement and Benefits

The key features of each alternative described in Figure 1 are explained below.
High-level retirement cost estimates are available for Alternative 1, Plan Termination. This alternative consists of transferring all
employees to CalPERS or SBCERA with service for future employees under one retirement plan from either CalPERS or SBCERA.
Current employees will receive a pension of their initial plan, as well as of the selected system if their initial plan is terminated. This
alternative leads to significant termination costs due to the unfunded liability of whichever plan that is terminated: high-level estimates
range between $100 and $200 million. CalPERS’ termination costs were estimated at $174 million but updated estimates will be
required when CalPERS determines its plan has been terminated. Note that SBCERA may follow a different process to determine
termination costs for its plan. The conditions under which the consolidated agency would have to pay termination costs are not known
at this time (i.e. whether the entire amount be due on a specific date, under what conditions would the agency borrow funds to pay said
termination costs, etc.). Additional description of each scenario (transferring to CalPERS or SBCERA) is included in the appendices.
Two other alternatives would not require a termination cost: Alternative 2, Asset Transfer to SBCERA or CalPERS, and Alternative
3, setting up a Public Non-Profit Corporation.
Alternative 2, Asset Transfer, would potentially generate additional costs in the case of a transfer to SBCERA, since only
accumulated contributions would be transferred, not capital gains, which would be retained by CalPERS (please refer to the Appendix,
Data 2 and note that this memo does not cover asset transfer from SBCERA to CalPERS). No cost estimates are available for the asset
transfer alternative prior to actuarial analysis (detailed below).
It was not possible to include a full analysis of these alternatives’ costs, due to the need of engaging actuaries from both SBCERA and
CalPERS to prepare cost estimates for pension plan consolidation, as well as the timing and costs necessary to perform each analysis.
SBCERA and CalPERS will each have to perform a section of the actuarial analysis. The cost of analysis is estimated at $40,000 per
scenario (note that Alternatives 1 and 2 each have two scenarios: consolidation under SBCTA’s benefit package or Omnitrans’). The
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resultant study may take up to eight weeks to complete after the information is shared between the two retirement systems.
Considering the significant cost of completing these analyses, this report only presents descriptive information on the differences
between the plans per the latest CAFRs and actuarial reports available.
Alternatives 1 and 2 will lead to either cost savings or increases and part of these cost fluctuations relate to the medical benefits. If
SBCTA employees transfer or opt-out of the Omnitrans’ plan, it could generate between approximately half a million dollars in cost
increases and half a million dollars in cost savings. If Omnitrans employees transfer or opt-out of the SBCTA’s plan, it could generate
between approximately $10,000 in cost increases and half a million dollars in cost savings. These cost savings/increases are uncertain,
due to employees’ decisions of opting in or out of the plan, selecting a plan, and deciding how many members of a household will be
covered by said plan. Healthcare costs would vary between $3,000 and $21,000 for each new employee if the Omnitrans package is
chosen, and between $8,500 and $13,500 if the SBCTA package is chosen. Note that health insurance costs may increase due to the
current health crisis. For non-medical benefits, switching SBCTA employees to Omnitrans’ benefit package is estimated to result in
cost savings of $700,000 per year. Scenario 2, switching Omnitrans unrepresented employees to SBCTA’s non-medical benefit
package, is estimated to result in cost increases of $800,000 per year.
Alternative 3, the creation of a public non-profit corporation, would allow all employees to keep their existing benefits and pension
plans, as well as minimize undue financial and personal impacts. The public non-profit corporation alternative was used for the
consolidation of the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority. The estimated cost of creating a public non-profit
corporation; $50,000 is included in the “Payroll” analysis. Since all employees will keep their current benefit packages, this alternative
will not generate any cost savings.
REMAINING FUNCTIONAL AREAS
Figure 2 below shows the potential range of costs or savings based on the total financial impact of the remaining areas, which have a
lower potential to address significant budget shortfalls identified at the start of this study. Included in this summary range are fully
burdened staff costs that should not be added directly to the retirement and benefit analyses discussed above. Of the ten functional
areas, only one, “Job Classification ”, includes a potential for over $500,000 savings annually. The “Job Classification” functional
area has the potential to save up to $1,475,000 annually based on a reduction on up to nine staff positions and reclassifying others. It is
unlikely to achieve the full cost savings indicated, as decisions for each position and reallocation of duties should include a detailed
workload balancing analysis to ensure delivery of critical services.
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Figure 2: Combined Total Potential Range, All other functional areas

Agencies should be cautious in realizing any potential savings outlined in this report. Importantly, they should also consider the
organizational (morale, career satisfaction) and legal impacts. Any functional areas that mention the impacts of outsourcing would
need to be negotiated with the respective unions and may also impact the potential savings. Summaries of the analyses can be found in
the Sections 2.1 to 2.6 of this report. The cost summations are rounded while the detailed calculation tables found in the appendices,
are non-rounded values. Analyses generally consider fully loaded costs with benefit packages continuing as is, to reflect the total costs
of each functional area per consolidation scenario.
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DETAILED FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
For evaluation purposes, this study assumes that, in a complete consolidation, Omnitrans would become a separate operating
department under the current SBCTA organizational structure, and all current customer-facing services would remain the same. The
two organizations have different missions, and the areas of functional overlap are principally in administrative areas, such as Board
functions, finance and accounting, grants management, and procurement.
This detailed analysis of financial impacts analyzes those functional areas assessed in Task 1.4B that potentially have some or
significant impact. The purpose of this Task 1.4C analysis is to estimate the high-level impact on expenditures, from a complete
consolidation. Financial impacts were estimated with available information, and at times used industry best assumptions for relative
impact between scenarios. A primary goal of this analysis was to estimate financial impacts at a higher-level order of magnitude to
identify items with a larger financial impact and those not worth much further consideration for decision-makers in San Bernardino
County. Note that not all functional areas assessed in Task 1.4B were evaluated in this chapter. Only those with potentially some or
significant impact per the summary of findings in the 1.4B chapter were included.
Figures presented in the summary analysis throughout in this Section 2 are rounded for order of magnitude. The appendix contains the
detailed tables and assumptions for each section, and figures in the appendix are not rounded.
Figure 3 below summarizes the costs associated with changes to retirement and benefit plans in a complete consolidation. Care should
be taken in comparing these figures directly with those shown in Figure 4 as those are fully burdened costs. Analyses generally
consider fully loaded costs with benefit packages continuing as is, to reflect the total costs of each functional area per consolidation
scenario. Benefit and retirement plans are presented separately, since any potential savings are not exclusive of other functional areas'
savings, and cost levels are highly uncertain. The total savings/cost increases reflected below for the most significant cost items,
benefits and retirement, are order-of-magnitude costs, subject to significant variations.
Figure 3: Summary of potential fiscal impacts due to retirement and medical plan consolidation

Secti on

2.4.1
2.4.3
2.4.3

Functional Area
Retirement
Benefits - Non-Medical Plans
Benefits - Medical Plans

# of
Scenarios
2
2
2

Lowest of range
(net savings) or
increase in net
annual cost
$
(2,200,000)
$
(710,000)
$
(580,000)

Existing Baseline
(2020)
$
$
$

9,200,000
1,110,000
2,400,000

Highest of range
Estimated
(net savings) or Potential One-time
Termination
increase in net
(Savings)/Cost
1
Costs
annual cost
$
(2,100,000)
$104M or $174M
$
830,000 ($140K) or $210K
$
580,000

1

- The estimated termination costs are highly uncertain. Omnitrans’ estimated termination cost is from CalPERS actuarial report. The estimated
termination cost for SBCTA was calculated based on a ratio using Omnitrans’ termination cost.

Figure 4 displays the other ten functional areas detailed in this report, which have a lower potential to address significant budget
shortfalls. These functional areas are displayed separately, as they include fully burdened staff costs that should not be added directly
to the retirement and benefit analyses discussed above. Of the ten functional areas, only one, “Job Classification”, includes a potential
for over $500,000 savings annually. The “Job Classification” functional area has the potential to save up to $1,475,000 annually based
on a reduction on up to nine staff positions and reclassifying others. It is unlikely to achieve the full cost savings indicated, as
decisions for each position and reallocation of duties should include a detailed workload balancing analysis to ensure delivery of
critical services. The potential consolidation has few overlapping functional areas, thus there are limited options for eliminating
redundant staff. Section 2.4.2 Job Classifications includes a more detailed description of the comparison. In addition to “Job
Classification”, any impacts on computer systems typically incur one-time programming/conversion costs, as are shown in the
“Information Technology” and “Payroll” functional areas.
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Figure 4: Summary of remaining on functional areas
Section

2.1.1
2.2.1
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.4
2.4.2
2.5.1
2.5.2
2.6.1

Functional Area

# of
Scenarios

Facilities Management
Labor Relations
Accounting
Payroll
Risk Management
FTA Direct Recipient
Job Classification
Information Technology
Security
Board of Directors/Committee

2
3
1
3
1
1
2
2
1
2

Lowest of range
(net savings) or
increase in net cost
$
(200,000)
$
$
$
10,000
$
$
$
(1,475,000)
$
(40,000)
$
$
(65,000)

Existing Baseline
(2020)
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Annual

3,560,000
1,890,000
2,400,000
480,000
9,400,000
7,325,000
4,180,000
1,830,000
245,000
Annual

Highest of range
Potential one-time
(net savings) or
cost
increase in net cost
$
150,000
$
$
$
310,000
$50k or $550k
$
$
$
(100,000)
$
$250k to $1M
$
$
(50,000)
Annual

2.1 ASSETS AND MAINTENANCE
2.1.1 FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
Facilities costs include maintenance contracts for both agencies’ facilities (25 contracts for Omnitrans, three contracts for SBCTA). In
addition to these contracts, Omnitrans also has 11 maintenance workers and two staff in maintenance management functions.
Omnitrans maintains five facilities, while SBCTA maintains two facilities, including the Santa Fe Depot Building. SBCTA is
currently procuring a new property manager to oversee its facility operations. SBCTA maintains railroad right of way, and the
maintenance of this disparate activity is not considered in this financial analysis given the separate type of work.
The Evaluation of Functional Areas in a Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found a potential longer-term cost savings
opportunity for the consolidated agency if SBCTA’s facility-maintenance resources were merged with Omnitrans employees or
contracting out services currently performed by Omnitrans staff to a third-party contractor.
For the purposes of analysis in this chapter, two scenarios were evaluated:
1. Eliminate the SBCTA contract and have Omnitrans staff perform maintenance activities for the consolidated agency (with a range
of current contract margins)
2. Expand the SBCTA contracts to cover all facilities management functions
Most of the facilities management cost is based on hourly labor, and any potential savings only come from minor efficiencies in one
management system for the combined assets. Additionally, there are minor differences between benefit costs if contracted activities
are performed in-house and fee/overhead of in-house activities are outsourced, based on the chosen scenario. The analysis found a
nominal savings in either scenario, with the most significant savings in Scenario 2 (approximately $200,000).This area presents
opportunities for coordination even if the agencies do not consolidate, considering the significant overlap in facilities management
between both agencies and the different contracts each agency has.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of estimated costs between the two scenarios.
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Figure 5: Estimation of Annual Facilities Management Costs Under Two Scenarios
Total Facilities Management Costs

Existing

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

SBCTA - Facilities Management Costs
Omnitrans - Facilities Management Costs
Total Combined Facilities Management Costs
Annual Savings/Cost Increases over Existing

980,000
2,580,000
3,560,000
N/A

N/A
N/A
3,550,000 to 3,710,000
(10,000) to 150,000

N/A
N/A
3,360,000
(200,000)

The cost for security was removed from these contracts for analysis and presented in Section 2.5.2 Security. Note also that impacts of
outsourcing must be negotiated with the union and would likely impact the potential savings.
Appendix A-1 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for the above analysis.

2.2 HUMAN RESOURCES
“Labor Relations” is the only functional area under “Human Resources” identified for a detailed financial analysis.

2.2.1 LABOR RELATIONS
Omnitrans has two unions that represent 589 front-line, operations and maintenance personnel, and some administrative staff – the
Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU) and Teamsters. SBCTA’s employees are not unionized. Administrative positions at Omnitrans
that are deemed to be handling confidential information as a part of their job duties are unrepresented. Thus, Omnitrans has both
represented and non-represented administrative employees. In a consolidated agency, employees performing the same or similar work
are typically represented in a similar fashion. The Evaluation of Functional Areas in a Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found a
potential longer-term impact, with the potential shifting of some SBCTA administrative employees from non-represented to
represented, or vice versa with similar Omnitrans employees.
For the purposes of financial analysis in this chapter, three scenarios were evaluated:
1.
2.

3.

Consolidation of current staff covered by Omnitrans-Teamsters/ATU labor agreements into SBCTA with no current SBCTA
employees represented by a union (keep current representation the same at the employee level)
Consolidation of current staff covered by Omnitrans-Teamsters/ATU labor agreements into SBCTA with certain existing
SBCTA administrative employees represented by a union (administrative SBCTA positions similar to represented Omnitrans
positions would be represented)
Consolidation of current transit operations staff covered by Omnitrans-ATU labor agreement into SBCTA with currently
covered Omnitrans administrative employees no longer represented by a union (administrative Omnitrans positions would be no
longer represented, similar to SBCTA positions)

SBCTA positions that are similar to currently represented administrative positions at Omnitrans, and are not handling confidential
information (in contrast to the Clerk of the Board, for instance) cover one category of personnel occupying three staff:
-

Accounting Assistant: three positions

It is assumed that the consolidated agency would add other administrative represented positions at Omnitrans that do not have an
equivalent at SBCTA to its job classification system at their current pay rates.
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Only one SBCTA classification (Accounting Assistant) has a direct equivalent at Omnitrans (Accounting Clerk), which is consistent
with the analysis in Section 2.4.2, Job Classifications. Figure 6 summarizes the costs of each scenario.

Figure 6: Estimation of annual costs due to aligning representation of administrative personnel
Total Administrative Personnel Costs - Represented or eligible to representation

Existing

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

SBCTA

$280,000

$280,000

$280,000

$280,000

Omnitrans

$1,610,000

$1,610,000

$1,610,000

$1,610,000

Total Combined Costs

$1,890,000

$1,890,000

$1,890,000

$1,890,000

N/A

$0

$0

$0

Annual Savings/Cost Increases over Existing

None of the scenarios result in an annual savings or cost increase over existing conditions. The analysis was conducted based on the
midpoint of the salary ranges, including salaries and benefits. If changes to benefit packages occur for some or all employees, there
may be cost savings or increases in the different scenarios, which are not reflected in this analysis.
Appendix A-2 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for the above analysis.

2.3 FINANCE
The “Finance” functional area poses several opportunities and challenges in a complete consolidation because both agencies’ Finance
Departments conduct similar functions. However, due to the agencies’ diverging missions, each of them approaches accounting and
budgeting differently. Functional areas identified for detailed financial analysis in the “Finance” area include accounting, payroll, risk
management and Federal Transit Administration (FTA) processes.

2.3.1 ACCOUNTING
Consolidation provides an opportunity to merge traditional accounting functions (e.g., accounts payable, accounts receivable, grant
accounting, and general ledger), as well as the overall financial software system that supports all these functions, which are currently
duplicated at the two agencies. It is important to note that FTA accounting requirements, such as utilizing the FTA Uniform System of
Accounts, must be met by the consolidated agency, at least for the “Transit Operations” function. The Evaluation of Functional Areas
in a Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found a potential savings opportunity in the consolidation of accounting personnel and
aligning the accounting software systems. The financial impacts of aligning the accounting software systems are analyzed in Section
2.5.1, Information Technology. This section addresses the consolidation of accounting personnel.
For the purposes of analysis in this chapter, one scenario was evaluated:
1. Consolidation into one aligned accounting department
The accounting function cost analysis considers current staff in departments of accounts payable, accounts receivable, grant
accounting, and general ledger. Analysis of these personnel was based directly on the information provided by both agencies in the
respective questionnaires. The goals of this analysis were to differentiate between disparate (non-redundant) and redundant processes
of accounting functions and to determine the effort associated with aligning these processes. The financial analysis found that current
functions are fundamentally distinct. Even if these departments are generally combined within transit agencies that have both roles, as
shown in Figure 7, it is unlikely that any staff savings will be achieved in the near-term. However, potential efficiencies could be
achieved in the medium term. Synergies occur in that the consolidated entity will have to prepare only one Comprehensive Annual
Financial Report (CAFR) and one budget, as well as manage fewer bank accounts, investment accounts, and billing interactions.
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Figure 7: Accounting Function Summary Financial Analysis
Total Annual Accounting Costs

Existing

Scenario 1

SBCTA - Accounting Costs

$1,400,000

$1,400,000

Omnitrans - Accounting Costs

$1,000,000

$1,000,000

Total Combined Costs

$2,400,000

$2,400,000

N/A

$0

Annual (Savings)/Cost Increases over Existing

Appendix A-3 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for the above analysis.

2.3.2 PAYROLL
SBCTA’s payroll system is handled through the County of San Bernardino, which procures, secures, and manages health benefit plans
including enrollment, payroll processing, tax tracking and payment, retirement contributions, deferred contribution, other employee
deductions, and manage position control. SBCTA utilizes Eden as a financial accounting system, to collect employee timekeeping
information and for other uses. SBCTA collects employee timekeeping information and sends it to the County for payroll processing
services. Three SBCTA employees are partly dedicated to managing payroll. Omnitrans utilizes SAP ERP and Kronos, for
timekeeping, payroll and other functions. Therefore, any consideration of eliminating the current Omnitrans SAP ERP system should
also consider impacts listed in many other areas of this report. This “Payroll” section solely focuses on the payroll functions.
When considering the total impacts due to integrating the payroll function, it is important to note the wider implications of the
potential consolidation of payroll systems, as they tie to how employee benefits are administered. There must be an alignment of
where the benefits are administered and which payroll system is processing payroll. Note also that changes to payroll management
will require engaging with the respective unions that currently manage benefit plans for Omnitrans’ represented employees.
The Evaluation of Functional Areas in a Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found a potential opportunity to consolidate payroll
functions into one of the two systems. In addition, there would be a potential cost to make changes in one system to accommodate the
timekeeping functions of the other agency. For the purposes of this chapter, three scenarios were evaluated:
1. One aligned payroll system using the County’s system
2. One payroll system under the Omnitrans payroll system
3. Maintain two separate payroll and benefits functions through the use of a public non-profit benefits corporation, such as the one
the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority established in 1993 and still utilizes
This analysis found a range in costs from an increase of approximately $310,000 annually for aligning the payroll systems using the
current County system, to an increase of approximately $10,000 annually for using the Omnitrans payroll system. In addition,
Scenario 1 would require an initial one-time cost of approximately $550,000 to configure Omnitrans current system to provide inputs
for the County’s system, and to configure the County’s system to accommodate these inputs. Scenario 2 would require that former
SBCTA employees have access to health plan benefits through Omnitrans rather than through the County of San Bernardino.
Additionally, due to the high cost of having the County process payroll for the far larger workforce of former Omnitrans employees,
Scenario 3 may make the most sense, strictly from a financial and feasibility perspective. Figure 8 is a graphical representation of the
three scenarios described above.
Figure 8: Payroll Function Summary Financial Analysis
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Total Annual Payroll Costs

Existing

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

SBCTA - Payroll Costs

$120,000

$120,000

$50,000

$120,000

Omnitrans - Payroll Costs

$360,000

$670,000

$440,000

$360,000

Total Combined Payroll Costs

$480,000

$790,000

$490,000

$480,000

Annual (Savings) / Cost Increases over Existing

N/A

$310,000

$10,000

$0

One-Time Cost

N/A

$550,000

$0

$50,000

Note that Scenario 2 shows no one-time costs to modify SAP to incorporate SBCTA payroll because one-time costs to modify SAP to
accommodate SBCTA business needs, including payroll, are covered under the IT section. Scenario 3 shows a one-time cost of
$50,000 to set up a public non-profit corporation.
AppendixA-4 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for the above analysis.

2.3.3 RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk considerations and requirements for transit operators are considerably different from those of an administrative agency.
Currently, Omnitrans’ general liability is handled through the CalTIP Joint Powers Agreement (JPA) and administered by Sedgwick
(formerly York). Omnitrans is self-insured up to $100,000. Omnitrans current casualty and liability insurance costs are budgeted at
approximately $9 million with CalTIP and other insurance providers. Omnitrans has a third-party administrator for workers’
compensation. The Evaluation of Functional Areas in a Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found the consolidated agency would
need to adjust risk management practices and liability insurance levels to match the risk portfolio of transit service operator. Thus, if
consolidation were to occur, SBCTA would have to absorb Omnitrans’ coverage limits. This would significantly increase SBCTA’s
current $5 million coverage limit to $25 million to cover the increase in risk associated with extensive public transit operations. Costs
would likely be similar to the combined costs of the two agencies currently.
For the purposes of analysis in this chapter, one scenario was evaluated:
1. The consolidated agency procures a new combined liability policy on the open market
SBCTA and Omnitrans staff have discussed this scenario with their insurance broker, who has stated that there would be no savings
from consolidating the insurance policies of the two agencies. Cost savings could only be achieved by testing the open insurance
market.
Figure 9: Estimation of Annual Liability Insurance Costs
Total Risk Management Costs

Existing

Scenario 1

SBCTA Risk Management Costs

$300,000

$300,000

Omnitrans Risk Management Costs

$9,100,000

$9,100,000

Total Combined Risk Costs

$9,400,000

$9,400,000

N/A

$0

Annual Savings/Cost Increases over Existing

Appendix A-5 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for the above analysis.

2.3.4 FTA DIRECT RECIPIENT STATUS
Omnitrans is a direct recipient of FTA funds, which provides authority to receive non-discretionary federal funds. SBCTA is a subrecipient of FTA funds, which means SBCTA cannot receive non-discretionary funds directly from FTA, but may receive from
Omnitrans as pass-through funds. SBCTA and Omnitrans have a master agreement that provides the general requirements of this subrecipient relationship. Both agencies develop project-specific supplemental agreements as projects that require FTA funding arise.
Under a complete consolidation, SBCTA would need to become a designated FTA funds recipient, so that, among other duties, its
Board can approve grant requests, receive grant funding, and approve submission of annual certifications and assurances. These
functions, currently handled by Omnitrans, would now become functions of the consolidated agency. While most of the functions of a
direct-recipient agency are currently provided by the separate agencies and would continue by the same or similar functions, there
would be a one-time conversion to designate SBCTA as a direct FTA funds recipient. The Evaluation of Functional Areas in a
Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found a potential initial cost to establish the consolidated agency as the FTA funds direct
recipient. For the purposes of analysis in this chapter, one scenario was evaluated:
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1.

SBCTA is established as a direct recipient of FTA funds

The analysis, as summarized in Figure 10, shows a one-time cost of approximately $204,000 to establish SBCTA as an FTA direct
recipient. Most of these costs are associated with the effort to develop, introduce, advocate for, and pass state legislation amending
SBCTA’s authority to include direct transit operations. The cost appraisal was based on a previous SBCTA legislative effort for SB
1305 and would vary based on the current political climate and legislative priorities. Other smaller cost impacts would result from
one-time efforts to amend current FTA grants held by Omnitrans to show SBCTA as the recipient, as well as updates to the annual
Certifications and Assurances processes to reflect SBCTA as the certifying entity. Staff already employed by SBCTA and Omnitrans
and consultants paid in a lump sum every year will perform the effort. As such, all costs to establish SBCTA as a direct recipient of
FTA funds are sunk costs. If a complete consolidation is selected, additional staff and work planning should be reviewed to adequately
ensure focus on the legislative effort alongside other duties. This analysis does not include the cost of the work for sub-recipient
monitoring as it was estimated to have very minimal impact.
Figure 10: FTA Direct Recipient Establishment Costs
Costs to establish FTA Direct Recipient Status

Existing

Scenario 1

Legislative Costs SBCTA Staff

$0

$180,000

Legislative Costs Consultants

$0

$14,000

Grant Amendment Efforts (staff)

$0

$6,000

Certifications and Assurances Effort

$0

$4,000

Total Combined Effort Costs

$0

$204,000

Net Total (Excluding Staff Costs)

$0

$0

N/A

$0

One-Time Net (Savings)/Cost Increases over Existing

Appendix A-6 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for the above analysis.

2.4 PEOPLE COSTS
The “People Cost” functional area poses several opportunities and challenges in a complete consolidation because both agencies
compensate employees using different factors and benefits. Functional areas identified for a detailed financial analysis are Retirement
Systems, Job Classification, and Employee Benefits.

2.4.1 EMPLOYER RETIREMENT COSTS
The largest financial impact from a potential consolidation stems from employer participation costs to retirement systems. In addition,
this function requires careful consideration of legal impacts and likely impacts to employees’ morale and productivity. Omnitrans’
employees participate in CalPERS, and SBCTA employees participate in SBCERA. The Evaluation of Functional Areas in a
Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found a potential for a significant cost impact in transitioning to a retirement system for the
current and future employees of a consolidated agency, depending on the scenario chosen.
For the purposes of the order of magnitude financial analysis in this chapter, five scenarios were initially considered.
1.

All employees in the consolidated agency would be enrolled in CalPERS (transferring all SBCTA employees to CalPERS): with
the termination of SBCTA’s SBCERA plan, SBCTA’s unfunded liability rises significantly due to the change in the investment
rate of return. SBCTA employees transferred to CalPERS after termination of the SBCERA plan will receive two pensions when
they retire, one from SBCERA for the period worked while under that plan, and one from CalPERS for future work.

2.

All employees enrolled in SBCERA (transferring all Omnitrans employees to SBCERA): with the termination of Omnitrans’
CalPERS plan, the unfunded liability rises significantly due to the change in the investment rate of return. Omnitrans employees
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transferred to SBCERA after termination of the CalPERS plan will receive two pensions when they retire, one from CalPERS for
the period worked while under that plan, and one from SBCERA for future work.
3.

All employees in the consolidated agency would be enrolled in CalPERS (transferring all SBCTA employees to CalPERS) with a
transfer of assets from SBCERA to CalPERS. SBCTA employees transferred to CalPERS will receive only one pension when
they retire, from CalPERS. Transfer is retroactive to the date at which they started working at SBCTA. A termination payment
may be due for those members that are already retired from SBCERA and some payment/credit may be also due to/received from
CalPERS if the assets transferred from SBCTA are not enough/too much to keep the plan funded at the same level.

4.

All employees in the consolidated agency would be enrolled in SBCERA (transferring all Omnitrans employees to SBCERA)
with a transfer of assets from CalPERS to SBCERA. Omnitrans employees transferred to SBCERA will receive only one pension
when they retire, from SBCERA. Transfer is retroactive to the date at which they started working at Omnitrans. A termination
payment may be due for those members that are already retired from CalPERS and some payment/credit may be also due
to/received from SBCERA if the assets transferred from CalPERS are not enough/too much to keep the plan funded at the same
level.

5.

All employees stay in their current retirement plan by placing one group under a public non-profit corporation. A mix of options
exists under this scenario, with new employees enrolling either in CalPERS or in SBCERA (a single option), or new nonrepresented hires entering SBCERA, and new represented hires entering CalPERS.

Actuarial analyses will be required in order to estimate any savings/cost increases associated with changing retirement systems under
each of these scenarios. For every scenario, SBCERA and CalPERS will each have to perform a section of the actuarial analysis. The
cost for analyzing a scenario was estimated at $40,000. The analysis may take up to eight weeks to complete after the information is
shared between the two retirement systems.
Considering the significant cost and time to complete these analyses, this report only presents descriptive information on the
differences between the plans per the latest CAFR or actuarial report available, i.e. the levels of contribution and unfunded liability
contribution and the costs to terminate Omnitrans’ CalPERS plan, related to scenarios 1 and 2. Note that pension liability amounts
most likely have increased due to the recent investment losses suffered by both retirement systems. Figures below are for reference
only. Actuarial analysis will be required to obtain estimates. Note also that the figures shown below include all employees’ salaries
and wages for Omnitrans and SBCTA, in contrast to the benefits analysis.
The retirement analysis was based on FY 2020 salaries and does not account for salary and wage increases. Existing cost data used are
from information provided by SBCTA and Omnitrans and presented in the Task 1.2 chapter. To calculate the annual employer costs
for the combined agencies, the current costs were converted to a percentage of annual salaries. In addition to the employer-paid
retirement costs for each employee, “catch-up” payments are due to each retirement system to address the unfunded pension liability.
These percentage factors were then used against the salaries of each of the agencies to calculate relative retirement system cost
impacts under the two scenarios. Using this method, the current SBCTA annual employer retirement cost for active employees is
approximately $3 million. For Omnitrans, the current annual employer retirement cost for active employees is approximately $6
million. The primary drivers of this cost differential are that SBCERA’s percentage paid to retire the unfunded pension liability was
significantly higher than CalPERS, at 26.80% vs. 5.61%, respectively.
The differences between the two plans are the following (source: SBCERA Plan Provisions vs CalPERS Plan Provisions
Memorandum):
-

-

Items included in compensation: SBCERA allows more items to be included in final compensation numbers than
CalPERS
Assumed salary increases are greater with SBCERA
Amortization horizons on changes to the UAAL are different (currently 20 years for SBCERA and 30 years for
CalPERS, subject to change). SBCERA has used closed amortization layers, while CalPERS has reset amortization in
recent history. In theory, this treatment causes a lower UAAL payment in the near future, but allows it to linger longer
Disability benefits are potentially higher with the SBCERA plan than they are with CalPERS
Death benefits are higher with SBCERA
Benefit formulas are calculated differently
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To conduct the analysis for Scenario 1, the retirement factors of CalPERS were applied to SBCTA’s salaries. Scenario 1 results in a
decrease of annual employer retirement costs due to the lower combined contribution rate (regular employer contribution rate plus rate
for “catch up” payments). However, the estimate for the one-time cost of the SBCTA unfunded liability if SBCERA determines their
plan has been terminated is higher than $100 million. Note that this high-level estimate is provided for reference only. SBCERA's
methods to estimate the termination liability are likely to differ from CalPERS. Essentially, "the effective termination discount rate
will depend on actual market rates of return for risk-free securities on the date of termination." Finally, costs may be incurred to
ensure that no employee is unfairly impacted by the plan termination, with respect to vesting period, eligibility to retirement, among
other plan features.
Scenario 2 was calculated similar to Scenario 1, but with all employees participating in SBCERA. Scenario 2 also results in a decrease
of annual employer retirement costs due to the lower combined contribution rate (regular employer contribution rate plus rate for
“catch up” payments). Also included is the estimate (as of July 2019) for the one-time cost of the Omnitrans unfunded liability if
CalPERS determines their plan has been terminated. In addition, costs may be incurred to ensure that no employee is unfairly
impacted by the plan termination, with respect to vesting period, eligibility to retirement, among other plan features. Figure 11 below
highlights the various retirement systems under the two aforementioned scenarios.
Figure 11: Estimation of Employer Retirement Costs Under Two Scenarios
Total Retirement Systems Costs

Existing

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

SBCTA - Retirement Systems Costs (high-level estimates)

$2,900,000

$800,000

$2,900,000

Omnitrans - Retirement Systems Costs (high-level estimates)

$6,300,000

$6,300,000

$4,100,000

Total Combined Retirement Systems Costs (high-level estimates)
For reference only: termination costs based on CalPERS' termination costs of
hypothetical termination liability

$9,200,000

$7,100,000

$7,000,000

N/A

$104,000,000

$174,000,000

Appendix A-7 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for the employer-paid retirement cost analysis.

2.4.2 JOB CLASSIFICATIONS
STAFF DUPLICATION
In a potential consolidated agency, positions must be adjusted and perhaps amalgamated. The Evaluation of Functional Areas in a
Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found possible salary and benefit savings through the elimination of staff redundancy. As
mentioned in the preceding reports, there are few areas of functional overlap or duplication, thus very little duplication of staff was
identified in this financial impact analysis. For the purposes of analysis in this chapter, several alternatives were analyzed for each
potential position. Taken together, this develops a range of potential financial impacts to consider in future staffing discussions. The
range of potential staffing options include eliminating up to nine positions and adjusting the classifications of up to four positions.
When considering the number of FTE in the current agencies, this represents approximately 1% of the total FTE. As shown in Figure
12, this results in a range of savings between $500,000 and $1,875,000 annually.
Figure 12: Staff Duplication Cost Summary
Total Costs

Existing

Option 1

SBCTA Subtotal

$2,625,000

Omnitrans Subtotal
Total Costs

$1,950,000
$4,575,000

$2,700,000

to

$4,075,000

$2,700,000

to

$4,075,000

N/A

($1,875,000)

to

($500,000)

Annual (Savings)/Cost Increases over Existing

In conducting the analysis, it was again clear there are few areas of redundancy in a consolidated organization, due to the limited areas
of functional overlap. Positions considered for potential alignment are primarily in the shared service areas supporting both agencies.
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It is critical to stress that this analysis solely provides a range of potential savings. Therefore, staffing decisions should be made with
the long-term health and viability of the consolidated agency in mind, and in a process that involves participation from staff to ensure
a deep understanding by decision-makers of the advantages and disadvantages of each decision. The analysis process typically would
occur after the decision to form a consolidated agency, and ideally, in conjunction with a strategic plan or other similar effort to ensure
position planning is based on the work of the position, team, and in conjunction with overarching agency goals.
Not addressed in this analysis is the exact form of a final organizational chart. Similar to identifying any potential changes to
positions, discussions of changes to an organizational chart and reporting structure should be completed after a decision to consolidate
is made and with an established vision for the future consolidated agency. Designing the new organizational chart and reporting
structure should be completed with open communication regarding opportunities and challenges with potential changes in any team
reporting structure.
STANDARDIZED STAFF CLASSIFICATION
SBCTA and Omnitrans each have their own job classification systems and associated salary ranges for each position. While many of
the positions at Omnitrans are unique since they involve direct bus operations or maintenance, several positions in the administrative
areas are similar between the two agencies and, in some cases, even have the same or similar job titles.
This analysis is intended to estimate the annual financial impact from the potential consolidation of all job classifications into one
system. For the purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that, in the event of a consolidation, staff in similar positions would need to
be on the same salary range. It was further assumed that no individual’s salary would be diminished as a result of consolidation. For
the purposes of analysis in this chapter, one scenario was evaluated:
1.

Under a consolidated agency, the creation of a single job classification system covers all employees of the consolidated
organization

Figure 13 summarizes the total estimated financial impact from the Standardize Staff Classification analysis.
Figure 13: Standard Job Classification Cost Summary
Total Costs

Existing

SBCTA Subtotal

$1,500,000

Omnitrans Subtotal
Total Costs
Annual (Savings)/Cost Increases over Existing

$1,250,000
$2,750,000
N/A

Standardized
Classification
$3,150,000
$3,150,000
$400,000

The analysis estimates that there would be a net increase of approximately $400,000 in salary costs resulting from the alignment of job
classifications between the two agencies.
The analysis only calculated the affected positions salary changes in case of a consolidation. As such, only the additional costs of
bringing these affected positions to the consolidated agency’s classification level was determined.
COMBINED FINANCIAL IMPACT OF STANDARDIZED STAFF CLASSIFICATION AND EXECUTIVE STAFF
DUPLICATION
The overall financial impact of the “Job Classifications” functional area ranges from saving $1,475,000 to $100,000 annually for both
duplication of staff and aligning classifications. As mentioned above, it is unlikely that all reductions would occur to achieve the
lowest end of the range, as specific positions and organizational reporting decisions should be evaluated based on workload and the
overall needs of the consolidated agency. The ranges presented below should be considered as a range of potential financial impact.
Figure 14 summarizes the total estimated financial impact from the Job Classification analysis.
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Figure 14: Job Classification Cost Summary
Total Costs

Existing

Duplication

Standardization

TOTAL

$2,700,000 to $4,075,000

$3,150,000

$5,850,000 to $7,225,000

SBCTA Subtotal

$4,125,000

Omnitrans Subtotal

$3,200,000

Total Costs
Annual (Savings)/Cost
Increases over Existing

$7,325,000

$2,700,000 to $4,075,000

$3,150,000

$5,850,000 to $7,225,000

N/A

($1,875,000) to ($500,000)

$400,000

($1,475,000) to ($100,000)

Note that changes to benefits and retirement will change the range of results presented in this analysis.
Appendix A-8 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for the analysis found in this Job Classification section.

2.4.3 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
SBCTA and Omnitrans have different employee benefits programs, each specific to their history and labor agreements. In a potential
consolidated agency, benefits packages typically are aligned at the agency level. In addition to retirement benefits, employee benefits
include medical, vision, and dental insurance, disability and life insurance, paid time off accruals, deferred compensation plans, and
other non-compensation employee benefits. Currently, these non-retirement benefits are administered separately by the County of San
Bernardino and Omnitrans for SBCTA and Omnitrans, respectively. Appendix A-7 provides the specific details of Employee Benefits
provided by each Agency, which are summarized here in Figure 15.
The analysis shown below includes all employees’ salaries and wages for SBCTA but only unrepresented employees for Omnitrans, in
contrast to the retirement analysis. Bargaining units are excluded from the analysis since they are covered by labor agreements.
Figure 15: Comparison of SBCTA and Omnitrans Employee Benefits
VACATION LEAVE(DAYS)

SICK LEAVE (DAYS)
HOLIDAY LEAVE (DAYS)
ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE*(DAYS)

SBCTA
10 (0-4 YOS)
15 (5-9 YOS)
20 (>9 YOS)
12
13
5

OMNITRANS
10 (1-5 YOS)
15 (5-10 YOS)
20 (10-20 YOS)
25 (>20 YOS)
12
11
0

YOS: Years of Service
* only provided to professional staff and not all staff receive this benefit.

The Evaluation of Functional Areas in a Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found that aligning employee benefits will have an
impact on agency labor costs.
For the purposes of analysis in this chapter, two options were evaluated to consolidate benefits for SBCTA’s staff and Omnitrans’
unrepresented staff. These options can be considered separately or jointly:
1. Option 1: Medical Plans
2. Option 2: Main Non-Medical Benefits
Option 1:

Scenario 1: Switch 65 SBCTA employees to Omnitrans health benefit package
Scenario 2: Switch Omnitrans' 123 unrepresented employees to SBCTA health benefit package
Each scenario presents maximum cost savings and maximum cost increases due to switching staff from one health benefit package to
the other, compared to the current trend. Given the uncertainty linked to the decisions of opting in or out the plan, selecting a plan, and
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deciding how many members of a household will be covered by the plan, a range of costs provides more reasonable estimates than
specific amounts. The range of costs of Scenario 1, switching 65 SBCTA employees to Omnitrans health benefit package, is
significantly larger than the range of costs of Scenario 2, switching Omnitrans' 123 unrepresented employees to SBCTA’s health
benefit package. This is due to the fact that while Omnitrans’ opt-out subsidy ($3,000) is lower than SBCTA’s ($8,473), Omnitrans’
employer subsidy reaches much higher potential levels than SBCTA, at almost $21k.
Note that health insurance costs may increase due to the current health crisis. Figures below are for reference only. Actuarial analysis
will be required to obtain estimates. Note also that this range assumes that costs will remain the same for healthcare plans. In practice,
costs will change when the population of eligible employees changes. The midpoint average is for reference only.
Option 2:

Scenario 1: SBCTA employees receive Omnitrans benefit package other than health
Scenario 2: Omnitrans employees receive SBCTA benefit package other than health
The analysis was based on FY 2020 salaries and does not account for salary and wage increases. Existing cost data used are from
information provided by SBCTA and Omnitrans and presented in the Task 1.2 chapter. In contrast to Option 1 regarding the health
benefit package, it was possible to determine more precisely the costs of each scenario, based on the current staff and positions of each
organization. Scenario 1, switching SBCTA employees to the Omnitrans benefit package other than health, is estimated to result in
cost savings of $700k per year. Scenario 2, switching Omnitrans employees to the SBCTA benefit package other than health, is
estimated to result in cost increases of $800k per year.
Beyond the scenarios presented here for medical and non-medical benefits, the consolidation of SBCTA and Omnitrans could be
accompanied by the creation of a public non-profit corporation, which would allow all employees to keep their existing benefits. The
cost of creating a public non-profit corporation cost is included in the payroll analysis. The consolidated organization would then offer
to its new unrepresented employees the Omnitrans benefits package, the SBCTA benefits package, or a combination of the two.
Healthcare costs would vary between $3,000 and $20,921 for each new employee if the Omnitrans package were used, and between
$8,473 and $13,318 if the SBCTA package were used. Non-medical benefits could be a combination of both packages, and could still
depend on the position for certain benefits such as communication allowance, car allowance and administrative leave.
Figure 16 highlights the medical and non-medical benefits across the two established scenarios.
Figure 16: Estimation of Annual Employee Benefit Costs Under Two Options, Each Including Two Scenarios

Option 1 - Medical Plans
Total Employee Benefits
Costs
Average Trend - SBCTA
Average Trend - Omnitrans
Total Average Trend
Employee Benefits Costs
Maximum Cost Savings
Maximum Cost Increases
One-time (Savings)/Cost

Option 2 - Non-Medical Benefits

Existing

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Existing

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

$780,000
$1,620,000

$0
$0

$0
$0

$940,000
$170,000

$220,000
$170,000

$940,000
$1,000,000

$2,400,000

$0

$0

$1,110,000

$390,000

$1,940,000

N/A
N/A
N/A

($580,000)
$580,000
N/A

($580,000)
$10,000
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

($710,000)
N/A
($140,000)

N/A
$830,000
$210,000

Appendix A-9 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for the above analysis.
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2.5 OTHER SHARED SERVICES
Other support functions include: policy and legislative affairs, IT, security, marketing, social media, community outreach, and
advertising, as well as telephone systems and information. Opportunities and challenges that arise from consolidating these support
functions largely depend on the degree of similarity of each function at each agency. The functional areas identified for a detailed
financial analysis are Information Technology and Security.

2.5.1 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The function-specific IT systems of each agency have little cross-over and few opportunities for efficiencies. The Omnitrans IT
system supports bus operations and maintenance, manages technology of bus systems, surveillance, data storage, regional network
infrastructure, route optimization, and asset management; whereas, SBCTA’s technology supports document management, capital
project management, travel demand modeling as well as a rideshare management and online reporting system. However, there are
commonalities in the basic financial system functions of: accounting, accounts payable, accounts receivable, and general ledger,
among others. This analysis examined the alignment of a single financial accounting platform for the consolidated agency.
ENTERPRISE FINANCIAL SYSTEMS
As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, consolidating the agencies would require a common platform for the traditional accounting functions.
SBCTA is currently assessing replacement of its financial management system (EDEN), and Omnitrans holds an SAP Enterprise
software system containing modules that, with some modification, could potentially support SBCTA’s financial needs. The Evaluation
of Functional Areas in a Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found that, if consolidation were to occur, this integration of financial
management software systems could potentially achieve lower overall costs as opposed to the acquisition of a completely new system
for the consolidated agency. Omnitrans has invested heavily in the customization of their SAP system and its integration with other
operations-supporting systems such as Trapeze.
For the purposes of the financial analysis conducted for this chapter, one scenario was investigated:
1.

Utilize Omnitrans existing SAP ERP system as the financial management system for the potential consolidated agency.

WSP interviewed two IT experts within the consultancy who determined Scenario 1 would require far lower expenditures than
replacing the entire financial system covering both agencies. Scenario 1 would also make the best use of the significant investment
Omnitrans has already made in customizing SAP for its tailored needs. Both experts stated that SAP is one of the leading providers of
enterprise-level financial systems.
Under Scenario 1, two types of cost impacts would likely be observed: (1) a small reduction to SBCTA and Omnitrans’ combined
annual operating costs; and (2) a one-time system modification cost estimated to range between $250,000 and $1,000,000. Scenario 1
would result in annual operating savings of approximately $40,000 annually, which nets the current support cost for SBCTA’s existing
EDEN financial system.
Figure 17 indicates the cost differentials in existing Information Technology systems across both agencies.
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Figure 17: Information Technology Cost Summary
Total Information Technology Costs
SBCTA - IT Costs

Existing

Scenario 1

$690,000

$650,000

Omnitrans - IT Costs

$3,490,000

$3,490,000

Total Combined IT Costs

$4,180,000

$4,140,000

Net Total (Excluding Staff Costs)
Annual Savings/Cost Increases over
Existing
One-Time System Modification Cost

$2,610,000

$2,570,000

N/A

($40,000)

N/A

$250,000 to $1,000,000

Appendix A-10 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for this Information Technology analysis.

2.5.2 SECURITY
Both agencies have contracts for private security services at various facilities. As a transit service provider, Omnitrans manages a
transit security program. SBCTA contracts with a property manager that hires a security firm to provide security to the Santa Fe Depot
and parking lots, and with Omnitrans to provide security services for the SB downtown crew house. The Evaluation of Functional
Areas in a Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found that security represents a small opportunity to consolidate the management of
the security contracts. For the purposes of analysis in this chapter, one scenario was evaluated:
1.

One security contract covering the needs of the consolidated agency

The financial analysis found no significant savings from the consolidation of security contracts into one, though would provide
administrative ease for all security services to be merged into one agreement in the consolidated agency. There are negligible
opportunities for savings due to the existing contracts being in conjunction with facilities management work, and a significant amount
of the cost is specifically due to labor-hours for security guards. The overheads for each contract are likely a percentage of the hourly
rate for security guards, thus overhead would remain the same with one larger contract, as opposed to two smaller contracts.
Consolidating two contracts is therefore unlikely to change the number of hours or the wages for the security guards.
Figure 18 highlights the contract prices for security services across both agencies.
Figure 18: Security Cost Summary
Total Security Payroll Costs

Existing

Scenario 1

SBCTA

$230,000

$230,000

Omnitrans

$1,600,000

$1,600,000

Total Combined Security Costs

$1,830,000

$1,830,000

Net Total Cost (Excluding Staff Cost)
Annual (Savings) / Cost Increases over
Existing

$1,830,000

$1,830,000

N/A

$0

Appendix A-11 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for the above analysis.
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2.6 BOARD OF DIRECTORS/COMMITTEES
2.6.1 BOARD OF DIRECTORS/COMMITTEES
SBCTA’s Board of Directors consists of 29 individuals who meet once a month. In addition, SBCTA recently formed the Legislative
Policy Committee composed of 7 members who will meet on an as needed basis. SBCTA’s Board has four committees comprised of
12 of the 29 members each, whom also meet once a month. Board members receive attendance stipends for each meeting they attend,
not to exceed $400 a month, combined with $100 for attendance to San Bernardino Council of Governments Board of Directors
meeting.
Omnitrans has 19 Board members who meet once a month. Omnitrans’ Board has four committees comprised of six to eight members.
Two committees meet monthly and the other two committees meet quarterly. Board members receive attendance stipends for each
meeting they attend. The Evaluation of Functional Areas in a Complete Consolidation (1.4B) chapter found potential time and cost
savings from consolidation into one Board and committee structure.
In a potential complete consolidation, the legal basis for the Omnitrans Board would be dissolved. For the purposes of the analysis in
this chapter, it is assumed that the SBCTA Board would absorb all the current duties of the current Omnitrans Board with the
following two scenarios:
1.
2.

SBCTA Board handles all Board functions; an existing SBCTA Committee handles all transit operations issues
SBCTA Board handles all Board functions; a new Transit Operations Committee handles all transit operations issues

The financial analysis considered these scenarios and found savings in a consolidation of the boards and committees for both
scenarios, with savings of $65,000 annually if an existing SBCTA committee handles all transit operations issues, and $50,000 in
annual savings if transit operations issues are handled by a newly established “Transit Operations” committee. The analysis used the
required stipend/meeting and mileage reimbursements to calculate a reduced total expense for the consolidated meetings. The savings
due to a consolidated board are nominal when compared with the operating budget of either agency or other impacts analyzed in this
report. Note that total costs include agency executive staff time, which are sunk costs. As a result, net costs excluding staff costs are
calculated, and savings are based on said net costs.
Figure 19 details the two scenarios of future board costs, while highlighting current conditions across the two agencies.
Figure 19: Board of Directors/Committees Financial Analysis Summary
Total Board Costs

Existing

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

SBCTA & Omnitrans Board/Committee

$215,000

$150,000

$150,000

SBCTA & Omnitrans Staff

$30,000

$5,000

$5,000

$0

$0

$15,000

Total Cost

$245,000

$155,000

$170,000

Net Total Cost (Excluding Staff Costs)

$215,000

$150,000

$165,000

N/A

($65,000)

($50,000)

New Transit Operations Committee

Annual (Savings)/Cost Increases over Existing

The summary of the financial analysis can be found in Appendix A-12 includes the assumptions, approach, and data used for the
above analysis.
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In addition to the savings generated by consolidating the board functions, there would be additional costs associated with
implementing the legal framework for these board functions. The overall costs for this legal framework are integrated into the
establishment of SBCTA as a direct fund recipient and, therefore, are included in the detailed analysis in Section 2.3.4, FTA Direct
Recipient Status.
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APPENDIX
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS STRUCTURE
The financial analysis employs specific nomenclature that defines each data point or value used in the analysis. Table 1 is an example
of how the financial analysis is structured.

Table 1 Legend of Financial Analysis Workbook Nomenclature

Figures presented in the summary analysis throughout in the main body of the report are rounded for order of magnitude. This
appendix contains the detailed tables and assumptions for each section, and figures in the appendix are not rounded.
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Facilities Management
Approach 1, Facilities Management lists the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data used to complete the analysis in this section
and summarized in Section 2.1.1, Facilities Management.
Approach 1, Facilities Management Function

Scenarios

Assumptions

1.
2.

Eliminate SBCTA facilities contract and expand Omnitrans staff to perform these functions
Maintain/expand SBCTA contracts to cover all facilities

Any change in facilities management or staffing would occur longer-term and not immediately upon
consolidation. (e.g., more than 1 year out as contracts expire or staff positions are eliminated)
Security and Stops & Zones are excluded.
A range of contract margins is used to test sensitivity.

Approach

—
—

Data Used

—
—
—
—
—
—

Detail the current costs of facility management for each agency and the services. Outline what
contracts they have for services (with expiration dates) and what personnel is involved.
Develop a spreadsheet with expiration dates and annual contract costs for all current SBCTA
Facilities maintenance contracts
Add to spreadsheet the estimated cost of additional Facilities personnel over time
Current number of staff in facilities management functions and their pay
Current contracts for facilities management
Identify the duties and functions of management functions
Identify if any of this work is performed by union employees if they are protected.
Identify workload/capacity.

THE FOLLOWING TABLES SHOW THE DATA BEHIND THE ANALYSIS.
Existing Assets & Maintenance: Facilities Management Costs - Both Agencies
Facilities maintenance costs include maintenance contracts for both agencies’ facilities (25 contracts for Omnitrans, three contracts for
SBCTA). In addition to these contracts, Omnitrans also has 11 maintenance staff and two staff in maintenance management functions.
Omnitrans maintains five facilities, while SBCTA maintains two facilities, including the Santa Fe Depot Building.
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APPENDIX
Existing Costs 1, Facilities Management
Existing Costs

SBCTA
Current staff in facilities management functions and their pay 1,2
Management Analyst II
Deputy Executive Officer
Chief of Transit
Current facilities maintenance staff (excluding management, Stops and Zones)

Units / Constants

Annual Cost (including
benefits for Staff)

Total Annual Costs4

0.4
0.02
0.02

$139,724
$336,271
$238,981

$55,889
$6,725
$4,780

0

$0
Subtotal - Staff

$0
$67,395

Current contracts for facilities management net of utilities and management fees3
2
$1,141,350
Value of security services for one year in Santa Fe Depot Station/Offices (including
$230,000
margin and overhead)
Value of facility management contracts net of security services
$911,350
Current number of facilities5
2
Future number of facilities
2
Subtotal - Contracts net of security, utilities, management fees

$1,141,350
$230,000
$911,350

$911,350

Subtotal - SBCTA

$978,745

$160,269
$123,321

Omnitrans
Current staff in facilities management functions and their pay1,2
Facility Manager
Facility Supervisor

1
1

$160,269
$123,321

Current facilities maintenance staff (excluding management, Stops and Zones)
Building Maintenance Mechanic
Custodian

7
4

$86,092
$53,413
Subtotal - Staff

Current contracts for facilities management3
Current number of facilities5
Future number of facilities

25
5
5

$1,479,767

$602,642
$213,653
$1,099,885
$1,479,767

Subtotal - Contracts

$1,479,767

Subtotal - Omnitrans

$2,579,652

Grand Total

$3,558,397

Scenario 1: Eliminate SBCTA facilities contract and have Omnitrans staff perform maintenance
SBCTA facilities are managed by three staff – Management Anaylst II, Deputy Executive Officer and Chief of Transit. SBCTA uses
two maintenance contracts for the Santa Fe Depot Building that cover activities that could be performed by Omnitrans staff. Note that
SBCTA also has a specific EV charger maintenance contract excluded from this estimation, since those are specialized skills that
Omnitrans building mechanic staff are assumed not to have.
The analysis aims to determine how many equivalent work hours of Omnitrans staff would need to perform to maintain the Santa Fe
depot and other maintenance work under SBCTA’s two maintenance contracts (excluding security, utilities and management fees).
The maintenance contracts are assumed to operate on an average margin percentage (10%) and overhead percentage (25 to 35%) for
the building maintenance and management industry. This 35% percentage assumes that building maintenance contracting is a low
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overhead activity, but it includes healthcare and benefits costs (lower in the private sector) as well as management of maintenance
employees. The contract value is also assumed to include 10% of its value for outside specialized subcontractors (e.g., roofers,
electricians), and another 10% for materials and supplies. Margin (or fee) is assumed to apply to outside specialized subcontractor's
costs and materials and supplies, but not overhead. To test sensitivity, two assumptions for margin and overhead rates were used.
Based on the range of margin rates, the potential range of financial impacts for Scenario 1 extends from savings of $10,000 to an
increase of $150,000 a year.
A-1-1a Facilities Management – Scenario 1a, High Margin Assumption
Scenario 1a: Eliminate SBCTA facilities contract and have Omnitrans staff perform maintenance / High-Margin Assumption
Annual Cost (including
Units / Constants
benefits for staff)
SBCTA
Staff Costs:
Management Analyst II
0.40
$139,724
Deputy Executive Officer
0.02
$336,271
Chief of Transit
0.02
$238,981
Total Cost of SBCTA staff
Contract Costs:
Subtotal - Contracts net of security, utilities, management fees
$911,350
Specialized contract: Maintenance of EV Chargers at SBCTA Office Parking lot
$45,000
Value of SBCTA maintenance contracts net of specialized contract
$866,350
Assumptions to determine number of FTEs needed to cover SBCTA's maintenance contracts:
Margin assumption (not included in Property Management Fee)
10%
Value of services and materials without margin
$787,591
Material and Supplies Allowance Percentage
10%
Specialized repair contractors
10%
Total Value of Labor for SBCTA Maintenance Contracts (including overhead)
$630,073
Overhead rate assumption (includes employee benefits and company overhead)
35%
Value of janitorial and maintenance services without margin or overhead rate
$466,721
Building Maintenance Mechanics at mid step (Step C) hourly wage
$28.54
Custodians at mid step (Step C) hourly wage
$17.71
Average Cost per hour (50% maintenance mechanics, 50% custodians)
$23.13
Number of work hours
20,183
Productive Work hours/year
1,850
Number of FTEs needed to cover SBCTA's maintenance contracts
11
Building Maint. Mechanic - Midpoint Cost (including Benefits)
5.5
$86,092
Custodian - Midpoint Salary (including Benefits)
5.5
$53,413
Total Cost of additional Omnitrans Facilities maintenance staff to provide work hours for SBCTA maintenance contracts
Combined Costs
Staff in facilities management functions and their pay - Omnitrans 1,2
Existing Facilities maintenance staff (excluding management, Stops and Zones)
Additional Facilities maintenance staff (excluding management, Stops and Zones)
Additional materials and supplies (previously included in SBCTA contracts)
Specialized repair contractors (previously included in SBCTA contracts)
Specialized contract formerly owned by SBCTA for EV charger maintenance
Contracts for facilities management3 - Omnitrans
Current number of facilities5 (SBCTA and Omnitrans combined)
Future number of facilities (SBCTA and Omnitrans combined)

2
11
11

25

$283,590
$816,295
$767,278
$78,759
$78,759
$45,000
$1,479,767

Total Annual Costs

$55,889
$6,725
$4,780
$67,395
$911,350
$45,000
$866,350

$787,591

$630,073
$466,721

$473,504
$293,773
$767,278

$283,590
$816,295
$767,278
$78,759
$78,759
$45,000
$1,479,767

7
7

Total Annual Combined Assets & Maintenance: Facilities Management Costs
Annual Cost Savings from eliminating SBCTA facilities contract and having Omnitrans staff perform maintenance

$3,549,448
($8,948)
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APPENDIX
A-1-1b, Facilities Management – Scenario 1b, Low Margin assumption
Scenario 1b: Eliminate SBCTA facilities contract and have Omnitrans staff perform maintenance / Low-Margin Assumption
Annual Cost (including
Units / Constants
benefits for staff)
SBCTA
Staff Costs:
Management Analyst II
0.40
$139,724
Deputy Executive Officer
0.02
$336,271
Chief of Transit
0.02
$238,981
Total Cost of SBCTA staff
Contract Costs:
Subtotal - Contracts net of security, utilities, management fees
$911,350
Specialized contract: Maintenance of EV Chargers at SBCTA Office Parking lot
$45,000
Value of SBCTA maintenance contracts net of specialized contract
$866,350
Assumptions to determine number of FTEs needed to cover SBCTA's maintenance contracts:
Margin assumption (included in Property Management Fee)
0%
Value of services and materials without margin
$866,350
Material and Supplies Allowance Percentage
10%
Specialized repair contractors
10%
Total Value of Labor for SBCTA Maintenance Contracts (including overhead)
$693,080
Overhead rate assumption (includes employee benefits and company overhead,
30%
partly included in Property Management Fee)
Value of janitorial and maintenance services without margin or overhead rate
$533,138
Building Maintenance Mechanics at mid step (Step C) hourly wage
$28.54
Custodians at mid step (Step C) hourly wage
$17.71
Average Cost per hour (50% maintenance mechanics, 50% custodians)
$23.13
Number of work hours
23,055
Productive Work hours/year
1,850
Number of FTEs needed to cover SBCTA's maintenance contracts
12
Building Maint. Mechanic - Midpoint Cost (including Benefits)
6
$86,092
Custodian - Midpoint Salary (including Benefits)
6
$53,413
Total Cost of additional Omnitrans Facilities maintenance staff to provide work hours for SBCTA maintenance contracts
Combined Costs
Staff in facilities management functions and their pay - Omnitrans 1,2
Existing Facilities maintenance staff (excluding management, Stops and Zones)
Additional Facilities maintenance staff (excluding management, Stops and Zones)
Additional materials and supplies (previously included in SBCTA contracts)
Specialized repair contractors (previously included in SBCTA contracts)
Specialized contract formerly owned by SBCTA for EV charger maintenance
Contracts for facilities management3 - Omnitrans
Current number of facilities5 (SBCTA and Omnitrans combined)
Future number of facilities (SBCTA and Omnitrans combined)

2
11
11

$283,590
$816,295
$767,278
$86,635
$86,635
$185,200
$1,479,767

25

Total Annual Costs

$55,889
$6,725
$4,780
$67,395
$911,350
$45,000
$866,350

$866,350

$693,080

$533,138

$516,550
$320,480
$837,030

$283,590
$816,295
$767,278
$86,635
$86,635
$185,200
$1,479,767

7
7

Total Annual Combined Assets & Maintenance: Facilities Management Costs
Annual cost increases from eliminating SBCTA facilities contract and having Omnitrans staff perform maintenance

$3,705,400
$147,003

Scenario 2: Maintain/expand SBCTA contracts to cover all facilities
Currently, Omnitrans manages 25 facilities management contracts for a total value of $1.5 million per year approx. These contracts are
complemented by 11 maintenance and custodial staff, which is equivalent to around 20,000 hours per year. Using the same
assumptions as in Scenario 1, contracting out these work hours would cost $0.74 million a year, which would result in a savings of
approximately $200k. These limited savings are in line with the fact that building maintenance trades are in high demand, thereby
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diminishing the potential cost reduction outsourcing could generate. This scenario assumes a high margin in order to produce
conservative estimates.
A-1-2, Facilities Management – Scenario 2
Scenario 2: Maintain/expand SBCTA contracts to cover all facilities
Cost of contracting out in-house maintenance performed by Omnitrans staff
Existing staff - Building Maint. Mechanic
Existing staff - Custodian
Productive Work hours/year
Number of work hours - Building Maint. Mechanic
Building Maintenance Mechanics at mid step (Step C) hourly wage
Total Cost - Work Hours - Building Maint. Mechanic
Number of work hours - Custodian
Custodian at mid step (Step C) hourly wage
Total Cost - Work Hours - Custodian
Value of services without overhead or margin
Overhead rate assumption (includes employee benefits and company overhead)
Value of services without margin
Margin assumption

Units / Constants
7
4
1850
12950
$28.54

Total Cost of Contracting out maintenance work currently performed in-house
Value of Omnitrans current contracts for facilities management3
Total Omnitrans maintenance costs (contracts + workforce) transferred to SBCTA contracts
Value of SBCTA's facility management contracts net of security services
Total Contracts for facilities management (Existing Omnitrans + SBCTA, new contracts
for Omnitrans in-house work)

Total Annual Costs

$369,593
7400
$17.71
$131,054
$500,647
35%
$675,873
10%

25

$743,461
$1,479,767

3

$2,223,228
$911,350

28

$3,134,578

Combined Costs
Staff in facilities management functions and their pay - SBCTA1,2
0.44
Staff in facilities management functions and their pay - Omnitrans1,2
1
Facilities maintenance staff (excluding management, Stops and Zones)
0
Contracts for facilities management3
28
Current number of facilities5
7
Future number of facilities
7
Total Annual Combined Assets & Maintenance: Facilities Management Costs
Annual Cost Savings from maintaining/expanding SBCTA contracts to cover all facilities

$67,395
$160,269
$0
$3,134,578

$3,362,241
($196,156)

Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Estimates do not account for salary and wage increases. Staff in Facilities management functions are not represented.
Excludes Stops and Zones personnel
All those contracts are annual and would be renewed annually
2020 Costs
Source: Table 3-5. Fixed Asset Review in Task 1.2.pdf, page 3
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APPENDIX
Labor Relations
Approach 2, Labor Relations lists the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data used to complete the analysis in this section and
summarized in 2.2.1, Labor Relations.
Approach 2, Labor Relations Function

Scenarios

Assumptions

Approach

Data Used

1.

Consolidation of current staff covered by Omnitrans-Teamsters/ATU labor agreements into
SBCTA with no current SBCTA employees represented by a union
2. Consolidation of current staff covered by Omnitrans-Teamsters/ATU labor agreements into
SBCTA with certain SBCTA administrative employees represented by a union
3. Consolidation of current transit operations staff covered by Omnitrans-ATU labor agreement into
SBCTA with current covered Omnitrans administrative employees no longer represented by a
union
— No changes to the terms of labor agreements in the short-term. Any changes to the represented
employees’ compensation and benefits could be explored in the next round of contract negotiations.
— All rights and obligations of the previous entity would become those of the new entity
— Administration of Labor Relations becomes a responsibility of a merged HR function in the
Consolidated agency
— Investigate and identify potential classifications that might be subject to being covered by labor
agreements
— Calculate differences in costs (plus or minus) of those positions changing from non-represented to
represented or vice versa based on current labor agreement rates
— Specific SBCTA positions that would be subject to labor agreement coverage
— Specific Omnitrans positions covered under the Omnitrans-Teamsters and Omnitrans-ATU
agreements

DISCUSSION
Existing Labor Relation Costs - Both Agencies
No SBCTA personnel are currently unionized. Omnitrans operating and maintenance staff, as well as some administrative positions,
are currently unionized. SBCTA positions that are similar to currently represented administrative positions at Omnitrans, and are not
handling confidential information (in contrast to the Clerk of the Board for instance), cover one category of personnel occupying three
staff:
- Accounting Assistant: three positions
The SBCTA position (Accounting Assistant) has a direct equivalent at Omnitrans (Accounting Clerk), consistent with the “Job
Classifications” cost analysis.
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Existing Costs 2: Labor Relations Function

A-2-1, Labor Relations Function – Scenario 1

Scenario 1: Consolidation of current staff covered by Omnitrans-Teamsters/ATU labor agreements into SBCTA with no
current SBCTA employees represented by a union
Agency
Total
Indirect Costs:
SBCTA - Staff
$275,456
Omnitrans - Staff
$1,614,069
Total Cost/(Savings)
Net Total Cost/(Savings) (Excluding Staff Costs)

$1,889,525
$0

Note for Scenario 1: In the medium-term, wages for Omnitrans administrative staff fulfilling similar functions to SBCTA employees
are likely to converge to current higher SBCTA levels.
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APPENDIX
A-2-2, Labor Relations Function – Scenario 2

Scenario 2: Consolidation of current staff covered by Omnitrans-Teamsters/ATU labor agreements into SBCTA with
certain SBCTA administrative employees represented by a union
Agency
Total
Indirect Costs:
SBCTA - Staff
$275,456
Omnitrans - Staff
$1,614,069
Total Cost/(Savings)
Net Total Cost/(Savings) (Excluding Staff Costs)

$1,889,525
$0

Note for Scenario 2: Firstly, the pay discrepancy between SBCTA Accounting Assistants and Omnitrans Accounting Clerks likely is a
result of differening skills and experience. Thus, the consolidatd agency will likely require to divide up the Omnitrans’ represented
Accounting Clerk position in two positions, Accounting Clerk I and Accounting Clerk II. The new accounting clerk series, with two
classifications could provide career progression. No determinations as to which individual would be best suited for which position,
and it would be recommended that the consolidated agency conduct a competitive recruitment if two classifications are required. In
the medium to long-term, this will increase wages for Omnitrans Accounting Clerks.
A-2-3, Labor Relations Function – Scenario 3

Scenario 3: Consolidation of current transit operations staff covered by Omnitrans-ATU labor agreement into SBCTA
with current covered Omnitrans administrative employees no longer represented by a union
Agency/Position
# of Positions Average Salary per Position
Total
Indirect Costs:
SBCTA - Staff
Omnitrans -Staff
Subtotal

$275,456
$1,614,069
$1,889,525

Total
Net Total Cost/(Savings) (Excluding Staff Costs)

$1,889,525
$0
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Accounting
Approach 3, Accounting lists the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data used to complete the analysis in this section and
summarized in 2.3.1 Accounting.
Approach 3, Accounting Function

Scenarios
Assumptions

1.
—
—
—

Approach

—
—

Data Used

—
—
—

Consolidation into one Finance division/dept. with aligned accounting departments
Opportunity to consolidate traditional accounting functions (e.g., accounts payable, accounts receivable,
grant accounting, general ledger, and budget preparation, cash management/investment, and CAFR
preparation).
FTA accounting requirements, such as utilizing the FTA Uniform System of Accounts, must be met in
the consolidated agency, at least for the transit operations component.
Financial impacts of aligning the accounting software are analyzed in Section 2.5.1 Information
Technology.
Pull data from January interviews and agency questionnaires, where staff identified that the above
functions have disparate processes (and are not redundant).
Quantify effort (cost) associated with aligning the processes
Current staff in departments of accounts payable, accounts receivable, grant accounting, general ledger,
and invoices
Disparate (non-redundant) and redundant processes of accounting functions
The effort associated with aligning the redundant processes

THE FOLLOWING TABLES AND INFORMATION SHOW THE DATA BEHIND THE ANALYSIS.
The accounting function cost analysis considers current staff in departments: accounts payable, accounts receivable, grant accounting,
and general ledger. The goals for this analysis are to differentiate between disparate (non-redundant) and redundant processes of
accounting functions and to determine the effort associated with aligning the redundant processes.
To identify reduction of additional staff aside from the Director, the team would need to assess workloads to determine whether, once
the accounting processes are realigned, there are efficiencies of scale. Omnitrans’ accounting staff manages the day-to-day accounts
payable, accounts receivable, grant accounting, and general ledger of an operating agency, whereas SBCTA’s accounting staff
manages similar functions for a planning and construction agency. The individual functions are fundamentally distinct, even if they
are generally combined within transit agencies that have both roles. As a result, it is unlikely that staff savings will be achieved in the
near-term. Potential efficiencies could be achieved in the medium term.
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APPENDIX
Existing Costs 3: Accounting Function
Existing Costs
Agency/Position

Responsibilities

Average Salary per
Position (including
benefits)4,5

Number of Positions1,2

Annual Total Cost

$290,484

0.72

$209,148

$94,573

1.10

$104,031

$94,573

0.90

$85,116

$114,953

0.65

$74,720

$126,737

1.00

$126,737

$126,737
$146,713
$169,838

0.98
0.95
0.98

$124,202
$139,377
$166,441

$238,981

0.82

$195,964

SBCTA
1

Specific SBCTA positions in charge of accounting functions including budget preparation :
3

Directs agency financial activities including procurement

Chief Financial Officer
Accounting Assistant
Accounting Assistant

Senior Accounting Assistant
Accountant
Accountant
Senior Accountant
Accounting Supervisor
Chief of Fiscal Resources

3

Toll Financial Administrator

3

Accounts payable, enter invoices, reviews information, processes batches,
post transactions, mail checks.
Accounts Receivable including preparing billing for grants or cooperative
agreements, cash receipts
Activates contracts, purchase orders, reviews AP batches and assists in the
development of the budget.
Performs accounting functions such as general ledger, process acounts
receivable billing and reviews a/p batches
Process Accounts Receivable billing
Prepares complex reimbursement requests including grant billing
Manages the A/R section
Under the Chief Financial Officer direction manages and oversees the
finance department including procurement, A/R, A/P, budget, Cash
management, debt management, revenue claiming, CAFR.
Performs TIFIA related accounting and compliance activities including grant
billing

$187,249

0.90

$168,524

Subtotal - SBCTA Staff

$1,394,260

1
0.75
0.5
2
2
2
Subtotal - Omnitrans Staff

$208,285
$160,269
$80,134
$246,642
$216,355
$112,376
$1,024,061

Omnitrans
2

Specific Omnitrans positions in charge of accounting functions including budget preparation :
Director of Finance
Directs agency financial activities
Accounting Manager
Manages general ledger, AR, AP, Payroll, audits, etc.
Prepares budget, grant management and cash management
Treasury Manager6
Sr. Financial Analyst
Performs complex accounting functions; reporting; grants
Accountant
Accounting functions
Accounting Clerk
Accounts Payable; Accounts Receivable

$208,285
$213,691
$160,269
$123,321
$108,177
$56,188

Total
Net Total (Excluding Staff Costs)

$2,418,321
$0

Notes:
1. Source: SBCTA Questionnaire
2. Source: Omnitrans Questionnaire
3. Source: SBCTA Questionnaire numbers were updated based on SBCTA inputs for these roles.
4. Source: SBCTA FY20 Salary Information
5. Soucre: Omnitrans FY20 Salary Information
6. Treasury Manager does both grants and accounting. Treasury Manager was included at 50% for this analysis.
A-3-1, Accounting Function - Scenario 1
Scenario 1: Consolidation into one Finance division/department with aligned accounting departments
Agency/Position

Annual Total Cost

Indirect Costs:
SBCTA - Staff
Omnitrans - Staff

$1,394,260
$1,024,061
Total
Net Total (Excluding Staff Costs)

$2,418,321
$0

Note: IT costs of convergence between SBCTA's and Omnitrans' accounting systems are described under the IT Cost Analysis.
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Payroll
Approach 4, Payroll lists the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data used to complete the analysis in this section and summarized
in 2.3.2, Payroll.
Approach 4, Payroll Function

Scenarios

1.
2.
3.

Assumptions

—

Approach

—
—

Data Used

—
—
—
—
—
—

Consolidation into one agency with aligned payroll department using the County System.
Consolidation into one agency system under the Omnitrans payroll system.
Maintain two separate payroll and benefits functions through use of a public non-profitcorporation
as was done at LA Metro
Payroll system will be driven by benefits (health, retirement, etc.) and may be difficult to
accommodate same payroll system with different benefit (including retirement) systems
Pull data from January interviews and questionnaire responses where staff under payroll department
have disparate processes (and are not redundant).
Quantify effort (cost) estimates associated with aligning the processes for the three separate
scenarios, based on applying current cost information to each scenario, and/or estimates by WSP IT
professionals.
Current staff in payroll/compensation departments
Disparate (non-redundant) and redundant processes of payroll/compensation functions
Effort associated with aligning the redundant processes
Cost estimate of developing an interface for Omnitrans' timekeeping function to the County's
payroll function (Scenario 1)
Cost estimate of modifying the County Payroll system to accommodate Omnitrans payroll
requirements for both union and management positions (Scenario 1)
Cost estimate for annual costs associated with the County performing payroll and benefit functions
(Scenario 1) based on applying current County cost allocation rates.

THE FOLLOWING TABLES SHOW THE DATA AND INFORMATION BEHIND THE ANALYSIS.
Existing Payroll Costs - Both Agencies
SBCTA currently dedicates around 0.33 FTE to payroll supervision and pays $69k per year to the County of San Bernardino to
process its payroll. Total costs for SBCTA are approximately equal to $120k per year.
Omnitrans payroll staff is composed of two payroll technicians and one Human Resources technician dedicated to payroll, as well as
some managerial time (total estimated to be 3.45 FTE). Omnitrans’ SAP system supports payroll. Current costs for Omnitrans payroll
is estimated to total $363k per year.
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APPENDIX
Existing Costs 4: Payroll Function
Existing Costs
One-Time Cost
SBCTA
Projected FY21 Staff Levels
Current staff in payroll/compensation departments:
Chief Financial Officer
Senior Accounting Assistant
Chief of Fiscal Resources
Current Consultants:
County of San Bernardino

Number of Units1 , 2

Annual Cost (including benefits for Staff)

Total Cost

$290,484
$114,953
$238,981
Subtotal - Staff

$14,524
$28,738
$7,169
$50,432

$69,300
Subtotal - Consultants
Subtotal - SBCTA

$69,300
$69,300
$119,732

60.65
0.05
0.25
0.03

1

Omnitrans
Note: Some Omnitrans payroll staff perform functions in both Accounting and Payroll. To eliminate double counting, some Omnitrans Payroll staff were assumed at 25% of existing staff count.
Projected FY21 Staff Levels
650
Current staff in payroll/compensation departments:
Accounting Manager
0.25
$160,269
$40,067
Payroll Technician
2
$80,417
$160,834
1
$80,417
$80,417
Human Resources Technician3
Dispatch Supervisor
0.2
$123,321
$24,664
Subtotal - Staff
$305,982
Current cost of payroll interface:
SAP Public Services, Inc.
0.1
$274,030
$27,403
Kronos
1
$29,578
$29,578
Subtotal - Consultants
$56,981
Subtotal - Omnitrans
$362,963
Grand Total

$482,695

Notes:
1. Source: SBCTA Questionnaire Task 1.2 Appendix.pdf, page 32
2. Source: Omnitrans Questionnaire Task 1.2 Appendix.pdf, pages 19,20
3. There are two Human Resources Technicians but only one is dedicated for Payroll

Scenario 1: Consolidation Into one agency with aligned payroll department using the County system
SBCTA costs will continue incurring as is. However, Omnitrans’ payroll staff will decrease, since Omnitrans’ payroll will be handled
by the County of San Bernardino. Costs for the management of Omnitrans’ payroll by the County are estimated at approximately
$453k per year based on the County’s cost allocation formula, which is significantly higher than current costs. This option in total is
$311k more expensive than current combined costs on an annual basis.
Note that this scenario does not include two one-time costs: creating an interface from Omnitrans’ SAP and Trapeze systems to
produce inputs needed by the County to process Omnitrans’ payroll, which is roughly estimated at $250k based on input from WSP’s
IT experts. The one-time cost to modify the County system to accommodate Omnitrans is estimated at $300k.
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A-4-1, Payroll Function – Scenario 1
Scenario 1: Consolidation Into one agency with aligned payroll department using the County system
One-Time Cost
Number of Units
SBCTA
Current staff in payroll/compensation departments:
Chief Financial Officer
0.05
Senior Accounting Assistant
0.25
Chief of Fiscal Resources
0.03
Consultants:
County of San Bernardino

Annual Cost (including benefits for Staff)

Total Cost

$290,484
$114,953
$238,981
Subtotal - Staff

$14,524
$28,738
$7,169
$50,432

$69,300
Subtotal - Consultant

$69,300
$69,300

Subtotal - SBCTA

$119,732

Subtotal - Staff

$20,034
$40,209
$80,417
$23,222
$163,881

1
-

Omnitrans
Current staff in payroll/compensation departments:
Accounting Manager
Payroll Technician
Human Resources Technician
Dispatch Supervisor

0.125
0.5
1
0.2

$160,269
$80,417
$80,417
$123,321

Consultants:
1

4

County of San Bernardino
Current cost of payroll interface:
SAP Public Services, Inc.
Kronos
One-off cost to adjust SAP System / Trapeze
to produce inputs needed by the County
One-time Cost to modify County Systemt to
accommodate Omnitrans

0.1
1

$453,446

$453,446

$274,030
$29,578
Subtotal - Consultant

$27,403
$29,578
$510,427

Subtotal - Omnitrans

$674,308

Total (Excluding One-Time Costs)
One-Time Costs

$794,040
$550,000

$250,000
$300,000

Notes:
4. Source: SBCTA Spreadsheet Payroll-HR-Cowcap

Scenario 2: Consolidation into one agency system under the Omnitrans payroll system
Costs would be slightly higher with this option: the elimination of the $69,300 annual cost SBCTA currently pays to the County to
process payroll is offset by the need for an additional Human Resources technician. Other costs would remain the same as existing.
Note that scenario 2 would require that former SBCTA employees access health plan benefits through Omnitrans rather than through
the County of San Bernardino."
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APPENDIX
A-4-1, Payroll Function – Scenario 2
Scenario 2: Consolidation into one agency system under the Omnitrans payroll system
One-Time Cost
SBCTA
Current staff in payroll/compensation departments:
Chief Financial Officer
Senior Accounting Assistant
Chief of Fiscal Resources

One-off cost to adjust County's payroll system:

5

Omnitrans
Current staff in payroll/compensation departments:
Accounting Manager
Payroll Technician
Human Resources Technician6
Dispatch Supervisor
Current cost of payroll interface:
SAP Public Services, Inc.
Kronos

Number of Units

Annual Cost (including benefits)

Total

0.05
0.25
0.03

$290,484
$114,953
$238,981
Subtotal - Staff

$14,524
$28,738
$7,169
$50,432

Subtotal (with One-Time Cost)
Subtotal - SBCTA

$0
$50,432

$0

$0

0.25
2
2
0.20

0.10
1.00

$160,269
$80,417
$80,417
$123,321
Subtotal - Staff

$40,067
$160,834
$160,834
$24,664
$386,399

$274,030
$29,578
Subtotal - Consultants
Subtotal - Omnitrans

$27,403
$29,578
$56,981
$443,380

Total (Excluding One-Time Costs)
One-Time Costs

$493,812
$0

Notes:
5. One-off cost to modify the County system to operate under the Omnitrans system is included in the IT Financial Analysis to avoid double-counting

Scenario 3: Maintain two separate payroll and benefits functions through use of a public non-profit benefits corporation as
was done at Metro
A-4-1, Payroll Function Scenario 3
Scenario 3: Maintain two separate payroll and benefits functions through use of a public non-profit benefits corporation as was done
at Metro
One-Time Cost
Annual Cost (including benefits)
SBCTA Existing Payroll System and Personnel
$119,732
Omnitrans Existing Payroll System and Personnel
$362,963
$50,000
One-time cost of creating a public non-profit benefits corporation6
Total (Excluding One-Time Costs)
One-Time Costs

Total
$119,732
$362,963
$482,695
$50,000

Notes:
6. One-off cost of creating a public non-profit corporation (estimated at $50,000) is not included in the Benefits Financial Analysis, to avoid doublecounting.

This scenario may be the most viable, and is consistent with the lower cost options under Retirement. Former SBCTA employees
would continue to receive their benefits through the County and their Payroll processed by the County. Omnitrans employees would
continue to receive their payroll through their in-house system, which is heavily integrated with the Trapeze system to collect time
keeping data. Costs would continue as is. One-off costs due to the creation of public non-profit corporation are estimated at $50k.
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Risk Management
Approach 5, Risk Management lists the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data used to complete the analysis in this section and
summarized in 2.3.3, Risk Management.
Approach 5, Risk Management Function

Scenarios
Assumptions

1.
—
—
—

Approach
Data Used

—
—
—
—

The consolidated agency goes out on the insurance market for new combined liability policies
The consolidated agency would need to adjust risk management practices and liability insurance
levels to match the risks of being a transit service operator.
Costs would likely be similar to the combined costs of the two agencies currently.
Risk considerations and requirements for transit operations are considerably different from those of
an administrative agency.
Calculate current cost
Have agencies discuss with an insurance broker for an estimate of premium changes
Current practices, risk considerations, requirements, and costs for SBCTA and Omnitrans' plans
Full list of insurance plan categories and costs
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APPENDIX
THE FOLLOWING TABLES HIGHLIGHT DATA BEHIND THE ANALYSIS:
Existing Costs 5: Risk Management Function
Existing Costs
Annual Cost
SBCTA
Third-party Administrator Costs:
Alliant
George Hills

Self Insured
Retention

Liability Limits

$159,967

$50,000

$5,000,000

$1,373
$46,914
$15,387
$38,126
$30,884
$11,600
$343,251

$1,000
Excess of underlying
$30,000
$0
$5,000
$2,500
$88,500

$1,000,000
$5,000,000
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$32,589,834
$10,000,000
$55,589,834

$309,617

$262,500

$148,052,500

$906,762

$5,000

$121,837

$1,000,000

Actual cash value or
repair/replacement cost
Excess of 1 million for
workers compensation up
to statutory limits. Excess
of 1 million upto 5 million
for employer's liability.

$29,000
$10,000

Individual Plans:
Commercial General Liability (including automobile, e&o, and employment practices liability
coverages)
Commercial Automobile
Excess liability
Cyber liability
Workers' compensation
Commercial Property
Crime
Total SBCTA Insurance and Liability costs including third-party administrator
Omnitrans
Property/Official and Employer Liability Insurance (Property Insurance, Earthquake, Flood,
Pollution, and Crime Insurances – Alliant Insurance Services)
General Liability & Vehicle Liability/Loss Insurance (Liability Insurance for revenue & nonrevenue vehicles – CalTIP)
General Auto Physical Loss/Physical Damage Insurance (Vehicles accidents – CalTIP)
Workers’ Compensations Excess/Employer’s Liability Expense (Workers’ compensation claims
– Pacific Clams TPA)

Workers’ Compensation Self Insured Expense – Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR)
General Liability/Loss – Incurred But Not Reported (IBNR)

$3,019,461

$3,488,024
$1,210,281
$9,055,981

Total Omnitrans Insurance and Liability costs 1
Total Costs

$9,399,232

A-5-1, Risk Management Function – Scenario 1
Scenario 1: The consolidated agency goes out on the insurance market for new combined liability policies2
Annual Cost ($/year) Self Insured Retention
Direct Costs:
SBCTA - Risk Management Costs
Omnitrans - Risk Management Costs

Liability Limits

$343,251
$9,055,981

$88,500
$0

$55,589,834
$0

Subtotal

$9,399,232

$88,500

$55,589,834

Consolidated Agency Annual Total Estimate2

$9,399,232

Notes:
1. Casualty and Liability costs are from Omnitrans' FY19 Actual numbers.
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2. Per discussion with SBCTA and Omnitrans staff on 4/15/20, their mutual insurance broker has stated that there would be no savings from
consolidating all liability insurance policies of the two agencies, hence, no savings is shown.

SBCTA and Omnitrans staff have discussed this scenario with their insurance broker, who has stated that there would be no savings
from consolidating insurance policies of the two agencies; thus, the analysis reflects this commercial input. However, Omnitrans has
indicated they plan to investigate the open insurance market to reassess whether obtaining liability insurance in that manner would be
less expensive than continuing to procure through CalTIP.

FTA Direct Recipient Status
Approach 6, FTA Direct Recipient Status lists the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data used to complete the analysis in this
section and summarized in 2.3.4, FTA Direct Recipient Status.
Approach 6, FTA Direct Recipient Status

Scenario
Assumptions

1.
—

—
—
Approach

—

—
—
—
—
Data Used

—
—
—
—

SBCTA is established as a direct recipient of FTA funds
Designation as direct FTA funds recipient requires express approval from the Governor and transit
agencies in the Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA: Riverside-San Bernardino), which can take the
form of enacted legislation that amends SBCTA’s current state statutory authority to explicitly
provide transit services in the Metro Valley area
Same staff currently at Omnitrans would continue duties related to direct recipient compliance (no
need to re-establish, but simply transfer, Omnitrans' internal processes for annual certification and
assurances on FTA grants to SBCTA)
All of Omnitrans' existing federal grants would need to be revised to show SBCTA as the recipient
Estimate level of hours of staff/consultant time to develop, introduce, advocate for, and pass state
legislation amending SBCTA's authority to include direct transit operations, based on previous
legislative effort for SB 1305
Hourly rates for applicable staff
Obtain number of open FTA grants that would require modification to show as recipient.
Obtain ROM estimate of hours per grant to make these changes, multiply by grants admin staff rates
Follow similar process to estimate costs for updating certifications and assurances.
Estimate of the level of effort (in hours) that SBCTA Policy and Legislative Affairs staff and their
consultants would expend to introduce, advocate for, and pass legislation amending SBCTA's
authority to include transit operations
Hourly pay for SBCTA Policy and Legislative Affairs staff and billing rates for legal and legislative
services to be utilized to enact legislation
Estimate of the level of effort (in hours) that SBCTA staff and their consultants would expend to
revise FTA grants to show SBCTA as a recipient
Hourly pay for SBCTA staff and billing rates for services to be utilized to revise FTA grants

THE FOLLOWING TABLES HIGHLIGHT DATA BEHIND THE ANALYSIS:
Estimation of Costs for SBCTA to Become a FTA Direct Recipient
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APPENDIX
A-6-1, FTA Direct Recipient Designation – Scenario 1
Miscellaneous Data Point Used
Number of hours per year

2080

Step 1: Estimate level of hours of staff/consultant time for Legislative effort; and
Step 2: Hourly Rates for applicable staff
Staff/Consultant
Staff/Consultant Duties

SBCTA
Staff:
Chief Financial Officer
Chief of Legislative and Public Affairs
Director of Legislative Affairs
Director of Strategic Initiatives
Director of Transit
Executive Director
Management Analyst II
General Counsel
Assistant General Counsel

Consultants:
Holland and Knight
California Advisors

Provide Legislative services to enact legislation
Provide Legislative services to enact legislation
Provide Legislative services to enact legislation
Provide Legislative services to enact legislation
Provide Legislative services to enact legislation
Provide Legislative services to enact legislation
Provide Legislative services to enact legislation
Provide Legislative services to enact legislation
Provide Legislative services to enact legislation

Provide Legislative services to enact legislation
Provide Legislative services to enact legislation

Hourly Rate

Estimated Hours/%
Spent on Legislative
Effort1

Total Cost

$290,484
$238,981
$290,484
$290,484
$290,484
$556,750
$139,724
$357,000
$282,023

$140
$115
$140
$140
$140
$268
$67
$172
$136

25
25
400
25
25
25
400
400
80

$2,872
$2,872
$55,862
$3,491
$3,491
$6,692
$26,870
$68,654
$10,847

Subtotal - Staff

$181,652

10%
10%

$8,250
$6,000

Subtotal - Consultants 2

$14,250

Total

$195,902

$82,500
$60,000

Step 3: Number of Open Omnitrans FTA grants (currently 16); and
Step 4: Estimate of Hours required to make changes
Staff
Staff Duties

SBCTA
General Counsel
Executive Director

Annual Cost (including
benefits for agency
staff)

Provide Legal Reviews
Provide CEO/Executive Director Signatures

Annual Cost (including
benefits)

Hourly Rate

Estimated Hours/%
Spent on Legislative
Effort1

Total Cost

$357,000
$556,750

$172
$268

4
2

$687
$535

Subtotal - Staff

$1,222

16
36
8

$1,233
$2,774
$616

Subtotal - Staff

$4,623

Total

$5,845

Estimated Hours/%
Spent on Legislative

Total Cost

Omnitrans
Treasury Manager
Treasury Manager
Treasury Manager

Level of Effort Estimate for Grant Amendments2:
List and Research All Grants
Discussions with Funding Agencies and coordination with FTA
Final Preparation of documents

Step 5: Es mate of Updates to Cer ﬁca ons and Assurances
Staff
Staff Duties

$160,269
$160,269
$160,269

Annual Cost (including
benefits)

$77
$77
$77

Hourly Rate

1

Effort
Omnitrans
3

Treasury Manager
Treasury Manager
Treasury Manager
Treasury Manager

SBCTA
Executive Director

Level of Effort Estimate for Certifications and Assurances :
Research certifications of both agencies, determine process in
Consolidated Agency
Discussions with Funding Agencies
Preparation of documentation for Board Approval
Preparation of final certifications

Provide CEO Signatures

$160,269

$77

24

$1,849

$160,269
$160,269
$160,269

$77
$77
$77

4
4
16
Subtotal - Staff

$308
$308
$1,233
$3,699

$556,750

$268

2
Subtotal - Staff

$535
$535

Total

$4,234
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Step 6: Grand Total
Direct Costs
SBCTA Consultants

Indirect Costs
SBCTA and Omnitrans Staff

Cost

Total Cost

$14,250

$14,250

Subtotal - Consultants

$14,250

$191,731

$191,731

Subtotal - Staff

$191,731

Grand Total
Net Total (excluding sunk costs)

$205,981
$0

Notes:
1. Legislative level of effort estimates provided by SBCTA staff.
2. SBCTA's state lobbyst is paid as a lump sum plus travel. No additional costs will be incurred if another bill is added. These estimates constitute
sunk costs, as reflected in the net total.
3. Grant Amendment and Certifications and Assurances level of effort estimates provided by Linda Bohlinger, former CEO, LA Metro, following
consolidation with SCRTD

Retirement System
Approach 7, Retirement System, lists the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data used to complete the analysis in this section and
summarized in 2.4.1, Employer Retirement Costs.
Approach 7, Retirement System

Scenarios
Assumptions
Approach

1.
2.
—
—
—
—
—

Data Used

—
—
—

All employees enrolled in CalPERS (transfer all employees from one system to the other)
All employees enrolled in SBCERA (transfer all employees from one system to the other)
SBCTA employees currently under SBCERA
Omnitrans employees currently under CalPERS
Develop spreadsheet with all Omnitrans employees' annual retirement costs and all SBCTA
employees' annual retirement costs
Copy to separate tables and show costs if all employees were under CalPERS or all under SBCERA
for the different scenarios, for Scenarios 1 and 2.
Add in worst case scenario of financial hit if one or the other plan is terminated, resulting in
payment of unfunded liability
Current retirement system costs for SBCTA employees (from personnel data provided)
Current retirement system costs for Omnitrans employees from employee listings and employer
contribution percentage
This approach provides an initial, high-level estimate of impacts. Actuarial analysis of transfer costs
and new rates will be required of both SBCERA and CalPERS.

THE FOLLOWING TABLES HIGHLIGHT DATA BEHIND THE ANALYSIS:
Actuarial analyses will be required in order to estimate any savings/cost increases associated with changing retirement systems under
each of these scenarios. For every scenario, SBCERA and CalPERS will each have to perform a section of the actuarial analysis. The
cost for analyzing a scenario was estimated at $40,000. The analysis may take up to eight weeks to complete after the information is
shared between the two retirement systems.
Considering the significant cost of completing these analyses, this report only presents descriptive information on the differences
between the plans per the latest CAFR or actuarial report available, i.e. the levels of contribution and unfunded liability contribution
and the costs to terminate Omnitrans’ CalPERS plan, related to scenarios 1 and 2. Note that pension liability amounts most likely have
increased due to the recent investment losses suffered by both retirement systems. Figures below are for reference only. Actuarial
analysis will be required to obtain estimates. Note that the figures shown below include all employees’ salaries and wages for
Omnitrans and SBCTA, in contrast to the benefits analysis.
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APPENDIX
Existing Costs 6: Employer Retirement Costs
Existing Retirement Costs - Both Agencies
Annual Cost

SBCTA
2
Total FY2020 Salaries Cost
FY20-21 Employer's Contribution towards Retirement as a Percentage of Salaries3
FY20-21 Employer's Unfunded Liability as a Percentage of Salaries3
Unfunded Pension Liability as of last CAFR4

Omnitrans
Total FY2020 Salaries and Wages Cost5
Employer Paid Retirement Percentage of Salaries6
Employer Paid Retirement unfunded liability Percentage of Salaries6
Unfunded Pension Liability as of last CAFR7

Percentage of Cost

Other Costs /
Liabilities

Total Annual
Employer Retirement
Costs (for active
employees)

$7,805,307
10.70%
26.80%

$835,012
$2,091,822

$14,926,497
Subtotal - SBCTA Retirement Costs (estimated)

$2,926,834

$38,587,869
10.82%
5.61%

$4,174,822
$2,164,394

$25,090,306
Subtotal - Omnitrans Retirement Costs (estimated)
Grand Total FY20 (estimated)

$6,339,215
$9,266,049

Estimation of Annual Retirement System Costs Under Two Scenarios 1
A-7-1, Employer Retirement Costs – Scenario 1
Scenario 1: All Employees Enrolled in CalPERS
Salaries

SBCTA
Total FY2020 Salaries Cost2
$7,805,307
FY20-FY21 Employer's Contribution towards Retirement as a Percentage of Salaries3,9
For reference only: SBCERA termination costs based on CalPers' termination costs of hypothetical termination liability 10

Omnitrans
4
Total FY2020 Salaries and Wages Cost
3,9
Employer's Contribution towards Retirement as a Percentage of Salaries
3,9
Employer's Payment towards Unfunded Liability as a Percentage of Salaries
7
Unfunded Pension Liability as of last CAFR

Percentage of Salaries

Other Costs /
Liabilities

10.82%
$103,630,846
Subtotal - SBCTA (high-level estimate)

Total Annual
Employer Retirement
Costs (for active
employees)

$844,456
$844,456

$38,587,869
10.82%
5.61%
$25,090,306
Subtotal - Omnitrans Retirement Costs (estimated)
Grand Total FY20 (high-level estimate, excluding termination costs)

$4,174,822
$2,164,394
$6,339,215
$7,183,671
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A-7-2, Employer Retirement Costs – Scenario 2
Scenario 2: All Employees Enrolled in SBCERA
Salaries

SBCTA
26
Total FY2020 Salaries Cost
3,9
Employer's Contribution towards Retirement as a Percentage of Salaries
3,9
Employer's Payment towards Unfunded Liability as a Percentage of Salaries
Unfunded Pension Liability

Omnitrans
4
Total FY2020 Salaries and Wages Cost
3,9
Employer's Contribution towards Retirement as a Percentage of Salaries
CalPers Plan Unfunded Termination Liability at 2.50% interest rate8

Percentage of Salaries

Other Costs /
Liabilities

Total Annual
Employer Retirement
Costs (for active
employees)

$7,805,307
10.70%
26.80%
$14,926,497
Subtotal - SBCTA Retirement Costs (estimated)

$835,012
$2,091,822
$2,926,834

$38,587,869
10.70%

$4,128,130

$174,195,569
Subtotal - Omnitrans (high-level estimate)

$4,128,130

Grand Total FY20 (high-level estimate, excluding termination costs)

$7,054,964

Notes:
1. Estimates are for changes in retirement system costs only, do not account for salary and wage increases
2. Source: SBCTA Staff Positions FY2019-2020 Budget Salary Spreadsheet
3. Source: SBCERA Actuarial Report, page 34
4. Source: SBCTA FY19 CAFR, page 105
5. Source: Updated Omnitrans salaries
6. Source: CalPERS Actuarial Report, page 4
7. Source: Omnitrans FY19 CAFR, page 41
8. Source: CalPERS Actuarial Report, page 25. "The effective termination discount rate will depend on actual market rates of return for risk-free
securities on the date of termination."
9. Normal cost rates change when new employees come into their system, depending among other factors on the demographic characteristics of the
employee population.
10. This high-level estimate is provided for reference only. SBCERA's methods to estimate the termination liability are likely to differ from
CalPERS. Similar to CalPERS, "the effective termination discount rate will depend on actual market rates of return for risk-free securities on the date
of termination."

Job Classifications
Staff Duplication: Information and assumptions regarding staff duplication were reviewed and validated with key staff in both
SBCTA and Omnitrans but are not included in this appendix. See Section 2.4.2 for discussion of the analysis. Costs shown were based
on fully burdened rates.
Job Classification: Approach 8, Job Classifications – Standard Job Classifications lists the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data
used to complete the analysis for the standard classifications section and summarized in 2.4.2, Job Classifications.
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APPENDIX
Approach 8, Job Classifications – Standard Job Classifications

Scenario

1.

Assumptions

—
—
—
—

Approach

—
—
—

Data Used

—

Under a consolidated agency, a new job classification structure is developed that encompasses all
non-union positions
Only non-unionized staff will be assessed
Salary ranges and mid-points by employee category, not individual salaries, will be assessed
Individual employees' existing salary/wages will not be reduced in a consolidation
Compare similar classifications and salary ranges for Omnitrans staff not covered by labor
agreements to those of SBCTA staff
Quantify annual cost difference by category of moving like-positions to the higher of the two
agencies current pay ranges by position
Identify if any employee falls outside the range and identify the cost
Classifications of employees by agency, with job descriptions and salary ranges for SBCTA and
Omnitrans
Functional Assessment report’s Tables and Staffing/Salary Range Lists

The following methodology was used to calculate the impacts in this area:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Using the Agency Staffing Levels tables from Chapter 2 of the Task 1.2 Agency Functional Assessment, align each agency’s
current positions, salary ranges, and salary mid-points with the corresponding departmental/functional positions, and Identify
current classifications with similar required skills and experience.
Remove positions addressed in the staff duplication section to avoid double counting.
Using the salary mid-points for each position where there are similar positions in each agency, identify the salary difference
between the mid-points. No impact was deemed to occur for positions that are not equivalent in both agencies.
Assuming the higher of the two salaries will become the salary range for each position, multiply the salary difference by the
number of positions in the agency that currently pays less for that position.
Sum up all salary differentials and adjust for multiple headcounts to arrive at the estimated annual salary costs increase due to
the alignment of job classifications

Existing Costs 7: Standard Job Classification Details
Option 2: For positions that are not duplicative but are in the same classification for salary level, account for the cost of bringing these positions to the highest pay level
SBCTA
Salary (including
Number of
Omnitrans
Salary (including
Number of
benefits)
Positions
benefits)
Positions
Senior Accountant
Accounting Assistant
Accountant
Procurement Analyst
Chief of Legislative and Public Affairs
Management Analyst II
Senior Planner
GIS Administrator
Administrative Assistant Senior
Office Assistant
Administrative Assistant
Subtotal

$146,713
$94,573
$126,737
$139,724
$238,981
$139,724
$169,838

1
1
1
1
1
6
1

$161,750
$109,479
$81,696
$94,573
$1,503,802

1
1
1
1

Senior Financial Analyst
Accounting Clerk
Accountant
Contract Administrator
Director of Marketing and Communications
Community Outreach Coordinator
Service Planning Manager3
Business Intelligence Analyst
Senior Administrative Assistant
Administrative Clerk
Administrative Assistant
Subtotal

Salary Difference
(including benefits)

Number of Positions
Affected

Total

2
2
2
2
1
1
1

$46,783
$76,770
$37,119
$32,805
$30,696
$31,546
$9,570

$123,321
$56,188
$108,177
$123,321
$208,285
$108,177
$160,269

2
2
2
2
1
1
1

$23,392
$38,385
$18,559
$16,403
$30,696
$31,546
$9,570

$123,321
$94,892
$56,188
$80,417
$1,242,573

1
1
3
1

$38,428
$14,586
$25,507
$14,156

1
1
3
1
Subtotal adjustment increase
Total SBCTA and Omnitrans existing costs

$38,428
$14,586
$76,522
$7,078
$401,905
$2,746,375

Grand Total (with cost Increase after adjustment)

$3,148,280

Note that changes to benefits and retirement will change the range of results presented in this analysis.

Employee Benefits
Approach 9, Employee Benefits lists the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data used to complete the analysis in this section and
summarized in 2.4.3, Employee Benefits.
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Approach 9, Employee Benefits

Scenarios
Assumptions

1.
2.
—
—
—
—

Approach

—

All employees enrolled in Omnitrans system
All employees enrolled in SBCTA system
No employee's benefits are harmed in the change/consolidation
It is expected that represented employees will continue to be covered by their negotiated labor
contract until the expiration of that contract. Any changes for represented employees will be subject
to negotiation with the labor unions.
Bargaining units are excluded in the analysis since they are covered by labor agreements
There may be scenarios where the data is being compiled, but as this is an analysis, no decision are
made.
For the purposes of analysis in this chapter, two options were evaluated to consolidate benefits for
SBCTA’s staff and Omnitrans’ unrepresented staff. These options can be considered separately or
jointly:

—
—
Data Used

—
—

Option 1: Medical Plans
Option 2: Main Non-Medical Benefits

Detailed benefits and costs by employee category and agency
List of all benefits (health care, vision, insurance, paid time off accruals, others)

THE FOLLOWING TABLES SHOW THE DATA BEHIND THE ANALYSIS.
For Option 1, given the uncertainty linked to the decisions of opting in or out the plan, selecting a plan, and deciding how many
members of a household will be covered by the plan, a range of costs provides more reasonable estimates than specific amounts.
For Option 2, the analysis was based on FY 2020 salaries and does not account for salary and wage increases. Existing cost data used
are from information provided by SBCTA and Omnitrans and presented in the Task 1.2 chapter. In contrast to Option 1 regarding the
health benefit package, it was possible to determine more precisely the costs of each scenario, based on the current staff and positions
of each organization.
Existing Costs 8: Current Employee Benefits
Agency
SBCTA
Vacation Leave/ PTO Accruals
Sick Leave
Holiday Leave
Administrative Leave - only Professional positions
Flexible Benefits and premium subsidy
Deferred Compensation (based on employee providing a match)
Auto Allowance - Executive level only
Tuition Reimbursement
Communications Stipend - based on position and duties
Omnitrans
Vacation Leave/ PTO Accruals (hours)
Sick Leave (days)
Holiday Leave (days)
Administrative Leave (days)
Flexible Benefits (health insurance providing health, dental and life insurance)

Unit

Days
Days
Days
Days
$/year per position
$/year per position
$/year per position
$/year per position
Unit
Days
Days
Days
Days
$/Year per position

Deferred Compensation

$/Year per position

Auto Allowance
Tuition Reimbursement
Communications Stipend

$/Year
$/Year
$/Year

0-4 Years of Service 5 - 9 Years of Servce > 9 Years of Service 10 Years +

10
12
13
5

15
20
12
12
13
13
5
5
$8,473-$13,318
Non-Professional up to 5%, Professional up to 7%
$7,800
$1,000
$1,080
1 - 5 Years
5 - 10 Years
10-20 Years

>20 Years

10
15
20
25
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
0
0
0
0
$3,000 (opting out) -$20,920 (90% of most expensive medical plan)
From 1% to 4% depending on the years of employment and performance starts in year 3.
$0
$0
$0
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APPENDIX
ESTIMATION OF ANNUAL BENEFITS COSTS UNDER TWO SCENARIOS1
A-9-1, Employee Benefit Costs – Option 1 – Medical Plans

Option 1 - Medical Plans
# of Employees
SBCTA
Base subsidy
Health and dental insurance maximum premium subsidy for SBCTA
insurance
Maximum expense if all SBCTA employees enrolls in the health plan
Miminum expense if all SBCTA opts out from the health plan
Number of employees
65
Average trend of medical plan costs - SBCTA
Omnitrans
Maximum expenses if all unrepresented Omnitrans employees select
EE+Family package at 90% of plan costs
Minimum expense if all unrepresented Omnitrans employees select
to opt out from a health plan at $3,000/employee
Number of employees (excluding represented)
123
Average trend of medical plan costs - Omnitrans unrepresented employees
Total Average trend of medical plan costs (SBCTA + Omnitrans unrepresented employees)

Cost per Employee

Total Costs

$8,473
$4,845
$13,318
$8,473
$778,466
$20,921
$3,000
$1,624,732
$2,403,198

Option 1 - Medical Plans: Scenario 1 - Switch 65 SBCTA employees
to Omnitrans health benefit package
Annual Costs / (Savings)
SBCTA Benefit Package
Maximum expense if all SBCTA employees enrolls in a health plan at
SBCTA at $13,318 per employee
Minimum expense if all SBCTA opt out from the health plan at $8,473
per employee
Average costs based on current enrollment FY2020
Omnitrans Benefit Package
Maximum expense if all SBCTA employees selects Employee+Family
package from Omnitrans -90% of plan cost
Minimum expense if all SBCTA selects to opt out from Omnitrans
health plan at $3,000 per employee
Maximum and Minimum Projected Savings per Year
Maximum cost increase to transfer SBCTA employees to Omnitrans
Plan compared to current trends
Maximum cost savings to transfer SBCTA employees to Omnitrans
Plan, if all opt out, compared to current trends
Midpoint average additional costs (savings)

$865,678
$550,745
$778,466

$1,359,844
$195,000

$581,379
($583,466)
($1,044)
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Note that this range assumes that costs will remain the same for healthcare plans. In practice, costs will change when the population of eligible
employees changes. The midpoint average is for reference only.

Option 1 - Medical Plans: Scenario 2 - Switch Omnitrans' 123 unrepresented employees to SBCTA
health benefit package
Annual Costs / (Savings)
SBCTA Benefit Package
Maximum expense if all unrepresented Omnitrans selects an SBCTA
health plan at $13,318 per employee
$1,638,129
Minimum expense if all unrepresented Omnitrans selects to opt out
from a health plan at $8,473 per employee
$1,042,179
Omnitrans Benefit Package
Maximum expenses if all unrepresented Omnitrans employees select
EE+Family package at 90% of plan costs
Minimum expense if all unrepresented Omnitrans employees select
to opt out from a health plan at $3,000/ee
Average costs based on current Omnitrans enrollment FY2020
Maximum and Minimum Projected Savings per Year
Maximum cost increase to transfer Omnitrans unrepresented
employees to SBCTA Plan compared to current trends
Maximum cost savings to transfer Omnitrans unrepresented
employees to SBCTA Plan, if all opt out, compared to current trends
Midpoint average additional costs (savings)

$2,573,244
$369,000
$1,624,732

$13,397
($582,553)
($284,578)

Note that this range assumes that costs will remain the same for healthcare plans. In practice, costs will change when the population of eligible
employees changes. The midpoint average is for reference only.
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APPENDIX
A-9-2, Employee Benefit Costs – Option 2 – Non-medical Plans

Option 2 - Main Non-Medical Benefits
Average trend of main non-medical benefits - SBCTA
Average trend of of main non-medical benefits - Omnitrans unrepresented employees
Total Average trend of of main non-medical benefits (SBCTA + Omnitrans unrepresented employees)

$936,828
$174,124
$1,110,952

Option 2 - Non-Medical Benefits: Scenario 1 - SBCTA employees received Omnitrans benefit package other than health
One-Time Cost
Annual
Costs/(savings)
SBCTA Current Costs Eliminated
Car allowance
($98,400)
Communication Allowance
($31,321)
Tuition Reimbursement 5
Holiday Leave
Administrative Leave
Deferred Compensation Plan
One time savings for vacation leave hour increase one year earlier
than Omnitrans

($140,510)
Subtotal using SBCTA benefit package

SBCTA new costs added based on Omnitrans benefit plan
Car allowance
Communication Allowance

($65,000)
($60,887)
($117,091)
($564,129)

($936,828)

$0
$0

Tuition Reimbursement5
Holiday Leave
Administrative Leave
Vacation Leave extra week for 20+ years of employment
Deferred Compensation Plan
Subtotal using Omnitrans benefit package
Annual savings for reduction in Benefits to match Omnitrans
Average savings per employee (65)

$0
$0
$0
$9,367
$213,231
$222,598
($714,230)
($10,988)
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Option 2 - Non-Medical Benefits: Scenario 2 - Omnitrans employees received SBCTA benefit package other than health
One-time Cost
Annual
Costs/(savings)
Omnitrans current costs eliminated:
Car allowance
$0
Communication Allowance
$0
5
Tuition Reimbursement
$0
Holiday Leave
$0
Administrative Leave
$0
6
Deferred Compensation Plan
($153,065)
Vacation Leave extra week for 20+ years of employment
($21,059)

Subt otal using SBCTA benefit package
Omnitrans new costs added based on SBCTA benefit plan
Car allowance
Communication Allowance
Tuition Reimbursement 5
Holiday Leave
Administrative Leave
Vacation Leave
Deferred Compensation Plan
One time costs increases for vacation leave hour accruing one year
earlier than Omnitrans
Subtotal costs using SBCTA benefit package

($174,124)

$0
$22,680
$123,000
$79,700
$80,996
$0
$696,689
$213,830

Annual costs increases to increase benefits to match SBCTA
Average costs increases per employee (123)

$1,003,066
$828,942
$6,739

Notes:
1. Estimates are for changes in benefits costs only, do not account for salary and wage increases
2. Source - SBCTA Staff Positions FY2019-2020 Budget Salary Spreadsheet
3. Source - Task 1.2 Report, Section 3.3
4. Source - Omnitrans Staff Positions and Salaries Estimate, Task 1.2 Report
5. Tuition reimbursement is maximum costs - currently is not widely used.
6. Source: Omnitrans
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APPENDIX
Information Technology
Approach 10, IT & Accounting Software list the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data used to complete the analysis in this
section and summarized in 2.5.1, Information Technology.
Approach 10, IT & Accounting Software

Scenarios

Assumptions

Approach
Data Used

Transfer Omnitrans’ existing SAP services and integrate as subsidiary. In doing so, removed Eden,
SBCTA software used for General Ledger, Accounting, AP, contracts, Payroll, HR, Purchase Orders,
Project Accounting (limited), budget preparation (limited) and AR (limited)
— The consolidated agency will use a common financial system (SAP or other).
— FTA accounting requirements, such as utilizing the FTA Uniform System of Accounts, and
separation of operating and capital costs using FTA definitions, are required in the consolidated
agency, at least for the new Transit Operations Department.
— Account for current staff, consultant and software costs from both agencies. Obtain high-level cost
ranges from experts on the costs of modifying and adopting SAP agency-wide.
— Existing SBCTA and Omnitrans consultant, staff and software/license costs.
— High-level ranges of the costs of modifying and adopting SAP agency-wide based on interviews
with IT experts.

THE FOLLOWING TABLES HIGHLIGHT DATA BEHIND THE ANALYSIS.
The Information Technology cost analysis considers Omnitrans’ and SBCTA licensing fees, consultant fees, and staff salaries
associated with their IT functions. SBCTA indicated during the agency interviews that their existing financial package is aging and
that SBCTA planned to replace it soon. Thus, a key focus of this analysis entails the options for replacing that system. The table below
presents SBTA’s and Omnitrans’ existing annual operating costs.
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Existing Costs 9: Informational Technology
Existing Costs
Agency/Meeting
SBCTA
License/Consultant Fees
Eden

Annual Cost

Services provided
GL, Accounting, AP, contracts, Payroll, HR, Purchase
Orders, Project Accounting (limited) Budget preparation
(limited)& AR (limited)

All other Contracts
Total Contracts
List of IT staffing (full-time):
Management Analyst II
Human Resources/Information Services Administrator
Deputy Executive Officer
Total Staff

Omnitrans
License agreements/Consultants Services provided
SAP Public Services, Inc.
ERP includes FI/CO,HCM,Payroll,MM,SRM,PM
All other Contracts
Total Contracts
List of IT staffing (full-time):
Director of Information Technology
Database Manager
Network Administrator
System Coordinator
Application Developer
Application Specialist
Network Engineer
Systems Engineer
Systems Specialist
Web Designer
Total Staff

Personnel Count

Total

$47,122

$47,122

$463,293

$463,293
$510,415

$139,724
$187,249
$336,271

0.24
0.58
0.12

$33,534
$108,605
$40,352
$182,491

Subtotal - SBCTA

$692,906

$274,030
$1,828,744

$274,030
$1,828,744
$2,102,774

$208,285
$160,269
$140,586
$140,586
$123,321
$123,321
$123,321
$123,321
$116,110
$123,321

$208,285
$160,269
$140,586
$140,586
$123,321
$123,321
$123,321
$123,321
$116,110
$123,321
$1,382,442
Subtotal - Omnitrans

$3,485,215

Grand Total
Net Total (excluding Staff Costs)

$4,178,121
$2,613,189

The analysis has assumed that the consolidated agency will use the same administrative systems (email, MS Office), as well as a
common enterprise-level financial system (SAP or other). Additionally, FTA accounting requirements, such as utilizing the FTA
Uniform System of Accounts, and separation of operating and capital costs using FTA definitions, are required in the consolidated
agency, at least for the new Transit Operations Department under SBCTA.
WSP considered one scenario:
1.Transfer Omnitrans’ existing SAP services and integrate as subsidiary
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A-10-1, IT - Scenario 1
Option 1 : Transfer Omnitrans' existing SAP services and integrate as subsidary
One-Time Cost
Direct Costs
SBCTA Existing Costs
Omnitrans Existing IT Costs
MINUS: Eden

Annual Cost

Total

$510,415
$2,102,774
($47,122)

$510,415
$2,102,774
($47,122)

Contract Costs (exlcuding Eden)
Indirect Costs
SBCTA Staff
Omnitrans Staff

$182,491
$1,382,442

One-Time System Modification Cost
Scenario 1: Low Range
Scenario 2: High Range

$2,566,067

$182,491
$1,382,442

Existing Staff Costs (no change)

$1,564,932

Total Cost
Net Total (Excluding Staff Costs)

$4,130,999
$2,566,067

$250,000
$1,000,000

Security
Approach 11, Security Contracts lists the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data used to complete the analysis in this section and
summarized in 2.5.2, Security.
Approach 11, Security Contracts

Scenarios

1.

Assumptions

—

Approach

—

A single consolidated agency with one security contract
When existing contracts expire, the consolidated agency will be using the same security system
under one contract
Review potential efficiencies linked to merging or simplifying contracts

Data Used

—

List of security contracts, costs, and dates (start and end) for each agency
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THE FOLLOWING TABLES HIGHLIGHT DATA BEHIND THE ANALYSIS:
Existing Costs 10: Security

Existing Costs
Value
SBCTA
Security Guard at Santa Fe Depot Building

Omnitrans
Platinum Security (Security Guard Services)
Payment received from Metrolink for SBTC security services

Annual Cost

$200,000
Subtotal - SBCTA

$200,000
$200,000

$1,647,000
-$44,300
Subtotal - Omnitrans

$1,647,000
-$44,300
$1,602,700

Total

$1,802,700

A-11-1, Security - Scenario 1

Scenario 1: A single consolidated agency with one security contract
Annual Cost
Direct Costs:
SBCTA - Security Costs
Omnitrans - Security Costs
Total

$230,000
$1,602,700
$1,832,700

1. Source: information provided by SBCTA staff on 4/20/20
2. Source: information provided by SBCTA staff from Omnitrans contract

Board of Directors/ Committees
Approach 12, Board of Directors/Committees lists the scenarios, assumptions, approach, and data used to complete the analysis in this
section and summarized in 2.6.1, Board of Directors/Committees.
Approach 12, Board of Directors/Committees

Scenarios

Assumptions

Approach

Data Used

1.

SBCTA Board handles all Board functions; an existing SBCTA Committee acts as Committee for
Transit Operations
2. SBCTA Board handles all Board functions; a new Transit Operations Committee handles all transit
operations issues
— Omnitrans Board is dissolved, all Board and Committee functions transferred to SBCTA
— Consideration of transit operations issues and discussions made at the Committee level
— Due to the magnitude of business items currently handled by Omnitrans Committees/Board, SBCTA
may need to add these matters to an existing Committee or create a new Committee
— Costs per hour of legal services and legislative representation for consolidation are reflected in the
FTA direct recipient costs section
— Calculate current annual cost of Omnitrans Board and Committee meetings
— Calculate annual savings from no future Omni meetings for Scenario 1.
— Calculate net annual savings if a new SBCTA Committee is created to handle Transit Operations
issues.
— Board Member stipend per meeting at Omnitrans
— Board Member stipend per meeting at SBCTA
— Current mileage paid per meeting at both agencies
— Info on the number of Board members per committee at both agencies
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THE FOLLOWING TABLES HIGHLIGHT DATA BEHIND THE ANALYSIS.

Existing Costs 11: Board and Committee Costs
Miscellaneous Data Point
Number of Work Hours

2080

Existing Costs
# of
Meetings/Year
SBCTA
Committees:
Board
General Policy Committee
Mountain/Desert Policy Committee
1

Metro Valley Study Session
Transit Committee
Legislative Policy Committee2

# of
Members/Meeting

Member
Stipend/Meeting

(IRS standard mileage rate)

Member
Stipend/Mileage

Staff Cost (including
benefits)

Staff Hourly Cost
(including benefits)

Staff Hours Spent Total Annual Cost
on Attending
Meeting/Year

11
11
11

29
12
12

$200
$100
$100

1737
470
832

$0.58
$0.58
$0.58

$74,787
$16,173
$18,462

11
11

17
12

$100
$100

1347
390

$0.58
$0.58

$27,220
$15,667

0

7

$0

N/A

N/A

SBCTA staff attending Omnitrans Committee meetings 3 :
Director Transit and Rail
Director of Fund Administration
Chief of Transit and Rail
Management Analyst III
Management Analyst II

Omnitrans
Committees:
Board
Executive Committee
Admin and Finance Committee
Plans and Programs Committee
Operations and Safety Committee
External Legal Counsel (Best, Best & Krieger - BBK)

Mileage/ Month
(when meetings
occur)

$290,484
$290,484
$238,981
$161,750
$139,724

10
10
10
4
4
11

19
6
7
7
7
1

$140
$140
$115
$78
$67

Subtotal - Board

$0
$152,308

40
60
30
100
20

$5,586
$8,379
$3,447
$7,776
$1,343

Subtotal - Staff
Subtotal - SBCTA

$26,532
$178,841

$125
$125
$125
$125
$125
$1,250
Subtotal - Board/Consultants

Omnitrans staff attending SBCTA Committee Meetings:
Omnitrans CEO
Director of Strategic Development

$347,130
$208,285

$167
$100

$23,750
$8,750
$8,750
$3,500
$3,500
$13,750
$62,000

22
22

$3,672
$2,203

Subtotal - Staff
Subtotal - Omnitrans

$5,875
$67,875

Grand Total

$246,715

Net Total (excluding Staff Costs)

$214,308

Notes:
1.
2.
3.

The number of committee members for the Metro Valley Study Session is 29, 17 is used to calculate the stipend as the other 12 members
already received a stipend from the Transit Committee which is held the same day.
The Legislative Policy committee meets on an as needed basis.
Hours of SBCTA Staff attending Omnitrans Committee meetings are estimated and provided by SBCTA Staff.
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A-12-1, Boards and Committees – Scenario 1
Scenario 1: Total Board Member Attendance Costs if All Omnitrans Board and Committees Eliminated and an existing SBCTA Committee handles Transit Operations matters
Annual Cost
Direct Costs:
SBCTA - Board/Committee
$152,308
Omnitrans - Board/Committee/Consultants
$0
Subtotal - Board/Committee
Indirect Costs:
SBCTA Staff
Omnitrans Staff

$0
$5,875
Subtotal - Staff

Total
$152,308
$0
$152,308

$0
$5,875
$5,875

Grand Total

$158,183

Net Total (excluding Staff Costs)

$152,308

A-12-2, Boards and Committees – Scenario 2
Scenario 2: Total Board Member Attendance Costs if All Omnitrans Board and Committees Eliminated and One new Committee is Needed at SBCTA to handle Transit Operations
Board/Committee
# of
# of
Member
Mileage/Monthly
Member
Annual Cost
Meetings/Year Members/Meeting Stipend/Meeting
meeting
Stipend/Mileage

Total

(IRS standard mileage rate)

Direct Costs:
New Transit Operations Committee - SBCTA
SBCTA - Board/Committee
Omnitrans - Board/Committee

11

12

$100

564

$0.58

$13,524
$152,308
$0
Subtotal - Board/Committee

Indirect Cost:
SBCTA Staff
Omnitrans Staff

$0
$5,875
Subtotal - Staff

$13,524
$152,308
$0
$165,833

$0
$5,875
$5,875

Grand Total

$171,707

Net Total (excluding Staff Costs)

$165,833
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Data 1 : Memo from SBCERA Chief Financial Officer
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Data 2 : Memo from Best Best & Krieger, General Counsel

MEMORANDUM
To: Erin Rogers, Omnitrans Interim CEO/General Manager
From: Best Best & Krieger LLP, General Counsel
Date: April 15, 2020
Re: Implications of Consolidation on Pension Obligations
INTRODUCTION
Omnitrans and the San Bernardino County Transportation Authority (“SBCTA”),
collectively (“Agencies”), are considering a consolidation of their operations into a single entity. Omnitrans has asked
for an analysis of the impact of such consolidation on the pension obligations of each Agency. Omnitrans
provides pension benefits to eligible employees through the California Public Employees’ Retirement System
(“CalPERS”) whereas SBCTA does so through the San Bernardino County Employees’ Retirement Association
(“SBCERA”) pursuant to statutory obligation as codified in Public Utilities Code Section 130824.
ANALYSIS
The Public Employees’ Retirement Law (“PERL”), the body of law governing CalPERS,
and the County Employees Retirement Law (“CERL), the body of law governing county retirem
ent systems such as SBCERA, include provisions requiring that employees in the same membership classification (i.e.,
general members for SBCERA, miscellaneous members for CalPERS) be covered by the same retirement
system.1 Therefore, as the Agencies continue to move towards consolidation, a principal consideration is that
the Agencies will need to select either CalPERS or SBCERA as the retirement system for the employees of the
consolidated agency.
Although the consolidated agency could theoretically opt to go in a different direction from either CalPERS or
SBCERA, there are two reasons why this would not be advisable. First, under the vested rights doctrine, current
employees are entitled to continue accruing pension benefits at the same level extended to them at the start of
employment, as improved over time. Therefore, if the consolidated agency were to forego contracting with
CalPERS or SBCERA, as a successor to both Omnitrans and SBCTA, it would be required to at the very least
replicate the pension benefits provided by CalPERS or SBCERA to then current employees. While opting not
to contract with a retirement system would allow the consolidated agency to offer a different retirement benefit
to new employees (e.g., a defined contribution plan), the second reason makes this untenable. That is, if the
consolidated agency does not negotiate a transition from SBCERA to CalPERS, or vice versa, then each of the
Agencies (assuming they cease to operate) would be responsible for the unfunded actuarial liability (“UAL”)
under their respective retirement system
1 See e.g., Gov’t Code §§20479 and 31485.9.
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on a terminated basis which generally increases the UAL by three to four times the value of the UAL on an ongoing
basis.
The process for the termination of a pension contract varies between CalPERS and SBCERA but the underlying
principle is the same – that each retirement system will want to retain sufficient assets to ensure that it can pay the benefits
that accrued as of the termination date. Once a contract is terminated, the retirement system cannot go back to the
terminated agency seeking additional contributions if the retained assets turn out to be insufficient to pay all accrued
benefits. As
such, the retirement systems will calculate the UAL on terminated basis using a much lower assumed rate of return than
the rate used to calculate UAL on an ongoing basis (i.e., agencies that continue to participate in the system). While there
is no publically available information that provides us with an estimate of what the terminated UAL would be for SBCTA
– the Agencies would need to approach SBCERA to request an estimate – that information is available for Omnitrans.
Omnitrans’ current valuation report provides a hypothetical termination calculation which assumes a June 30,
2018 termination date. It estimates termination UAL (i.e., termination liability minus plan assets) between
$145,005,987 (using a 3.25% discount rate) and $174,195,569 (using a 2.5% discount rate). 2 The total
termination liability is calculated using a variable rate and would not be finalized until after the termination is
effective. Therefore, the preceding numbers are subject to change based on numerous factors, including
investment returns, benefit accruals, actuarial experience since the date the estimate is based on, and the discount
rate applicable at termination. If Omnitrans is unable to pay its entire termination liability, the accrued benefits
of its retirees and employees would be reduced to an amount that is proportionate to the remaining unfunded
liability.3
In light of the preceding, the remainder of this Memorandum assumes that the consolidated agency would elect
either an SBCERA or CalPERS retirement program. A foundational consideration in electing between these retirement
systems are the retirement plans offered under each. For this purpose, the following table provides a general overview of
the retirement plan offered by each Agency based on publicly available information (this table can be updated as
more specific information becomes available). While the plans appear to be similar, the difference lies in what
is included in reportable compensation.
Omnitrans (CalPERS)

4

SBCTA (SBCERA)

5

For comparison purposes, the UAL for Omnitrans on an ongoing basis was $33,026,939 as of June 30, 2018. A copy of the most recent
valuation report for Omnitrans can be obtained on the following webpage: https://www.calpers.ca.gov/docs/actuarialreports/2018/omnitrans-miscellaneous-2018.pdf.
2

3

Gov’t. Code §20577.

4

2019 Omnitrans actuarial valuation from CalPERS based on data available as of June 30, 2018.
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The calculation of benefits for PEPRA members is based on identical factors for both CalPERS and SBCERA as they
are based on the Public Employees’ Pension Reform Act of 2013. However, the calc
ulation of benefits for classic members (referred to as Tier 1 members by SBCERA) is governed by the laws, regulations
and policies applicable to each system. For classic members, reportable compensation is comprised of payrate and special
compensation. Payrate is essentially base salary as listed on a publicly available pay schedule. Special compensation is
limited to items of compensation identified in Section 571 of the California Code of Regulations which meet a number
of requirements, including that it be made available t
o a “group or class”, that it be contained in a written labor or agreement, that it be for normally required duties
and for duties performed during normal hours of employment. Compensation items such as overtime (other than
FLSA premium pay for normal work hours), cash in lieu of benefits, auto allowances, cash outs of accrued leave,
standby or on-call pay are not reportable to CalPERS. In contrast, SBCERA defines reportable compensation
broadly excluding only minimal items such as overtime. For SBCERA purposes, reportable compensation is
defined as base pay plus any additional payable items, including allowances and cash outs, as approved by the
SBCERA Board of Retirement in the annual pay code resolution. The pay code resolution for SBCTA (enclosed)
includes items that would not be reportable under CalPERS but note that several items are pending resolution of
the vested rights case Alameda County Deputy Sheriff’s Assn v. Alameda County Employees’ Retirement Assn.,
Cal. Supreme Court Case No. S247095 which has been scheduled for oral arguments on May 5, 2020.
5 SBCTA
6 Paid

2019 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report. Data available for year ended June 30, 2019.

by SBCTA.
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Additionally, final compensation calculations are inherently different between CalPERS and SBCERA for classic
and Tier 1 members. For instance, CalPERS uses the full-time equivalent salary during a final compensation period
for calculations, while SBCERS uses the true earnings from the final compensation period.
Irrespective of which system is selected by the consolidated agency, the goal is to avoid the assessment of
termination lia
bility. For this purpose, we strongly recommend early engagement with both SBCERA and CalPERS to negotiate an
orderly transition that avoids the assessment of termination liability. The current models for a transfer without
the assessment of termination liability provide for a transfer from CalPERS to a county retirement system such
as SBCERA.
The first, is codified in PERL Section 20585,7 and carried out, relevant to these circumstances, by PERL
Section 20587. This provision states that if all or some of the functions and corresponding employees of
a CalPERS employer are transferred to an agency that participates in a county retirement system, the
CalPERS employer together with CalPERS and the county retirement system may enter into an
agreement to provide for the termination of the CalPERS employer’s participation in CalPERS
and inclusion of its employees in the county retirement system. While this avoids termination
liability, a significant drawback of this approach is that transferred assets from CalPERS to
SBCERA would be capped at the accumulated contributions by Omnitrans implying that any
investment earnings would be retained by CalPERS. 8
The second is codified in PERL Section 20588 but would require amendment. As currently written, this
section allows for a CalPERS safety plan to be transferred to a county retirement system in cases where
firefighting or law enforcement functions are transferred from an agency participating in CalPERS to an
agency participating in a county retirement system. The significant advantage of Section 20588 is that
a termination of a CalPERS plan pursuant to this section is not subject to termination liability
because the liability of accrued benefits of current employees is transferred entirely to the county
retirement system.
Under this approach, retired employees through the date of the transfer remain with CalPERS and CalPERS retains
sufficient assets to cover its anticipated liability for the payment of said benefits. However, the accrued service credit
(and associated liability and assets) of existing members are transferred in their entirety to the county retirement system.
While assets, the investment of, and
All subsequent statutory references are made to the California Gov. Code, and will be designated as being contained within the County
Employees’ Retirement Law (“CERL”) or the Public Employees’ Retirement Law (“PERL”), unless otherwise noted.
7

8

CERL §31648.4, where PERL §20569 was amended as PERL §20585
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resultant interest from relevant contributions will be transferred to SBCERA, the CalPERS Board will
have control over determining the extent of what’s transferred, which could be a point of contention.
As such, it would be prudent to request a transfer
report from CalPERS under the assumption that PERL Section 20588 would be amended to apply to
miscellaneous members, detailing all relevant costs and transferred values, prior to approaching
SBCERA under this scenario.
As implied above, pursuing this option would require legislative action to expand the scope of PERL
Section 20588 (and the corresponding CERL Section 31657) to include miscellaneous members.
In addition to the foregoing, there is a possible approach that could be pursued for a transf
er from SBCERA to CalPERS if SBCTA has no retirees under SBCERA. While unlikely, since SBCTA is a successor to
another SBCERA employer, CERL Section 31564(c) appears to allow for a transition of all member contributions
to another public retirement system, so long as SBCTA does not have any retirees under SBCERA. In
conjunction with PERL Section 20462, which allows for the continuation of an existing pension trust or
retirement plan, SBCTA could effectively move all active employees, and their credited service, to CalPERS.
To the extent this is a viable approach, we would need to confer with both retirement systems to confirm the
application of these statutes. However, a move by SBCTA from SBCERA to CalPERS would require a further
amendment to Government Code Section 130824 (part of the law that created SBCTA) as it requires participation
in SBCERA to the extent that SBCTA is the surviving entity.
One last consideration is that the process becomes more complicated to the extent that the consolidation results
in a new entity and the new entity decides to contract with CalPERS. In this case, assuming that termination liability
can be avoided, the new entity would need to establish eligibility to participate in CalPERS (a step that a surviving
Omnitrans would not have to engage in). To the extent that the new entity is created by specific legislation, eligibility
would likely be assured but not so if the new entity is a joint powers authority. Most, if not all, joint powers
authorities have not been deemed eligible by CalPERS since 2012.
-530870.02003\32877136.1
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Memorandum
To: Erin Rogers, Omnitrans Interim CEO/General Manager
From: Best Best & Krieger LLP, General Counsel
Date: May 4, 2020
Re: Questions Regarding Potential Consolidation of Omnitrans Under SBCTA

QUESTION PRESENTED
1. What actions would be required to dissolve the Omnitrans JPA?
2. What is required to change Omnitrans’ status as the Consolidated Transportation Authority
(“CTSA”)?
3. Is the San Bernardino County Transportation Authority (“SBCTA”) authorized to operate buses, set and
collect fares and take other actions related to transit operations?
4. Is SBCTA currently eligible to claim Local Transportation Funds (“LTF”) under the Transportation
Development Act (“TDA”), and are there any other limitations in the TDA related to SBCTA’s potential
assumption of Omnitrans functions?
5. How would other transit funding sources be transferred from Omnitrans to
SBCTA?
6. What actions would be required for SBCTA to utilize Omnitrans contracts for paratransit and other
services?
BRIEF ANSWERS
1. Dissolution of the Omnitrans JPA would either require legislation that
would provide for such dissolution, or would require elective action of the member agencies to terminate the JPA
Agreement, as defined below.
2. SBCTA may rescind the CTSA designation upon making an appealable finding that Omnitrans has
failed substantially to comply with the terms of its allocations, with the governing act or with the action plan.
3. SBCTA, as a special district, is a limited purpose entity and is not clearly authorized to operate buses,
set and collect fares and take other actions related to transit operations.
30870.02002\32811497.4
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4. It does not appear that SBCTA is the type of entity that is eligible to submit claims for LTF under
Article 4. Assuming SBCTA is eligible, as a successor to an existing joint powers authority, SBCTA would be required
to comply with specified fare ratio requirements.
5. Other Transit Funding Sources.
a. Measure I does not identify transit provider entities, thus it would
appear that SBCTA can redirect these funds in its discretion, as long as the funds are used for transit in the San
Bernardino Valley Subarea.
b. Absent Board or legislative action to dissolve Omnitrans and make SBCTA a successor to the
agency, consent and cooperation of Omnitrans would be required to negotiate potential transfer of existing grant
agreements with FTA, and a change in the designated recipient for various formula funds. FTA consent may be
required regardless of how such transfer is accomplished.
6. Absent Board action or legislation that would provide for automatic assumption by SBCTA of existing
Omnitrans’ contracts required for continued transit operations, cooperation and consent from Omnitrans to assignment of
such
contracts would be required. Omnitrans’ standard contract form does not specify whether Omnitrans has the right
to assign the contract, so a contractor could potentially contest such assignment, and request termination of the
contract.
ANALYSIS
1. JPA Dissolution; Transfer of Assets.
Omnitrans is a joint powers authority formed pursuant to the Joint Exercise of Powers
Act, Government Code Section 6500, et. seq. through that certain joint powers agreement titled “Amended and Restated
Joint Powers Agreement amongst the County of San Bernardino and the Cities of Chino, Chino Hills, Colton,
Fontana, Grand Terrace, Highland, Loma Linda, Montclair, Ontario, Rancho Cucamonga, Redlands, Rialto, San
Bernardino, Upland, and Yucaipa Creating a County Wide Transportation Authority to be Known as
‘Omnitrans’”, dated July 1, 2016 (the “JPA Agreement”).
Omnitrans could be dissolved by legislative action that would provide for assumption of Omnitrans’ transit
operations by SBCTA. Legislation could provide for dissolution of Omnitrans, upon enactment of such legislation, without
the necessity of any further action. Such legislation could, among other things, provide for all real and personal property
owned by Omnitrans to be transferred to SBCTA as the successor to its operations. Cooperation and consent of
Omnitrans would likely be necessary to successfully move such legislation through the State government.
-230870.02002\32811497.4
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Dissolution of Omnitrans, absent legislative action, would have to occur by voluntary action of its member
entities. Section 14 of the JPA Agreement provides that the JPA Agreement shall continue in force until
terminated by mutual agreement of the parties.
In accordance with Section 15 of the JPA Agreement, individual members may withdraw from the JPA
Agreement in accordance with the procedures set forth in this section, as shown below, which requires advance notice,
adoption of a resolution of intent to withdraw by the legislative body of the withdrawing member, and a return
to that member of any capital contributions made to Omnitrans, over a period of not more than five years.
Section 15. Any party may withdraw from this Agreement as of the first
day of July of any year following
six (6) months' notice to the other parties by resolution of intent to withdraw adopted
by the legislative body of the party. A withdrawing party shall be compensated
for its total capital asset value contributed less appreciation, by return of capital
assets and/or cash payment, over a period not to exceed five (5) years, the method
to be determined by the Board of Directors.
Section 16 of the JPA Agreement sets forth the terms for dissolution of Omnitrans. In accordance with Section
16(B), if the member agencies elect to dissolve the JPA Agreement in order to change the governance structure of
Omnitrans, all assets and liabilities of Omnitrans will transfer to the successor agency. If Omnitrans is dissolved for
other than a change in governance structure, in accordance with Section 16(A), all assets owned by Omnitrans
are to be distributed to the member agencies “…in the same proportion as that reflected in the parties'
accumulated capital contribution accounts…..” This subsection provides that, “…the winding up and property
distribution hereunder shall be effected in the manner calculated to cause the least disruption to existing public
transportation service.”
In either case, a complete dissolution of Omnitrans as a JPA requires elective action by a majority of its Board
members. Section 3(B) of the Omnitrans JPA provides that, generally, actions of the Board are by a majority vote of the
members present, with a quorum in attendance. However, certain actions require a majority vote of the entire
membership of the Board. These actions are specified as: “…the adoption of By-laws, Amendment of By-laws,
adoption of an annual budget and such other matters as the Board may designate shall require a majority vote of the
entire membership of the Board.” An action to dissolve the JPA would appear to be the type of action that would
require a majority vote of the entire membership of the Board, but it is in the Board’s discretion to make this
determination.
Individual members may withdraw from the JPA in accordance with Section 15, with any asset return owed to
such member(s) to be made in accordance with the timeframe set forth in that section. In practicality, even if some but
not all of the members withdraw, the ability of Omnitrans to continue operations under the JPA Agreement, and
its current structure, would at some point be compromised. Dissolution of Omnitrans either pursuant to Section
16(B), or
-3–
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legislative action could provide for transfer of its assets and liabilities to SBCTA, as the successor agency. Dissolution
under 16(A) would be more complicated, and member agencies could require distribution of any assets to which
they may be entitled, in accordance with the JPA.
2. CTSA Designation.
Omnitrans is currently the consolidated transportation services agency (CTSA) for the
San Bernardino Valley region. Pursuant to Title 21, California Code of Regulations section 6680 (“Section 6680”),
SBCTA, as the county transportation commission, is the entity in the SCAG region that has the authority to
designate CTSAs within San Bernardino County. Such designations are to be made in accordance with the action
plan adopted pursuant to Government Code section 15975, and one or more entities may be designated as the
CTSA.
Section 6680 provides that a CTSA designation may be rescinded if the designating agency: “finds
that the agency [CTSA] has failed substantially to comply with the terms of its allocations, with the Act or with the
action plan.” The decision to repeal a CTSA designation may be appealed pursuant to Public Utilities Code
section 99242. The appeal is made to the Secretary of the Department of Transportation, who conducts an
investigation and evaluation of the matter, and renders a final decision.
Based on the above, it appears that unless Omnitrans is in agreement with a change in the CTSA designation, in
order to rescind Omnitrans’ status as the CTSA for the San Bernardino Valley region, SBCTA must have a valid
basis to make the above identified findings, or Omnitrans may appeal the decision.
Section 21 CCR § 6680, Designation of Consolidated Transportation Service Agency (CTSA), identifies the
types of entities that may serve as the CTSA, and specifies that the transportation planning agency may not be
the CTSA.
Each consolidated transportation service agency shall be an entity other than the
transportation planning agency and shall be one of the following:
(a) A public agency, including a city, county, operator, any state department or agency,
public corporation, or public district, or a joint powers entity created pursuant to
Chapter 5 (commencing with section 5000) of division 7, title 1 of the Government
Code.
(b) A common carrier of persons as defined in section 211 of the Public Utilities Code,
engaged in the transportation of persons, as defined in section 208.
(c) A private entity operating under a franchise or license.
30870.02002\32811497.4
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(d) A nonprofit corporation organized pursuant to division 2 (commencing with
section 5000) of title 1 of the Corporations Code.
SBCTA may designate one or more other entities as the CTSA that meet any of the above requirements. It
appears that SBCTA may also designate itself as the CTSA.
3. Does SBCTA have power to operate buses, and to set and collect fares?
It is not clear that SBCTA has the authority to operate buses, and take all actions related
thereto, including establishing bus routes, setting bus schedules and setting and collecting fares (referred to in this section
as “Transit Operations”). Omnitrans’ authority to engage in Transit Operations stems from the JPA Agreement, and the
broad authority of its member agencies. Cities and counties are general purpose governments, with much of their authority
arising directly from Article XI, section 7 of the California Constitution, which provides: “A county or city may
make and enforce within its limits all local, police, sanitary, and other ordinances and regulations not in conflict
with general laws.” This is generally known as the “police power”. In addition, Article XI, section 9(a) of the
California Constitution provides:
(a) A municipal corporation may establish, purchase, and operate publ
ic works to furnish its inhabitants with light, water, power, heat, transportation, or
means of communication. It may furnish those services outside its boundaries,
except within another municipal corporation which furnishes the same service and
does not consent.
(Emphasis added.)
Special districts, by contrast, are entities created by legislation, with their powers only as
established by the Legislature in their authorizing statute. Special districts do not have police power.1
SBCTA, in its current form, was created by SB 1305, Chaptered August, 26, 2016. SBCTA is a consolidated entity
with the right to exercise the powers of: a county transportation commission, a local transportation authority, a service
authority for freeway emergencies, or a local congestion management agency, all as defined in the San Bernardino
County Transportation Authority Consolidation Act of 2017 (Public Utilities Code section 130800, et. seq.). It
is not apparent than any of the foregoing types of entities have the power to engage in Transit Operations, and
such operations are not part of the basic purpose of any of these types of entities.
1 See

for example, Los Angeles County Flood Control Dist. v. Southern California Edison Company, 51 Cal. 2d 331, 339,333 P.2d 1
(1958).
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Pursuant to Public Utilities Code section 130809(b)(6), SBCTA does have authority: “to construct, acquire,
develop, jointly develop, maintain, operate, lease, and dispose of work, property, rights-of-way, and facilities.”
Further, under subsection (b)(9), SBCTA may: “…fix and collect fees for any services rendered by it.”
However, these rights do not clearly authorize Transit Operations.
In comparison, the Orange County Transportation Authority (“OCTA”), for example, is a consolidated entity
which includes the Orange County Transit District. The Orange County Transit District has the express right,
pursuant to Public Utilities Code section 40180, to own and operate buslines and all facilities necessary for the
provision of transit service:
…acquire, construct, own, operate, control or use rights-of-way, rail lines, buslines,
stations, platforms, switches, yards, terminals and any and all other facilities
necessary or convenient for transit service within or partly without the district…
Since the power to engage in Transit Operations does not seem clear in SBCTA’s statutory authority, especially
as compared to other special districts that were formed for the purpose of such operations, a reasonable conclusion
is that SBCTA does not have such power.
4. LTF Claims for Municipal Services
a. SBCTA Does Not Appear to be an Entity Entitled to File a Claim for LTF Funds for
Municipal Services.
LTF funding is a major source of revenue for transit operations. To make transit
operations by SBCTA feasible, it would likely require access to this funding source. However, based on a plain reading
of the relevant Public Utilities Code (PUC) sections, it does not appear that SBCTA is currently entitled to file
a claim for LTF funds. If this reading of the PUC is correct, it appears that a statutory change to the TDA, or to
SBCTA’s legal status would be required. Another alternative would appear to be for Omnitrans members,
following withdrawal from Omnitrans, dissolution of the JPA, or possibly on joint consent of all Omnitrans
members, to file claims individually for their respective cities or the county, on behalf of SBCTA.
PUC section 99231, titled “Operators and city or county governments; claims for area's apportionment”
provides, in part, that:
All operators and city or county governments with responsibility for providing
municipal services to a given area collectively may file claims for only those
moneys that represent that area's apportionment.
(Emphasis added.)
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It does not appear that SBCTA would qualify as an entity eligible to file a claim for apportionment of LTF for
provision of municipal services. SBCTA does not appear to meet the definition of an “operator” or a “city or county
government” with responsibility for providing municipal services in a given area.
The term “operator” is defined in PUC section 99210 as: “any transit district, included transit district,
municipal operator, included municipal operator, or transit development board.”
“Transit district” is generally defined in PUC section 99213 as a public entity designated in i
ts enabling legislation as a transit district or a rapid transit district. Pursuant to PUC section 99208, an “included
transit district” means any of the following which has operated a public transportation system since at least
January 1, 1971:
(a) A transit district whose boundaries are contained entirely within those of a larger
transit district.
(b) A district organized pursuant to Part 3 (commencing with Section 27000) of
Division 16 of the Streets and Highways Code.
Public Utilities Code section 99209 defines “municipal operator” as:
…a city or county, including any nonprofit corporation or other
legal entity wholly owned or controlled by the city or county, which operates a public
transportation system, or which on July 1, 1972, financially supported, in whole or in
part, a privately owned public transportation system, and which is not included, in
whole or in part, within an existing transit district.
Per PUC section 99209.1, “municipal operator” also means any county which is located in part within a transit
district and which operates a public transportation system in the unincorporated area of the county not within the
area of the district.
PUC section 99207 generally, and in relevant part, defines “included municipal operator” as city or county that
has since January 1, 1971, and continuously since then, provided its own public transportation services, but which is
included, in whole or in part, within a transit district or which has the authority to join a transit district by that
district's enabling legislation.
PUC section 99215 defines “transit development board” as a public entity created by state law and designated as
a transit development board in its enabling legislation. It also includes any nonprofit corporation or other legal entity
wholly owned or controlled by the transit development board which operates a public transportation system.
-730870.02002\32811497.4
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Per Section 99204, “City” means a city within the county having the fund from which the disbursement will
be made, and per 99205, “County” includes a city and county.
As SBCTA does not appear to be an “operator” or a “city or county government” it does not seem that SBCTA
would be entitled to file a claim for LTF funds under PUC 99231, without a legislative change either to the TDA
or to its structure (for example, Orange County Transportation Authority appears to operate bus services under
its authority as the Orange County Transit District, Public Utilities Code section 40000, et. seq.) 2
b. PUC 99231 Reference to San Bernardino County JPA. PUC section 99231 appears to clearly refer to the area
covered by the Omnitrans JPA, however, it does not seem that this section, on its own, would limit the ability of
another eligible entity to make a claim for funds apportioned to this area.
PUC 99231 provides that term “area” means:
(h) With reference to the County of San Bernardino, the area
within the jurisdiction of the transit operator established by the joint exercise of powers
of one or more cities, including the most populous city, and the County of San
Bernardino. The area within the jurisdiction of the transit operator shall be as it
existed on January 1, 1985, as determined by the San Bernardino County
Transportation Commission.
Assuming that SBCTA was otherwise authorized to submit a claim under PUC section 99231, it seems that it
could submit the claim for this area in lieu of Omnitrans submitting such claim.
c. The TDA Includes Specific Requirements for a Successor to a JPA.
PUC section 99268.6 specifically addresses successor agencies to a joint powers entity
that have provided public transportation services and received funding under Article 4 of the TDA. This section addresses
dissolution of the joint power entity, and eligibility of a successor entity, and requires that the successor entity comply
with specified fare ratio requirements. Section 99268.6 provides:
(a) If a joint powers entity providing public transportation services was funded at any
time under this article and is subsequently
2 Pursuant to Public Utilities Code section 130052.3, the Orange County Transportation Commission, the Orange County Transit
District, the Orange County Service Authority for Freeway Emergencies, and the Orange County Consolidated Transportation
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Services Agency were required to provide a consolidation plan to the legislature for consolidation of their functions under a single
policy board by December 1, 1991.
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dissolved, any succeeding entity providing such services shall not be eligible for
funding, unless it conforms to Section 99268.1, 99268.2, 99268.3, 99268.4,
99268.5, or 99268.9, as the case may be, which applied to its predecessor.
(b) Except a city or a county filing a claim pursuant to Section 99260.
7, no public agency providing public transportation services, after withdrawing from, or
while remaining in, a joint powers entity providing public transportation services,
shall be eligible for funding under this article, unless it conforms to Section
99268.1, 99268.2, 99268.3, 99268.4, or 99268.9, as the case may be, that the joint
powers entity is required to conform with in order to be eligible for such funding
at the time the public agency commences its public transportation services. The
public agency is an operator and shall be subject to Section 99268.9.
It would appear that if SBCTA became the successor to Omnitrans, and assuming it is eligible to make a claim
for TDA funds, it would also have to comply with the applicable fare ratio requirements set forth above.
5. Other Funding Sources.
a. Measure I Funds.
SBCTA’s current measure, Ordinance No. 04-01, provides for the continuation of SBCTA’s one-half of one
percent retail transaction and use tax for local transportation purposes and Transportation Expenditure Plan from 2010
to 2040 (“Measure I”). Measure I identifies the San Bernardino Valley Subarea, which includes the Omnitrans
member entities, as one of the subareas for which various funding sources are allocated, including transit.
Measure I does not specifically name Omnitrans, and rather includes generalized funding categories, and
allocations for such categories. For example, funding is allocated for express bus and bus rapid transit, “…for
the development, implementation and operation of express bus and bus rapid transit service, to be jointly
developed by the Authority and transit service agencies serving the Valley Subarea.”
In light of the generalized nature of Measure I, it would appear that funds currently allocated to Omnitrans services
could be reallocated to transit services provided by SBCTA, without consent or cooperation of Omnitrans, as long as
those funds were used for the San Bernardino Valley Subarea.
b. Federal Funds.
Omnitrans is currently the direct recipient of the FTA TIGER grant of $8.7 million dollars for the Redlands
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Passenger Rail Project, as well as other FTA funds. Omnitrans annually
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executes the FTA Certifications and Assurances, and completes its multiple reporting, auditing, and other obligations to
the FTA. As the direct recipient of multiple FTA grants, and as an obligee to FTA to carry out its grant
requirements (such as requirements related to continuing control of FTA assisted revenue vehicles and other
property), Omnitrans has direct contractual rights and obligations related to its agreements with the FTA. Absent
legislative or Board action to make SBCTA the successor to Omnitrans, as described in Section 1 of this memo,
consent and cooperation of Omnitrans would be required to negotiate potential transfer of existing agreements
with FTA to SBCTA, and a change in the designated recipient for various formula funds. In any case, agreements
with FTA should be reviewed to determine if assignment, even to a successor entity, may require FTA consent.
6. Existing Contracts.
Omnitrans has a multitude of existing contracts for the performance of work and services
required for its operations. One of its major contracts is for the provision of Omnitrans Access, its
Americans with Disabilities Act mandated on-demand paratransit access service. Omnitrans
recently conducted a multi-month procurement process to engage the services of First Transit, Inc. under a long term
contract for these services. In order for SBCTA to take on many of the functions provided by Omnitrans, it would need
to either conduct new procurements for a multitude of contracted services, or would require Omnitrans’ consent
to an assignment of its existing contracts, such as its contract with First Transit, Inc. Alternatively, legislative or
Board action to make SBCTA the successor agency to Omnitrans could also include assignment of these
contracts. Omnitrans’ standard contract form does not address Omnitrans’ right to assign the contract. While it
is unlikely that a contractor would protest assignment of its contract to SBCTA, a contractor could potentially
contest the right of Omnitrans to make such assignment, and seek termination of the contract.
- 10 30870.02002\32811497.4
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